Four new and completely different AM-FM stereo receivers with increased performance, greater power, unsurpassed precision and total versatility.
Pioneer has mo

SX-727 AM-FM STEREO RECEIVER — 195 WATTS IHF

SX-828 AM-FM STEREO RECEIVER — 270 WATTS IHF
Critics Agree... You’ll be reading lots about the new Pioneer receiver line in a wide variety of publications. Acclaim and enthusiasm for these receivers is evident in reviews now appearing in many of these publications. Here are highlights from just a few.

**STEREO REVIEW**
(Hirsch-Houck Laboratories)
"Pioneer's moderately priced SX-727 has a degree of operating flexibility and electrical performance previously found only in some of the most expensive receivers... in many areas of its measured performance it is somewhat better than much of the competition at its price level... stereo FM separation was among the best we have measured."

**AUDIO** "(The SX-727) is a rugged, reliable instrument that certainly represents state-of-the-art receiver technology in its design and performance... FM performance equaled or exceeded specs in just about every area... selectivity was excellent."

**HI-FI STEREO BUYERS' GUIDE** "This (SX-828) excellent performer features full power output at all frequencies... excellent reception of weak FM signals... selectivity was excellent."
Long before the current wave of consumerism, Pioneer had established its reputation for superior quality craftsmanship. This reputation has been continuously augmented by our commitment to building high fidelity components with a measurable extra margin of value. Our four new receivers — SX-828, SX-727, SX-626, SX-525 — are designed to meet a wide range of requirements and budgets. Yet each unit incorporates a significant array of features and refinements built into the top new model—the SX-828. Regardless which new Pioneer receiver you finally select, you are assured it represents the finest at its price.

You can’t expect great music without great specifications.

Pioneer’s reputation for high performance capability is thoroughly reinforced in these four receivers. Listening to them substantiates it; the specifications tell the reasons why. Since Field Effect Transistors increase sensitivity, they’re incorporated into the FM tuner section of each unit. For example, the SX-828 uses 4 FET's. You get greater selectivity and capture ratio with Integrated Circuits and Ceramic Filters in the IF stage. Here’s a mini spec list.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>IHF Music Power</th>
<th>Selectivity (the higher the better)</th>
<th>Capture Ratio (the lower the better)</th>
<th>Power Bandwidth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SX-828</td>
<td>270 watts</td>
<td>+75dB</td>
<td>1.5dB</td>
<td>All exceed by a wide margin the usable sound frequency spectrum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SX-727</td>
<td>195 watts</td>
<td>+70dB</td>
<td>2.0dB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SX-626</td>
<td>110 watts</td>
<td>+70dB</td>
<td>2.5dB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SX-525</td>
<td>72 watts</td>
<td>+45dB</td>
<td>3.0dB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Inputs and outputs for every purpose including 4-channel sound.

Depending on your listening interests and desire to experiment in sound, each receiver provides terminals for a wide range of program sources.

Power that is consistent throughout the 20-20,000 Hz bandwidth (not just when measured at 1,000 Hz.) Especially noticeable at the low end of the spectrum with improved bass response, the overall effect is greater frequency response and low, low distortion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>IHF Music Power</th>
<th>RMS @ 8 ohms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SX-828</td>
<td>270 watts</td>
<td>1.7uV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SX-727</td>
<td>195 watts</td>
<td>1.8uV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SX-626</td>
<td>110 watts</td>
<td>2.0uV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SX-525</td>
<td>72 watts</td>
<td>2.2uV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Direct-coupled amplifier circuitry and twin power supplies improve responses.

Of course, having power to spare is important; but directing it for maximum performance is even more vital. In the SX-828 and SX-727, you will find direct-coupled circuitry in the power amplifier combined with two separate power supplies to maintain consistent high power output with positive stability. This means transient, damping and frequency responses are enhanced, while distortion is minimized. In fact, it’s less than 0.5% across the 20-20,000 Hz. bandwidth.

Ultra wide linear FM dial scale takes the squint out of tuning.

Versatile features increase your listening enjoyment.

Our engineers have outdone themselves with a host of easy-to-use features. All four units include: loudness contour, FM muting, mode lights, click stop bass/treble tone controls with oversize knurled knobs, and an ultra wide linear FM dial scale that takes the squint out of tuning. Except for the SX-525, they all employ high and low filters. Enlarged signal strength meters make tuning easier than ever. Center tuning meters are included as well in the SX-828 and SX-727. Further sophistication is offered on the top two models with a 20dB audio muting switch — the perfect answer to controlling background music. As the senior member of the family, the SX-828 is endowed with speaker indicator lights (A,B,C,A+B,A+C) and a tuning dial dimmer for creating a more intimate lighting atmosphere.

Some day other stereo receivers will strive for this total combination of power, performance, features, precision and versatility. Why wait? Pioneer has more of everything now. See and hear these magnificent receivers at your local Pioneer dealer.

SFX-828—$429.95; SX-727—$349.95; SX-626—$279.95; SX-525—$239.95 Prices include walnut cabinets.

U.S. Pioneer Electronics Corp., 178 Commerce Road, Carlstadt, New Jersey 07072

PIONEER® 
when you want something better

West: 13300 S. Estrella, Los Angeles 90248 • 1500 Greenleaf, Elk Grove Village, Ill. 60007 • Canada S. H. Parker Co., Ontario
Sometimes high fidelity people lose sight of what it's all about: Sound.

The ultimate test of any piece of high fidelity equipment is what you hear.

That's why, of all the statements made by equipment reviewers about our Garrard Zero 100, the most significant were these:

"Using identical virgin records, and virgin styli in identical good cartridges, the Zero 100 on occasion sounded markedly 'crisper' than other turntables." Rolling Stone.

"A listening test proves to bring new life to many records, noticeably reducing distortion on the inner grooves." Radio Electronics.

"From about 7 in. diameter to runout, the Zero 100 delivers considerably less distortion and greater definition than with the same pickup mounted in a standard arm. The improvement in sound quality is notably impressive." Elementary Electronics.

"The articulated arm of the Zero 100 produced less distortion, and therefore greater definition, on high-level, musically complex passages, from the inner grooves." Hi-Fi Stereo Buyers' Guide.

That's what reviewers actually heard when they tested the first automatic turntable with Zero Tracking Error. This is, to our knowledge, the first time a turntable has been given credit for making records sound better.

"All of these features combined into one automatic turntable make news, even though some are found on other units. Only in the Zero 100 are they all put together." Audio.

When Audio talks about "all of these features" they're referring to such things as our magnetic anti-skating, variable speed control, illuminated strobe, viscous-damped cueing, 15° vertical tracking adjustment, patented Garrard Synchro-Lab synchronous motor and our exclusive two-point record support in automatic play.

But all of this gets back to our original point. It is the sound that makes the difference. After all, a $200 record player should give you a really meaningful difference. And the high fidelity experts agree that people who own a Zero 100 will hear better than people who don't.

If you'd like to read the reviews in full detail, we'll send them to you along with a complete brochure on the Zero 100 and the Garrard line. Write to: British Industries Company, Dept. K32, Westbury, N.Y. 11590.

GARRARD
ZERO 100
The only automatic turntable with Zero Tracking Error.
Mfg. by Plessey Ltd. Dist. by British Industries Company.
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THE SKY IS NOT FALLING

If I may, I would like to plead, here in front of friends, acquaintances, family, regular readers, and Maker, that it was not my intention to add to the sum of the world’s misery when, in the September issue recently past, I reversed the order of Stereo Review’s Classical and Popular record-review sections. If it turned out that way, I am truly sorry. Certainly there were those who didn’t notice and others who didn’t think it worth commenting on, but, as this month’s letters columns attest, a number of readers chose to interpret the change as a craven surrender, an opening of the gates of the beleaguered Classical citadel to the unkempt hordes of Ostrogoths, Visigoths, Vandals, Huns, and other barbarian Yahoos of the Popular persuasion. For them, and for the record, be it known that this simple format change was made because of a feeling that our popular-music reviews, of which we have a high opinion, were not getting the kind of attention, respect, and credit they deserved, either from readers or from advertisers. Since habit can make unthinking automatons of the best of us, one effective way of getting attention is to frustrate the customary order of things: the popular section will therefore have a higher visibility—for a while, at least—not because it is in “first” place, but because it is out of its usual one. Those who claim what they believe to be the prouder position for the classical-review section cannot have attended many wine-tastings or banquets, where the best is always reserved for last—not that I would agree for one moment that classical music is any “better” than popular music (that last outrageous statement being designed to bring the discussion out of the bickering anteroom of wounded pride and into the larger aesthetic arena where it belongs).

It is no secret that lovers of classical music, in this country at least, fee themselves these days to be very much on the defensive, and, further, that the enemy can be identified as popular music. However, if the sky is indeed falling (I doubt it), the fault lies not with popular music or with where reviews of it fall in the pages of Stereo Review, but with the sorry state of our classical music itself, with its creators, its purveyors, and its fond but clumsy lovers. There can be no question that we have just undergone, in the past decade, a radical shift in the center of cultural gravity where music is concerned. The vital center now lies, indisputably, somewhere within the popular arena where it belongs.

If I may, I would like to plead, here in front of friends, acquaintances, family, regular readers, and Maker, that it was not my intention to add to the sum of the world’s misery when, in the September issue recently past, I reversed the order of Stereo Review’s Classical and Popular record-review sections. If it turned out that way, I am truly sorry. Certainly there were those who didn’t notice and others who didn’t think it worth commenting on, but, as this month’s letters columns attest, a number of readers chose to interpret the change as a craven surrender, an opening of the gates of the beleaguered Classical citadel to the unkempt hordes of Ostrogoths, Visigoths, Vandals, Huns, and other barbarian Yahoos of the Popular persuasion. For them, and for the record, be it known that this simple format change was made because of a feeling that our popular-music reviews, of which we have a high opinion, were not getting the kind of attention, respect, and credit they deserved, either from readers or from advertisers. Since habit can make unthinking automatons of the best of us, one effective way of getting attention is to frustrate the customary order of things: the popular section will therefore have a higher visibility—for a while, at least—not because it is in “first” place, but because it is out of its usual one. Those who claim what they believe to be the prouder position for the classical-review section cannot have attended many wine-tastings or banquets, where the best is always reserved for last—not that I would agree for one moment that classical music is any “better” than popular music (that last outrageous statement being designed to bring the discussion out of the bickering anteroom of wounded pride and into the larger aesthetic arena where it belongs).

We have been hampered in America by our musical history, by the nineteenth-century notion that European art music could be transplanted to these shores to take root and spread its beneficial influences downward into the springs of domestic inspiration. In order to believe that this was possible, we also had to believe that our own music—that poor, crooked product created and consumed at home—was just not good enough stock to base a proper musical culture on. Granted that most popular music is simple, a lot of it meretricious, and almost all of it transitory (which, considering its quality, is a mercy), it is nonetheless the proper raw material of art music, the only soil upon which genuine inspiration can feed. It has been spurned, and we see the cost: instead of the intertwined, intercommunicating symbiosis we should have in our music, we have an imported air plant trying to make music out of systems and theories strained through other classical music, and a feisty popular music, as vigorous (and as contemptible) as weeds, still struggling to flower into its rightful classical fulfillment. No doubt about the winner—but when?
If you want to be completely surrounded by music you need a 4-channel receiver that completely adjusts to your surroundings.

Since JVC wants to give you nearly perfect sound, we also have to give you a nearly perfect listening area.

The JVC 5445 4-channel receiver does just that.

A special sound effects amplifier (SEA) takes discrete and matrix 4-channel sources, plus stereo and monaural sources, and breaks them up into five frequency ranges, instead of just the usual bass and treble.

So you can bring up any frequency that's absorbed or tone down any one that's reflected too much. You can bring up any instrument. Or push any down. That's sound control you'd expect only in a professional studio.

And the separate SEA control for the rear speakers lets you adjust for any future 4-channel sound system.

This receiver also makes your present stereo records, tape and FM stereo broadcasts sound better than ever by picking up previously hidden sounds through the rear speakers.

Naturally, this receiver is completely compatible with your present equipment. And the equipment you'll probably buy in the future. It even has optional remote control and 4-channel headphones.

JVC also makes a top-quality integrated 4-channel amplifier, the 280 watt Model 990. And if you have a really good stereo amplifier, you can convert your system to 4-channel instantly with JVC's add-on amplifier, the 5101.

The JVC receiver, amplifier and add-on amplifier. They can take a beautifully arranged room and help you orchestrate it.
Listen to what you've been missing in cassette sound.

You'll hear sound you may never have heard before. Brilliant highs and rich lows. Both beautifully balanced in one great cassette.

You need both highs and lows because all music contains both. High frequencies provide "life" and presence. Low frequencies add fullness and depth. And unless your cassette can deliver them in proper balance, the sound that comes out simply can't be as great as the sound you put in.

"Scotch" sound experts know this. So we've developed a tape cassette significantly superior, across both frequencies, to any other cassette we've ever made. And any we've listened to. We call it High Energy.

High Energy will perform superbly on any cassette recorder, no matter how much you paid for it. Or how little. Without special switches or adjustments of any kind. You'll get the great sound you've been missing—with "Scotch" Brand High Energy Cassettes.

For non-cassette recording fans, there's great sound, too, on "Scotch" 206 and 207 Low Noise/High Output reel tapes and "Scotch" Low Noise 8-track cartridges.

"Scotch" is a registered trademark of 3M Co.

Behind a great sound, there's a great cassette. "Scotch" High Energy.
The Sky Is Falling!

This is too much! The beginning of the end! Just as the record companies, as your magazine so often laments, ignore the classical record as it sinks to below five per cent of the market, now STEREO REVIEW is following suit. Not only do they put the "Popular" record reviews now appear before the "Classical," but also (horror of horrors) "Popular" has a bigger heading—by half a centimeter—than "Classical."

In the past I have always admired the balance of your coverage as between records, equipment, and music, and between "Popular" and "Classical." My own interests lie mainly with the latter, but I have been glad to be informed of "the other half." Over the last year or so, there have been indications of a gradual shift in emphasis to the "popular" side (perhaps so that you can increase your readership?). There are already plenty of magazines catering to pop music. Do not allow STEREO REVIEW to be taken over by the popular market, please!

Anthony C. Lunn
Cambridge, Mass.

How to explain the change of order in your magazine's review sections? I believe it is an insult to the majority of your subscribers, who respect classical music more than hairy Roger Cook and his like.

Dymtriy Weresow
Sayreville, N.J.

I see by your having relegated the classical record reviews to the back pages that you have finally succumbed to the carping of the "nobody-listens-to-classical-music-anyway" people. I won't try to tell you that nobody listens to pop music—but how many buyers of pop records read record reviews?

Furthermore, how important is high-fidelity reproduction to most of the people who buy pop records? The same people who would have been content with an Admiral console reproduction to most of the people who buy pop records? The same people who would have been content with an Admiral console reproduction to most of the people who buy pop records? The same people who would have been content with an Admiral console reproduction to most of the people who buy pop records? The same people who would have been content with an Admiral console reproduction to most of the people who buy pop records? The same people who would have been content with an Admiral console reproduction to most of the people who buy pop records? The same people who would have been content with an Admiral console reproduction to most of the people who buy pop records? The same people who would have been content with an Admiral console reproduction to most of the people who buy pop records? The same people who would have been content with an Admiral console reproduction to most of the people who buy pop records? The same people who would have been content with an Admiral console reproduction to most of the people who buy pop records? The same people who would have been content with an Admiral console reproduction to most of the people who buy pop records? The same people who would have been content with an Admiral console reproduction to most of the people who buy pop records? The same people who would have been content with an Admiral console reproduction to most of the people who buy pop records? The same people who would have been content with an Admiral console reproduction to most of the people who buy pop records?

I have just received the September issue of STEREO REVIEW and am glad to see you finally put the classical record reviews where they belong—behind all the others.

Michael T. Schreiner
Milwaukee, Wis.

The format change that provoked these letters is the subject of this month's Editorially Speaking.

Milhaud and Jazz

I noticed in Richard Freed's article on Milhaud ("Darius Milhaud at Eighty") in your September issue a repetition of the old legend that Milhaud's La Création du monde represented the first use of the jazz idiom by a serious composer. It is a legend that dies hard, and I have seen it repeated over and over again. The fact is that the first serious composer to use jazz was an American, John Alden Carpenter, in his ballet Krazy Kat in 1921, a date that precedes La Création by two years.

Winthrop Sargeant
Salisbury, Conn.

Mr. Freed replies: "Mr. Sargeant is of course entirely correct. George Antheil's Zingareseca, which also made use of the jazz idiom, was performed in 1922—a year after Krazy Kat and still a year before La Création du monde—and there were other such efforts long forgotten now, before 1923. What we ought to be saying about La Création is not that it was the first 'serious' work to use jazz, but that it was the first among those that have established themselves in the repertoire with any degree of permanency."

"Is Jazz Coming Back?"

Re "Is Jazz Coming Back?" (September): what has Joel Vance contributed to the betterment of jazz? It seems easy indeed for one as ignorant as he to pass judgment on the masters of jazz. His opinions are loud, disrespectful, and vulgar, and he simply does not know what jazz is or how much of their inner being the greats of that musical expression have poured into their music.

Some advice, Mr. Vance: perhaps you should find a position on some underground periodical and refrain from contaminating jazz and its interpreters with your radical and very limited opinions.

J. M. Singer
Chicago, Ill.

Mr. Vance replies: "Kom de reflootahosh, Meester Sink, you vill swing from a lampshad!"

"Coming back to my own voice, I'm no radical, but I am bored, bored, bored by claims that jazz musicians are in some way high priests to be protected from vulgar barbarians like me. As for what I have done for jazz, I have bought jazz record albums for twenty years, thereby contributing to artists' royalties. I have sung vocals at jam sessions with Wild Bill Davison and Tony Parenti (the latter gentleman was kind enough to tell me I sounded like a young Jack Teagarden, but then he was as drunk as I was). I once returned a bass-drum floor lock that Zutty Singleton lost, went to his last recording session, and visited his home. And finally, I like jazz—good jazz—a lot. There, does that qualify me?"

Bolet and the "Golden Age"

Igor Kipnis' review of Jorge Bolet's new album of "Liszt's Greatest Hits of the 1850's" (July) can be reduced to nothing more than a couple of comparisons with performances by Cortot and Paderewski. These comparisons are not apt, because even at the height of their careers these two pianists did not possess the transcendent techniques of such giants as Hofmann, Rachmaninoff, Rosenthal, Godowsky, and Lhevinnen— or Bolet, for that matter. These pieces by Liszt are of transcendent virtuosity and admit no compromise: the performer must be the master of every note before he can begin to "interpret." And to ignore the way Cortot and Paderewski fight their way through the notes is to suffer from acute aural astigmatism indeed.

Cortot recorded the Rigoletto paraphrase twice (VIC 74636, acoustic; HMV DB 1105, electrical). Mr. Kipnis states that, in the former, Cortot "separates the important melodic passages from the decorative figurations." What he doesn't say is that the music falters, octaves are bunged, rapid passages are blurred, scales are nondescript, the pedaling is idiosyncratic—in Eric Saltzman's words (in reference to a Cortot performance of Chopin Etude reviewed in the same issue), it is "all fits and starts, angles and bumbles." Leaving the essential technical problems aside, the musical question is, what did Liszt mean in composing this piece? Liszt's idea was to recreate in pianistic terms an operatic ensemble, several solo voices singing simultaneously against an orchestral background. It is Mr. Bolet's feat to have accomplished Liszt's musical intention. Now, Mr. Kipnis, please try comparing Bolet's performance with those of Vladimir de Pachmann and Leopold Godowsky, and you will be comparing the performances of peers.

Paderewiski recorded the Spinning Chorus twice (VIC 6538, acoustic; VIC 1549, electrical, the worse of the two). Rhythmic accidents..."
The right Pickering cartridge for your equipment is the best cartridge money can buy.

There's a "right" Pickering cartridge for every record player, and only Pickering has developed a way for you to be absolutely certain you select the "right" cartridge for your high-fidelity music system.

It is a simple way for you to precisely match one of our XV-15 (100% Music Power) cartridges to whatever kind of record player you have or plan to buy. It's called Dynamic Coupling Factor—DCF for short.

We have taken virtually every record player and pre-analyzed the vital variables affecting cartridge design and those related to the engineering features of the various turntables and changers. So, no matter what equipment you own or plan to purchase, there is a Pickering XV-15 cartridge exactly "right" for it. The DCF number enables you to select the proper Pickering XV-15 cartridge in relation to a particular type of playback equipment to achieve maximum performance.

If you're ready to buy your next cartridge, be certain you end up with the Pickering XV-15 cartridge that's best for your system. Have your Pickering high-fidelity dealer show you our DCF Chart, or write Pickering & Co., Inc., Dept. G, 101 Sunnyside Boulevard, Plainview, N.Y. 11803.

PICKERING
"for those who can hear the difference"

The 100% Music Power Cartridges

All Pickering cartridges are designed for use with all two and four-channel matrix derived compatible systems.
racy is essential to the success of this piece: it is built upon repeated left-hand figurations that must be played effortlessly and accurately. In Paderewski's hands, the pressure of the spinning wheels becomes the clanger of the Fruit of the Loom machinery. There is no rhythm, thrust, shape, beauty, or style—only noise, and a desperate effort to keep the music going somehow, some way. It is in Mr. Bol- et's performance that one can find "Hofmann- ness," "humor," and "lovely filigree." How Mr. Kipnis can perceive the quality of humor in Paderewski's grimly determined performance eludes me. The other performances on Mr. Bolet's record are dismissed in a sentence or two.

I hope readers of your magazine will not allow Mr. Kipnis' rare lapse from his normally professional manner to deter them from listening to this Bolet recording, which represents piano playing of "Golden Age" quality— with one important difference: it is the playing of an artist alive, performing, and recording in our time.

A. M. Grigor
New York, N. Y.

Mr. Kipnis replies: "I admit to a blunder, one that I caught but could not rectify before publication, in the review in question. The acous- tic disc of the Rigoletto paraphrase to which I compared Bolet's performance was not Cortot's but was by one of the 'peers' Mr. Grigor mentions, Vladimir de Pachmann. It was in that scratchy old performance that the 'im- portant melodic passages' were so elegantly and effectively separated from the 'decorative figurations.' I was one of the reasons why I was disappointed in Bolet's interpretation. I must ascribe Mr. Grigor's seemingly intense dislike of Paderewski (I would argue with him about Cortot as well, but this is a moot point at the moment) to a matter of taste: I continue to find the Paderewski Spinning Chorus full of charm, whereas Bolet's seems to me too little literal. "I cannot argue the question of Bolet's splendid technique, and I have expressed my admiration for it. I wonder, however, whether the ability to play all the notes accurately at all times can really be considered the primary requisite for the performance of any reper- toire. If it were, I am afraid I would have to throw out most of the records of the pianists that I admire, Rachmaninoff, Hofmann, Schnabel, Edwin Fischer, Myra Hess, Mois- eiwitsch, and, of course, Cortot. Accuracy of execution is always desirable (and today's splicing certainly makes it easy), but there are many other important factors—tone, dy- namics, musical conception, and personality—that come into play. Naturally, Jorge Bolet has his share of the ingredients that go into the making of a performance, and I readily concur that in many ways he is a formida- ble pianist. So far as representing 'Golden Age' quality is concerned, however, Bolet's playing leaves me with a feeling of incom- pleteness, and for greater satisfaction I turn to some of the pianists Mr. Grigor names, technically flawed though many of their readings might be."

Kristofferson's Devils

I must take issue with Joel Vance's critique of Kris Kristofferson's album "Border Lord" (September). Not with the fact that he didn't like it, for it is not one of Kristofferson's bet- ter efforts, but because he was so taken with his own concept of Kristofferson's musical character as "renegade preacher" that he tended to chop and bend the facts a little to fit this tidy thesis.

There is, indeed, within the bulk of Kristoff- erson's music, a preoccupation with the sins of the flesh, but the "devils" quite clearly exist most pointedly on the dark side of the write- er's self. I don't find a sneaky sinner searching for excuses; I sense rather a somewhat tor- mented and always relentless self-pout-down. The theme of introspective exploration of the good and evil coexisting in one's soul is as old as literature and as relevant as today's news- paper. Further, the use of such terms as "mor- alizing stod" and "scaredy-tomcat" is the rather shallow substitution of catchy phrases for solid criticism.

Finally, Mr. Vance claims that Kristoffer- son's reputation is based solely on Bobby Mcgee and that he has done nothing but re- hash that song since. Maybe Joel Vance should consider that while Bobby Mcgee is a pleasant enough song with a number of things to recommend it, it is not really representative of Kristofferson's full power as a lyricist. In other songs (For the Good Times comes most readily to mind here) he has found his abil- ity to cut straight through to the emotions with some compelling lines. Since Mr. Vance has either missed or chosen to ignore these things, I can only conclude, that he is a very inatten- tive listener.

Anita R. Lay
Schenectady, N. Y.

I am a Kris Kristofferson fan who, regret- fully, must agree with Joel Vance's psycho- analysis of K. K. in his review of "Border Lord." But it is unfair of Mr. Vance to imply that Bobby Mcgee is the only worthwhile song Kristofferson has ever written. I cannot defend his character, but how about acknowledg- ing the fact that he wrote For the Good Times, Help Me Make It Through the Night, Sunday Morning Coming Down, Loving Her Was Easier, and The Pilgrim? Old Kris may not wear a halo, but to us country-music fans these are dang pretty tunes. He may not have every character, but how about acknow- ledging some compelling lines. Since Mr. Vance has either missed or chosen to ignore these things, I can only conclude, that he is a very inatten- tive listener.

Blaine Peters
Findlay, Ohio

Rodrigues: Pulling No Punches

Cartoonist Charles Rodrigues, who de- lights in poking fun at audiophiles, apparently works independent of your circulation depart- ment. In the August "Letters to the Editor" column, in the Editor's reply to a letter from reader Bob Freeman, it is revealed that the median age of Stereo Review readers is twenty-nine. But Rodrigues' series of car- toons on loudspeakers in the same issue shows no one anywhere near that age: his male characters tend to be slightly bald and to have clearly defined black and white. This leads me to the following: Could it be that Mr. Rodrigues is the only worthwhile cartoonist in the world, or is it just that he has done nothing but re- hash that song since. Maybe Joel Vance should consider that while Bobby Mcgee is a pleasant enough song with a number of things to recommend it, it is not really representative of Kristofferson's full power as a lyricist. In other songs (For the Good Times comes most readily to mind here) he has found his abil- ity to cut straight through to the emotions with some compelling lines. Since Mr. Vance has either missed or chosen to ignore these things, I can only conclude, that he is a very inatten- tive listener.

Lee Passarella
Lansdowne, Pa.

Delius

I must thank Stereo Review for placing Delius' "Mass of Life" in the "Best of the Month" section (August). I certainly do agree, and even consider it the "best of the year." But I do not agree with Bernard Jacob- son's appraisal of Delius' place in music; that is for posterity, not for Mr. Jacobson, to de- cide. I think we will find that the case will be similar to that of Mahler. Twenty years ago the same pronouncements of his worth were being made, and now he is regarded as a master. Delius was a great original poetical genius, the likes of whom music had not seen before, nor has seen since. There is also in tune with nature that he could translate his most sublime moods into music. Our time more than any other needs him—this hectic world needs the reflection in music of things that are of real value.

Robert E. Lyons
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Loudspeaker Evaluation

Julian Hirsch's excellent article on loud- speaker evaluation (August) raises again the question of the relative validity of objective measurements vs. listening tests in assess- ment of performance. He uses as an argument the fact that proponents of measurements produce speakers that do not all sound alike, as they should if measurements were done suffice to characterize their performance. A considerable mass of data is required to completely characterize the behavior of a loudspeaker. By its nature this information does not lend itself to a simple summary on a specification sheet, nor is it fully appreci-
The Advent Model 202 cassette playback deck is the first full equivalent in tape equipment of a precision turntable for records.

Designed for highest-quality playback of recorded cassettes, the Advent 202 employs the Dolby System of noise reduction. It also provides proper playback equalization for both iron-oxide and chromium-dioxide cassettes— including a soon-to-be-issued series of premium-quality cassette recordings on Crolyn from Advent.

The 202 is an ideal machine for anyone more interested in listening to cassettes than in recording his own. It is also a perfect source deck for any cassette dubbing application, including the growing number of professional uses.

With the number of Dolby cassette releases increasing rapidly (there are more than 400 now, and the majority of new releases employ the process), the time is ripe for a cassette player designed to realize the full potential of pre-recorded cassettes. It is clearly possible now to make cassette releases that equal (and in some ways surpass) the sound quality of the best records. The 202 will yield everything any pre-recorded cassette can offer.

The transport mechanism of the 202, very low in wow and flutter, is designed to stand up to heavy everyday use. It has a precise tape counter for easy location of recorded selections. Its controls are simple and positive in action. And its overall operation day after day is easier than that of most record-playing equipment. Included with each 202 is a head-cleaning cassette that helps make normal maintenance quick and simple.

For schools, libraries, and other institutional users, a special version, the 202 HP, comes equipped with a headphone amplifier and jack. The 202 HP and a set of headphones provide about the lowest-cost high-performance sound system imaginable, one that will probably become a starter system or dorm system for some people with tight budgets and high aims.

Using the coupon below will bring you full information on the 202 and a list of dealers where you can hear it. We also have compiled a complete and up-to-date listing of cassette releases employing the Dolby System that we will be happy to send you.

We hope you will test our feeling that the time has come for a high-performance cassette player. Thank you.
Incredible, really incredible! Talking about Opus Mnum write or phone—Loudspeaker Technology each instrument. You can feel the air around 24A-altogether unbelievable. Owners of People are (212) 255-8156 220 West 19 Street, New York, N.Y. 10011 It's the finest speaker we've ever heard!

*4
crescendos are so solid they delineation of individual instruments... as to the Opus speaker I have ever heard. Mr. Vance should try to say something positive about these groups, too. I judged to be but a mediocre, diverse bassist since Jack Bruce. They are not "tightly laced": they are a close family, but they record and perform individually with more freedom than many other groups. The Dead belong in the "pantheon of rock." Mr. Vance replies: "My only hard and fast rule for selecting the groups that appeared in this article—outside the 'Doorthumpers' category—was, they likely to be familiar to the readers of STEREO REVIEW? All questions and/or considerations of artistry and breadwinning ability are for that reason strictly relative."

"Who's Who in Rock"

* Concerning Joel Vance's article "Who's Who in Rock Right This Minute," I respect Mr. Vance's opinions as much as I'm sure he does mine, but I must assume that he is either a "gum popper" from way back or that his clock is a bit slow. I agreed with most of his choices for "Certified Biggies" with the exception of Blood, Sweat and Tears. They are essentially dead, as anyone can tell from the title of their most recent album ("Greatest Hits"). And I wonder why Jethro Tull was left out. They are big and consistently first-rate. Mr. Vance should try to say something positive about these groups, too.
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if you are serious about music use the tape of the pro. TDK

Ask any artist or musician, any recording engineer or audiophile, chances are he uses TDK for his professional work. Unmatched in purity and fidelity over the full range of human hearing, crystal clear in its dynamic response and with complete reliability, TDK truly is the tape of the expert. Cassettes, 8-track cartridges or reel-to-reel, in the widest choice of formulations and lengths, including cassettes running as long as 3 hours.

Purity In Sound

Ask your dealer for free copy of 48-page “Guide to Cassettes,” or write us directly.
STEREO REVIEW

Sankyo 551 Digital Alarm Clock/Timer

- SANKYO offers a digital-readout clock with an integral timer system that will turn electrical appliances (tape machine, tuner, TV, coffeemaker, etc.) on at preset times. The appliance is plugged into an a.c. outlet on the back of the clock, and the timer dial, which is calibrated over a full twenty-four hours, is set as on a conventional alarm clock. At the selected hour and minute the a.c. outlet becomes live and remains so for about two hours. The outlet activation takes place with or without the ringing of the alarm, according to the setting of a selector switch on the clock face. There is also a separate built-in timer mechanism that will turn the outlet on and off after a period of anywhere up to two hours. The Sankyo 551 displays in back-lighted soft red numerals the hour, minute, and second. The a.c. outlet is rated for up to 10 amperes, or a maximum of 1,200 watts. A "snooze" pushbutton on top of the clock interrupts the alarm for about ten minutes when depressed. The Sankyo 551 is available in ivory with black face only. Price: $29.95.

Circle reader service number 119

Teac Stereo Cassette Decks

- TEAC's line of stereo cassette decks has been increased by three new models, the 210, 220, and 250. The Model 210, with a frequency response of 30 to 21,000 Hz, is a moderately priced ($159.50) basic record/playback unit adjusted for low-noise ferric-oxide cassette tape. The Model 220 (shown), with separate preamplifiers (and level controls) for recording and playback, has a recording bias that can be switched for ferric-oxide tapes or chromium-dioxide cassettes, and a high-density ferrite record/playback head. Frequency response is 30 to 13,000 Hz with ferric-oxide tape, 30 to 16,000 Hz with chromium dioxide. Price: $199.50. The Dolby-equipped Model 250 shares the 220's basic specifications and other features at a price of $249.50. All three decks have 0.15 per cent wow and flutter, 50-dB signal-to-noise ratios (without Dolby), and fast-winding times of about 1½ minutes for a C-60 cassette. Push-key arrays that include latching pause controls govern the transport operations, with separate cassette-eject pushbuttons and large, illuminated recording-level meters. The microphone inputs, intended for microphones with impedances from 600 to 10,000 ohms, have 0.25-millivolt sensitivities. Outputs are rated at 0.3 volt into 10,000 ohms or more. The three decks have stereo headphone jacks that will drive 8-ohm phones. Approximate dimensions, including walnut bases: 16½ x 9½ x 4½ inches.

Circle reader service number 119

Pickering XV-15/1200E Phono Cartridge

- PICKERING has a new top-of-the-line magnetic stereo phono cartridge, the XV-15/1200E, which has a 0.2 x 0.7-mil biradial (elliptical) diamond stylus and a rated tracking-force range of ½ to 1½ grams. The XV-15/1200E is specifically recommended for use with the highest-quality automatic and manual turntables. Frequency response is stated as flat from 10 to 30,000 Hz. Nominal stereo separation is 35 dB, and the output of the cartridge is 4.4 millivolts for a recorded velocity of 5.5 centimeters per second. The 1200E's stylus guard is fitted with the Pickering "Dustatic" record brush, which pivots freely in the vertical direction and tracks (and cleans) the disc along with the cartridge. The body of the cartridge is in gold, with black stylus assembly. Suggested retail price: $79.95. The user-replaceable stylus is available separately as the D1200 and is priced at $35.

Circle reader service number 120

JVC 4VR-5445 Four-Channel Receiver

- JVC's new line of four-channel receivers is headed by the Model 4VR-5445; an AM/stereo FM unit with a continuous power output of 21 watts per channel with 8-ohm loads when all four channels are driven. Harmonic distortion is under 0.5 per cent at rated output, and intermodulation distortion is below 0.8 per cent. Flanking the tuning dial on either side of the receiver's front panel are two sets of the five slider controls that comprise the JVC SEA multi-band tone-control system. The controls at the left govern the two rear channels; the front-channel controls are on the right. Each slider has a ±12-dB range and affects a frequency band approximately two octaves wide. The nominal center frequencies are 40, 250, 1,000, 5,000, and 15,000 Hz. The receiver's pushbutton switches are grouped below the SEA controls. They engage such functions as tape monitoring (via the usual rear-panel connectors or the front-panel jacks that duplicate them), loudness compensation, FM interstation-noise muting, and interchanging of front and rear channels. Where appropriate, two pushbuttons are provided for individual control of the front and rear channels. The centrally located knob-operated controls include the input selector (two-four-channel auxiliary sources plus stereo magnetic phono, FM MONO and FM AUTO, and AM), dual volume and balance controls concentrically mounted for the front and rear channels, a power-switch/speaker-selector, and a mode selector with positions for mono, two-channel stereo, discrete four-channel (Continued on page 16)
Marantz stereo gives you tomorrow's sound right now!

Marantz' new Model 4100 Control Amplifier is the heart of a component system you can live with for years to come. Because it works three ways.

At the twist of a knob, the Model 4100 changes from a 120 Watt RMS 2-channel stereo control amplifier to a 100 Watt RMS 4-channel control amplifier or a 120 Watt RMS 4-channel adaptor/amplifier—all with less than 0.3% distortion.

And Marantz components synthesize 4-channel sound from any stereo source, decode any matrix-encoded disc or FM broadcast, and accept optional SQ* matrix decoders and CD-4** demodulators. This Marantz-exclusive decoder feature provides built-in snap-in, snap-out adaptability to any future 4-channel matrix development. Which means that Marantz components will never grow obsolete. And neither will your library of records and tapes.

Also available: the Marantz Model 4060 4-channel Console Amplifier (60 Watts RMS). It's another member of the Marantz family of 2 or 4-channel receivers, amplifiers and adaptors starting at just $149.95. See your Marantz dealer now.

We sound better.

MODEL 4100

ILLUMINATED MODE FUNCTIONS

PUSHSWITCH TAPE MONITORING

THREE HORIZONTAL SLIDE-TYPE BALANCE CONTROLS

FOUR ILLUMINATED LEVEL METERS

MAIN/REMOTE PUSHSWITCHES FOR SPEAKERS

FRONT AND REAR HEADPHONE OUTPUTS

FIVE-POSITION MODE SWITCH Offers following operational modes: MONO to all four channels, STEREO to front and rear channels, DISCRETE 4-channel, VARI-MATRIX synthesized 4-channel or enhanced stereo, SQ matrixed 4-channel. (With optional decoder.)

REMOTE CONTROL SWITCH Assigns balance, volume, and loudness control to optional Marantz Model RC-4 Remote Control.

CONTINUOUSLY-VARIABLE DIMENSION CONTROL

SEPARATE BASS AND TREBLE CONTROLS FOR FRONT AND REAR CHANNELS

OPTIONAL MARANTZ MODEL SQA-1 DECODER (shown) is just one of a variety of optional matrix decoders which snap instantly into exclusive SQ* decoder pocket found on all Marantz 4-channel equipment.

*SQ is a trademark of CBS Labs, Inc.
**CD-4 is a trademark of Victor Co. of Japan

©1972 Marantz Co., Inc. a subsidiary of Superscope Inc, P.O. Box 99B, Sun Valley Calif. 91352. In Europe, Marantz Intl S.A. Brussels, Belgium. in Canada, Electronome Ltd, Kitchener, Ontario. Prices subject to change without notice. Consult the Yellow Pages for your nearest Marantz dealer. Send for free catalog.
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stereo, and JVC's SFC ("Simulated Four Channel") system, a matrix circuit intended to provide enhanced reproduction of two-channel sources through four speakers. The SFC circuit has its own level control.

The 4VR-5445's amplifier section has signal-to-noise ratios of 65 and 70 dB for the phono inputs and high-level inputs, respectively. Its power bandwidth is 20 to 30,000 Hz. Specifications for the FM section include 2-microvolt sensitivity, a 2-dB capture ratio, 60-dB image rejection, and stereo separation of 35 dB at 1,000 Hz. Among the receiver's rear-panel facilities are a switch that bridges the front and rear amplifiers for increased power output in two-channel operation, a threshold adjustment for the FM interstation-noise muting, and a special FM output to accommodate FM four-channel decoders when and if they become available. The receiver has a signal-strength tuning meter and an illuminated tuning-dial pointer that changes color to indicate FM center-of-channel. A special front-panel jack is provided for the JVC 5911, an optional four-channel remote-control unit with a "joystick" lever for single-control balancing of all four channels and a master volume control. There are stereo-headphone jacks for front and rear channels. In its wood cabinet, the 4VR-5445 is 23 x 6 x 14 inches. Price: $499.95.

Circle reader service number 121

**SAE Mark XII Speaker System**

- SAE's first speaker system, the Mark XII, uses a combination of dynamic and electrostatic drivers together with a comprehensive electronic circuit that protects the drivers from overdrive or amplifier malfunction. The woofer is a 12-inch unit in a sealed cabinet of approximately 1 1/2 cubic feet internal volume, and the 5-inch cone mid-range has its own isolating enclosure. Three electrostatic panels—two of about 5 1/4 inches square and one about 3 x 5 1/4 inches—reproduce the upper mid-range and high frequencies. Angled for enhanced dispersion and minimum driver interference, they occupy the top portion of the speaker cabinet. The cavity behind the panels is open at the back, so that the rear radiation of the electrostatic elements emerges for reflection from any surface behind the speaker. The output of the electrostatic array is regulated by one of three rotary knobs on the Mark XII's rear-mounted control panel; the knob covers a range of ±3 dB in three steps. The mid-range output can be adjusted by means of its own continuously variable control. A low-frequency control changes the crossover frequency of the woofer from 480 to 240 or 120 Hz (with 6-dB-per-octave rolloffs) for a reduction of mid-bass output. The system's other (fixed) crossover frequencies are 240 and 2,400 Hz for the mid-range (6-dB-per-octave slopes), and 1,440 Hz (12-dB-per-octave slope) for the electrostatic array.

The Mark XII's protective circuit is a transistorized device that interrupts drive to the system in the presence of direct current or excessively strong signals within the audio range or beyond. When the circuit trips, a red light appears behind the grille cloth and stays on until drive conditions are corrected, at which time the amber light indicating safe operation is re-illuminated. The circuit also delays initial turn-on of the speaker for about 5 seconds to block current surges from the amplifier. The Mark XII's nominal impedance is 8 ohms, and amplifier power of 40 to 60 watts per channel continuous is the recommended minimum. There is no upper limit on amplifier power because of the protective circuit; mid-range levels of up to 450 watts continuous program material can be tolerated. The SAE Mark XII, which measures 27 x 17 x 12 1/4 inches, is available in rosewood ($975 per pair) or oiled walnut ($850 per pair).

Circle reader service number 123
More soundtracks have come to life over an Altec system, so...

It makes sense they come alive best over an Altec system in your home. The famed Altec Voice of Theatre speaker system is used in nine out of ten movie houses. From this granddaddy of all speakers has emerged the new Altec 891A, shown below.

The 891A bookshelf speaker offers clear, balanced highs and lows. Full dynamics so you hear more music. More than you've ever heard before.

The Altec 891A sells for only $125 each speaker. Your Altec dealer will turn it on for you. Or write Altec, 1515 S. Manchester Avenue, Anaheim, California 92803.

When music becomes more than just something to listen to, Altec is involved.
Adding a Tape Machine

Q. I'm considering adding a tape machine to my system, but can't make up my mind whether to go cartridge, cassette, or open reel. Can you spell out the relative advantages of each system?

JEAN GARNER
Newark, N.J.

A. For a full discussion of open-reel vs. cassette see the March 1972 issue of Stereo Review or the Spring 1972 Tape Recorder Guide published by Ziff-Davis. Briefly, choose open-reel if you are interested in editing the tape and monitoring while recording. The open-reel format also provides the lowest distortion, the best frequency response, and the lowest wow, flutter, and noise levels. Cassettes, on the other hand, have the virtues of compactness, convenience, and a performance level (in the better machines) that will satisfy all but the most critical listeners.

Theoretically, eight-track cartridges should provide somewhat better performance than cassettes simply because they operate at 3 3/4 ips, twice the speed of the cassette. In general, however, the prerecorded eight-track cartridges when played at home—rather than in a car—have a hiss level that makes them unacceptable for critical listeners. In this regard, I find the prerecorded cassettes marginally better and the Dolbyized cassettes significantly better. However, in their commercial prerecorded releases both formats still suffer from a lack of highs. Open-reel prerecorded tapes have slowly improved over the years, but to my ears they don't sound sufficiently superior to the best discs to justify their extra cost. And prerecorded tapes in any format certainly don't provide the easy location of selections that discs do.

For several months Ampex has been promising the release of open-reel Dolbyized tapes—a step which could finally produce tapes that are consistently better in sound quality and durability than discs. The latest from Ampex is that they are in the midst of reviewing their classical masters recorded using the Dolby-A system, and some open-reel Dolby-B tapes may be commercially available by the time you read this. Ampex also tells me that they are currently in the midst of upgrading their entire tape-duplication facility, including the possible use of premium-grade tape. If these improvements are made, then for the first time in recent years the tape aficionado has a fighting chance of buying prerecorded tapes made by the world's largest tape duplicator that will consistently sound better than discs.

Vanguard informs me that they, too, are about to release a dozen or so Dolby-ized open-reel tapes, but only in the four-channel format, since Ampex handles the rest of the tape line.

What Is a Defective Disc?

Q. I would appreciate a technical or professional definition as to what constitutes a defective record. As a record purchaser I have been getting many discs that I consider defective.

STEVEN AMATO
Portland, Oregon

A. Mr. Amato, your question has innocently invited me into an area where even courageous angels tread very lightly, but here goes. As a starting point, the Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) has dimensional standards (detailed in Bulletin No. E4) that establish the physical parameters of about a dozen factors ranging from the diameter of the disc to the “contour” of the recorded groove. There is a range of tolerances given for all the parameters, and one might imagine that if a particular disc exceeds this range it can be considered defective. However, the RIAA states that the standards are “to facilitate equipment design and assure interchangeability. They are not intended to indicate or imply quality or performance levels.”

Since it seems we can’t get a profes-

(Continued on page 22)
“Optimum stereo performance...
excellent dispersion. It has a big sound at any volume level. Completely free from harshness or stridency...” Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review

“Superior transient response...
extreme clarity, will not break up under any normal or even super normal pushing...” Larry Zide, American Record Guide

“What a speaker!...
The sonic presentation was excellent; voices were natural with no coloration; orchestral music was balanced and full; transients came through clearly; the organ sounded authentic. Indeed, for a system of its size and price, designed for home use, the Grenadier strikes us as the best.” High Fidelity

CONSUMER COMMENTS: R. A., Portsmouth, N. H., The rich true sound of stereo • W. S., Canoga Park, Calif., The style for my wife... the sound for me • J. A., Hyattsville, Md., Superior sound over anything near it in price • B. O., Vallejo, Calif., That's good sound • T. F., St. Louis, Mo., Fantastic sound and the fine quality in the design • R. G., New York, N. Y., I love it, you made it! • D. D., Honeybrook, Pa., Fantastically good fidelity • J. F., Vancouver, B. C., This speaker is truly a work of art!

Empire Scientific Corp.
Garden City, New York 11530

Mfd. U.S.A.
World Famous Speaker Systems
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They look better. They feel better. They sound better. Studio stereophones by Telex.

Don a pair of Studio stereophones, the best looking stereophones made. They feel better because surgical silicone ear cushions comfortably conform to your head, even if you wear glasses. The real test is listening. A unique audiometric-type driver faithfully delivers all the sounds from a disc, tape or receiver. Choose either the Studio I with volume and tone controls, or the Studio 2.

The proof? Try them yourself at a better hi-fi dealer.

products of sound research

TELEX
COMMUNICATION DIVISION
9600 Aldrich Avenue South / Minneapolis, Minnesota 55420

Studio stereophones are made by the world's largest manufacturer of aviation and educational headsets, stereophones, and other listening devices. Write for catalog.

CANADA: DOUBLE DIAMOND ELECTRONICS, LTD., Scarborough 4, Ontario
EUROPE: ROYAL SOUND COMPANY, INC., 409 North Main Street, Freeport, N. Y. 11520 U.S.A.
INTERNATIONAL: TELEX EXPORT DEPT., 9600 Aldrich Ave. S., Minneapolis, Minn. 55420 U.S.A.

Because the number of questions we receive each month is greater than we can reply to individually, only those questions selected for this column can be answered. Sorry!
For $279 we give you engineering. For an extra $20 we throw in some furniture.

To call the Rectilinear III a piece of engineering is a rather vigorous understatement. The equipment reviewers of leading hi-fi and other technical publications have gone on record that there's nothing better than this $279 floor-standing speaker system, regardless of type, size or price. (Reprints on request.)

But engineering is all you should expect when you buy this original version of the Rectilinear III. Its cabinet is 35" by 18" by 12" deep, handsome but utterly simple. For $279, you get quality and taste but no frills.

However, if you're the last of the big-time spenders, you can now escape this austerity for an extra $20. Because, for $299, there's the stunning new lowboy version of the Rectilinear III, 28" by 22" by 12¼" deep, with a magnificent fretwork grille.

Mind you, the actual internal volume of the enclosure is the same in both versions. So are the drivers and the crossover network. Only the cabinet styles and the dimensions are different. In the dark, you can't tell which Rectilinear III is which. They sound identical.

That's engineering.

(For more information, including detailed literature, see your audio dealer or write to Rectilinear Research Corp., 107 Bruckner Blvd., Bronx, N.Y. 10454. Canada: H. Roy Gray Co. Ltd., Markham, Ont. Overseas: Royal Sound Co., 409 N Main St., Freeport, N.Y. 11520.)

Rectilinear III

NOVEMBER 1972
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ENJOY THE 4-CHANNEL SOUND OF "STUDIO 4" HOSTED BY SKITCH HENDERSON ON THESE FM/Stereo STATIONS:

Asbury Park WADB 95.9
Atlanta WLTA 99.7
Buffalo WBNY 96.1
Cincinnati WLQA 98.5
Detroit WOMC 104.3
Ft. Worth/Dallas KFWD 102.1
Ft. Lauderdale WMJR 100.7
Indianapolis WFMS 95.5
Kansas City KMBS 99.7
Los Angeles KSPA 107.5
Louisville WSTM 103.1
Milwaukee WBKV 92.5
Newark WVNJ 100.3
Oklahoma City KFN 101.9
Phoenix KXT 92.3
Pittsburgh WKJF 93.7
Portland KJIB 99.5
Providence WPJB 105.1
Sacramento KCTC 96.1
San Diego KYXY 98.5
San Jose KPSJ 106.5
Seattle KIXI 95.7
Tulsa KRAV 98.5
Washington, D.C. WJMD 94.7
Youngstown WQOD 93.3

Consult your local FM listing or favorite hi-fi dealer for exact program times.

STUDIO 4 is brought to you by

TELEX

COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION
9600 Aldrich Avenue South
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55420

The World's Largest Manufacturer of Stereophones, Aviation Headsets and other Listening Devices.

SEPTEMBER 1972
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AUDIO BASICS

By RALPH HODGES

FROM THE VERY BEGINNINGS OF HOME AUDIO, THE USE OF "SEPARATES" IN A SOUND SYSTEM—SEPARATE PREAMPLIFIER, SEPARATE POWER AMPLIFIER, AND SEPARATE TUNER—INDICATED THAT IT WAS INDEED A SERIOUS ONE. THERE WERE AND ARE GOOD TECHNICAL REASONS FOR SEPARATES, REASONS WHICH CHANGED AS THE TECHNOLOGY OF SOUND REPRODUCTION CHANGED. ABOUT FIFTEEN YEARS AGO, WHEN THE AMPLIFIER POWER RACE BEGAN, THE POWER-PRODUCING END OF THE UNCOMPROMISING AUDIOPHILE'S (MONO) AMPLIFIER RAPIDLY GREW LARGER, HOTTER, AND HEAVIER. IT MADE SENSE TO DETACH THE POWER-AMPLIFIER SECTION FOR RELOCATION IN SOME COOL, NEGLECTED CORNER, WHILE THE LESS CUMBERSOME CONTROL SECTION OR "PREAMPLIFIER" STAYED BEHIND IN THE EQUIPMENT CABINET. IF THE SYSTEM HAD A TUNER, THAT WAS ALSO A SEPARATE, SINCE THE COMPANY THAT MADE THE BEST PREAMPLIFIER USUALLY didn't MAKE THE BEST TUNER, IF IT MADE A TUNER AT ALL. OF COURSE, COMBINATION COMPONENTS WERE AVAILABLE: INTEGRATED AMPLIFIERS (POWER AMPLIFIER PLUS PREAMPLIFIER); RECEIVERS (INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER PLUS TUNER); AND ULTIMATELY STEREO RECEIVERS (IN EFFECT, TWO MONO RECEIVERS ON THE SAME CHASSIS). BUT THESE WERE FOR THE TECHNICALLY TIMID AND UNCritical OF EAR. TO BE TRULY POWERFUL (30 WATTS PER CHANNEL IN THOSE DAYS), A VACUUM-TUBE RECEIVING HAD TO BE VERY EXPENSIVE, VERY LARGE, AND BARELY LIFTABLE BY A STRONG MAN. AS IT WAS, RECEIVERS OF ModEST OUTPUT GENERATED ENOUGH HEAT TO DRIFT AND MISALIGN THEIR TUNERS, AND ULTIMATELY, Perhaps, COOK THEMSELVES TO AN EARLY DEATH.

Then came the transistor—much cooler, much smaller, and requiring no bulky, expensive, and fidelity-limiting output transformers. In its very first flowering the transistor era made it obvious that the separates could someday be reunited without compromise in audio performance. Now, with the proliferation of receivers boasting an honest 60 watts per channel or more over a wide bandwidth, we're within sight of that goal. The separates are still with us, however, for three reasons: (1) Though the best of today's receivers vie with the huskiest of yesterday's tube separates in power output, some of today's power amplifiers afford 100-plus watts per channel, and their high-power, low-distortion capabilities will benefit no-compromise systems (see "The Super-Power Amplifiers" in April 1972 STEREO REVIEW). (2) Anyone with definite plans to keep abreast of the state of the art will want separates because he'll be able to replace components selectively as new developments occur. (3) The owner of separates can send his tuner out for service and still have the means left to listen to tapes and discs.

Some of these reasons are not as valid as they once were. Occasional setbacks notwithstanding, we are really quite well along on the road to virtually maintenance-free equipment. As for new developments, the state of the art in equipment is now better—much better—than the program material at our disposal. The separates are still marginally more flexible than the integrated amplifier and receiver (particularly when it comes to installation), but there are very few control features that are to be found only on component preamplifiers. Therefore, either approach to equipment can be justified.
A speaker system has no business coloring the sound of the brass section to its own liking. Or adding certain peaks or dips to the music according to the dictates of a crossover network. The Quadraflex Q55 is a full size, three-way ten-inch speaker system with no ambition to write its own arrangements. It will let you hear every instrument just as it was recorded, from the bass man's crystal clear low E to the highest audible overtones.

True, it isn't easy to believe that a three-way system priced at a mere $100 could be everything you want. There are valid reasons for the low price, having to do with the way all Quadraflex speakers are designed and manufactured, but the best way to convince you is to let you hear the Q55 for yourself. To find out where you can hear it, write to the address at right. You wouldn't want to overlook the speaker system you probably should have just because it doesn't cost as much as you thought you'd have to spend.

The Mode Q55 is one of six Quadraflex speaker systems we'd like to tell you more about. Just write:
Quadraflex Industries
1301 Bay St, Emeryville, Calif. 94608

"Speakers made to sound like music"
SANSUI QS
the unique four-channel system that's already widely accepted around the world.

Sansui is a world-wide manufacturer of four-channel home equipment that has also designed its own advanced system of four-channel encoding.

The Sansui QS matrix system offers so much separation and four-channel depth that many professional recording engineers and producers are acclaiming it as the world's first discrete matrix.

The QS system provides greater separation among all four channels than the human ear can discern. For all practical purposes, the system's total effect is identical to that of discrete recording techniques.

Major advantages of the Sansui QS system:

- "Regular Matrix," based on the QS system, is an industry standard in Japan. The result; most Japanese-made equipment manufactured since April, 1972 contains QS-type decoding circuitry.

- More and more record companies have committed themselves to QS encoding—after trying the other available systems. Let their experience save you the time and money you might waste experimenting.

- Sansui QS is the advanced system that permits decoding in a way that produces full-circle as well as dead-center sound localization. The results are entirely indistinguishable from discrete four-channel sound sources.

- QS does not degrade any aspect of high-fidelity reproduction. System specifications for noise, distortion, dynamic range and frequency response are all maintained at optimum levels.

- QS provides truly outstanding synthesized sound-field reproduction from two-channel sources. This lets you enjoy the four-channel effect with existing two-channel recordings.

- QS lets you enjoy full sound-field playback records using other matrixing methods.

ENJOY your favorite artists in QS sound right now on these record labels world-wide:
A&M, ABC/Command, ABC/Dunhill, Audio Treasury, Barclay, Black Jazz, Impulse, Ode, Ovation, Project 3, Pye, Toshiba, Vanguard (Japan) and others.

For full details,
contact your nearest Sansui office now.

SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORP.

SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
55-11 Queens Blvd., Woodside, N.Y. 11377. Tel.: (212) 779-5300. Cable: SANSUILEC NEW YORK
Telex: 422633 SEC UI.

333 West Alondra Blvd., Gardena, Calif. 90247. Tel.: (213) 532-7670.

14-1, 2-chome, Izumi Suganami-ku, Tokyo 168, Japan. Tel.: (03) 323-1111. Cable: SANSUIELEC.
Telex: 232-2076.

Diacem Building, Vestingstraat 53-55, 2000 Antwerp. Tel.: 315603-5. Cable: SANSUIEURO ANTWERP.
Telex: ANTWERP 33538
6 Frankfurt am Main, Reuterweg 93. Tel.: 33538
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Q S Professional Encoder/Decoder
From the guys who brought you the world's best tape recorders...
The world's newest and finest receiver.

Take a second look and you'll begin to see some of the things that make this receiver extraordinary. Like two tuning meters...three tape facilities...eight function-indicator lights. All of which do more than meets the eye.

That left-hand meter is a field-strength indicator when you're tuning FM. Pull out the speaker-selector knob and it becomes a power effect indicator—a built-in early warning system that will avert amplifier clipping and speaker overload.

Tapes 1 and 2 control standard rear-panel jacks for two decks—reel-to-reel, cassette, cartridge—so you can copy and convert as well as play and record. Tape 3 is a typical Tandberg touch. It's jacked into a preamp circuit that lets you use the amplifier controls to modify the output signal. With Tape 3, you can tone down, brighten up, boost and rebalance worn discs and imperfect tapes when you re-record.

As for the pilot lamps, they're the visible indicator of eight function controls hidden under a flip-down cover. Two scratch/hiss filters for moderate or extreme high-frequency attenuation, rumble filter, loudness contour, Tape-3 preamp, mono left, mono right, and stereo.

What meets the ear in the TR1020 comes from the same no-compromise electronics that have made Tandberg tape recorders the industry standard. To cite just a few points, there's the true complementary output stages, a MOSFET front end for both AM and FM, separate power supplies, fully encapsulated electronic tuning, FM sensitivity typically 1.7 uV, and a capture ratio of 1.8 dB.

In sum, the TR1020 is pure Tandberg. An AM/FM stereo receiver that delivers about $600 worth of performance for $429.90.

Including the hardwood cabinet.

Don't just look at it. Look into it. With your nearest Tandberg dealer.
POWER-RATING PARADOX?: For many years, when discussing amplifier power output, the editors of STEREO REVIEW have come out rather strongly against the so-called “music-power” or “dynamic-power” rating systems. Their arguments were based not on anything inherently fraudulent or incorrect in the music-power concept, but rather on the tendency to use the music-power rating as an inflationary device in advertising copy. The use (or, rather, misuse) of music power frequently resulted in a $250 receiver’s having the same advertised wattage as a $250 power amplifier.

The audio-power output available from an amplifier depends on, among other things, the operating voltage of the output transistors, and the amount of current they draw from the power supply and deliver to the load resistance. Most hi-fi amplifiers use unregulated power supplies for their power stages—in other words, an increase in the current drawn from the power supply is accompanied by a decrease in its output voltage. However, the power-supply’s filter capacitors store energy at the maximum (no signal) voltage level, and for brief time intervals can supply large currents before there is a significant drop in the power supply’s voltage. It is this effect which accounts for the ability of most amplifiers to deliver more momentary “music” power than long-term “continuous” power.

To illustrate, let us assume that an amplifier is capable of delivering, on a continuous basis, 25 volts of sine-wave signal to its load at a current of 2 amperes. The power output is the mathematical product of voltage and current, or 50 watts. If, under no-signal conditions, the power-supply voltage increases by 10 per cent, and if the filter capacitors can store enough energy to maintain this voltage for perhaps 30 milliseconds, a momentary peak in the music can produce an output of 27.5 volts at 2.1 amperes, or about 57.7 watts, without distortion. This amplifier, which we could describe as delivering a total of 100 watts continuous power, could also be rated at “115 watts music power.”

Now consider a competing amplifier, with the same music-power rating, but with a less stable—and less expensive—power supply. Here we find a change of 20 per cent in the available voltage from a no-signal to a full-signal condition. The continuous power output would be 22 volts at 1.68 amperes, or 37 watts per channel as opposed to 50 watts in our first example. On the basis of their music-power ratings, the two amplifiers would seem to have the same power capability; in reality, the first one is a third more powerful than the second and would be so ranked if we were testing them for our equipment reports.

In most cases, the highest-quality amplifiers have well-regulated power supplies, which reduces the spread between their music-power and continuous-power ratings. Frequently their specifications are given entirely in terms of continuous-power output, an approach we have applauded and tend to consider as a mark of distinction.

Recently, we became aware that the designer of the excellent Phase Linear amplifiers, Robert Carver, has a somewhat different approach to the music-power/continuous-power question. Phase Linear’s design approach, although it can be applied to amplifiers of any power rating, is especially significant for extremely powerful amplifiers such as their Models 700 and 400. They use a power supply that is relatively unregulated and also has a very high no-signal voltage. Since the energy stored in a capacitor is proportional to the square of the applied voltage, a high-voltage power supply—all other factors being equal—can provide far greater storage capacity, and hence greater power on momentary peaks. Why hasn’t this approach been used before? Mostly because of the unavailability
of high-voltage transistors having the proper characteristics.

It is important to note that Phase Linear rates their amplifiers only in terms of their continuous-power output. Our own measurements showed that the short-term (or music-power) output of these amplifiers is roughly twice their continuous output, which is already quite considerable. Instead of using a music-power rating to inflate the apparent output of a modestly endowed amplifier (the usual practice in the industry), the Phase Linear approach is to design a very powerful amplifier able to stand solidly on its continuous-power ratings, and then let the "soft" power supply provide extra "head room" for short-duration high-level peaks. With this, we have no argument.

Looking back at our earlier example, it is plain that the choice of a reference condition is the key to whether a power supply with soft regulation is a liability or an asset. If you are comparing amplifiers with identical music-power ratings but different continuous-power outputs, the one with the higher continuous power is the "better" of the two—or at least the more powerful. On the other hand, if their continuous-power ratings are the same, the one with the higher music-power rating is less likely to clip on peaks and hence is the more powerful amplifier of the two.

The moral of the story seems to be that you can't compare apples (continuous power) and lemons (music power), but some lemon juice in your apple sauce can help a lot.

---

**EQUIPMENT TEST REPORTS**

By Hirsch-Houck Laboratories

**Harman-Kardon Citation 14 Stereo FM Tuner**

When a station is tuned for a maximum meter reading (the meter scale is calibrated from right to left), both the audio noise and distortion are minimized.

The front panel is dominated by the two large illuminated meters and a horizontal drum tuning dial (the visible portion of which is about the same size as the meters), calibrated in 1-MHz intervals. Tuning is by a horizontal thumbwheel below the dial. A red stereo light is to the right of the dial. A three-position switch provides two degrees of high-frequency channel blending for stereo noise reduction, and a function switch provides mono, automatic stereo/mono switching, and stereo-only reception. Two vertical sliders control the output levels of the tuner.

At the left of the panel are four pushbuttons controlling a.c. power, interstation muting, and the Dolby system. A yellow double-D symbol to the left of the dial lights up when the Dolby circuits are in use. The fourth button injects a Dolby 400-Hz standard-level reference tone, equivalent in amplitude to a 50 per cent modulated FM signal. When tape recording a Dolbyized FM broadcast, this tone is used to set the recorder's level controls for a "0-dB" level. The Dolby circuits of the tuner and recorder are normally not used during recording. Subsequent playback of the tape through a separate Dolby decoder applies the noise reduction to the tape and the FM program. If the recorder is not equipped with the Dolby system, the decoding can be done in the tuner before recording. (It should be noted that one cannot record a Dolby-encoded broadcast and simultaneously listen to it in decoded form unless one has a separate Dolby decoder or Dolby circuits in the tape machine that can be used for monitoring while recording. Nor can the Citation's Dolby decoder be used except for decoding Dolby broadcasts at the time of reception.)

In the rear of the tuner are variable and fixed audio outputs (there is also a tape-rec output jack on the front panel), oscilloscope outputs carrying the two channel signals, an output ahead of the de-emphasis network to (Continued on page 32)
LAFAYETTE has a 4-Channel SQ receiver for YOU!!

LAFAYETTE LR-220 85-WATT AM/FM 4-CHANNEL SQ RECEIVER
A total 4-channel receiver with built-in SQ decoder circuitry that's priced within the reach of almost every budget. Now you can start enjoying the dynamic new sound of SQ 4-channel records and FM broadcasts, discrete 4-channel tapes, and derived 4-channel stereo from conventional 2-channel stereo sources! And the LR-220 has features like 85-watts total power from 4 amplifiers, a sensitive AM/FM tuner section, blackout tuning dial, main/remote speaker switching, a full complement of controls, and much more—all in an attractive walnut-finish wood cabinet! See the LR-220 today!

LAFAYETTE LR-440 200-WATT AM/FM 4-CHANNEL SQ RECEIVER
Praised by the critics for its features and versatility, our LR-440 is an SQ 4-channel receiver that's hard to beat! It has built-in SQ decoder circuitry for playing the exciting SQ 4-channel records and FM broadcasts, a powerful 200-watt 4-channel amplifier for enjoying discrete 4-channel tapes, and our exclusive “Composer” circuit that derives 4-channel stereo sound from 2-channel stereo sources! Not to mention a sensitive AM/FM tuner section, “Acrutune” precision visual FM tuning, and all the front panel controls you need to put great 4-channel stereo at your command!

LAFAYETTE LR-4000 360-WATT AM/FM 4-CHANNEL SQ RECEIVER
For those who demand the finest in 4-channel sound! Every facet of the LR-4000's design and performance makes it the new leader of SQ 4-channel receivers! Its four 57-watts/channel RMS (4 ohms) amplifiers provide plenty of ultra-low distortion wide-range power for discrete and SQ 4-channel operation. Highly sophisticated SQ wave-matching full-logic decoder circuitry is utilized to achieve the ultimate in playback accuracy of SQ 4-channel records and SQ FM broadcasts. And the AM/FM tuner section features a “Phase Locking” FM-MPX decoder for optimum FM stereo separation and minimum distortion. See your nearest Lafayette store for a personal demonstration of our remarkable new LR-4000.

Send today! FREE
The World’s Largest Consumer Electronics Catalog
Your One Complete Buying Guide For “Everything In Electronics”

Lafayette Radio Electronics P.O. Box 10, Dept. 11112, Syosset, N.Y. 11791

Send my FREE LAFAYETTE 1973 Catalog to:

Name __________________________
Address _________________________
City __________________ State ______
Zip ________
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be used with some future FM quadrisonic decoder, stereo and muting-threshold adjustments, antenna terminals, and a switched a.c. outlet. The Harman-Kardon Citation Fourteen is 16 inches wide, 5 inches high, and 13½ inches deep. Its price is $525. The very similar Citation Fifteen, which lacks the Dolby circuits, is $395. Cabinets for either model are $35.

- **Laboratory Measurements.** The Citation Fourteen fully lived up to its promise. The measured IHF sensitivity was 1.8 microvolts, with a remarkably steep limiting curve producing a 50-dB signal-to-noise ratio at less than 2 microvolts, and an ultimate quieting of 79.3 dB (the best we have ever measured on an FM tuner) at all inputs over 100 microvolts. The Dolby circuits were not used during these measurements.

The frequency response was almost perfectly flat from 30 to 15,000 Hz, where it was down only 0.8 dB. Stereo channel separation was excellent—over 21 dB from 30 to 15,000 Hz, and between 40 and 45 dB from 550 to 7,000 Hz. This is also the best separation we have ever measured on a tuner. The tuning-dial calibration was so accurate that the dial could be preset to the frequency of a station, and the broadcast would be there when the unit was switched on.

The capture ratio was 1 dB at 1,000 microvolts and 2.7 dB at 10 microvolts, attesting to the excellent limiting action. The AM rejection was 54 dB, and alternate-channel selectivity was about 75 dB, although the abrupt limiting action made this measurement difficult. The image rejection was well in excess of 100 dB at the maximum 100,000-microvolt output of our signal generator we could find no trace of an image response!

The interstation-noise muting threshold was factory set at 7.5 microvolts, and was adjustable from 2.2 to 30 microvolts. It operated smoothly and with virtually complete freedom from transients. The stereo threshold was set at 11 microvolts, and could be adjusted from 11 to 35 microvolts. The audio output reached a maximum of about 4 volts.

- **Comment.** In the New York City area, WQXR is now transmitting with the Dolby system, and the Citation Fourteen was able to produce a totally noise-free output from these broadcasts. We also tried a poor antenna, which normally results in an audible background hiss; with the Dolby system noise was again inaudible.

Overall, the Harman-Kardon Citation Fourteen rates superlatives for its easy, unambiguous tuning with the quieting meter, excellent muting characteristics, exceptionally low background noise, and overall excellent performance. It is a fine tuner and a fit companion to the other units in the Citation line.

For more information, circle 105 on reader service card.

---

**Pioneer SX-626 AM/Stereo FM Receiver**

- **Pioneer's** new stereo receivers share many design and operating features as well as common styling. Although the SX-626 is one of the lower priced units, it is a fully flexible and high-performance receiver. The FM tuner of the SX-626 has an FET r.f. amplifier, followed by an i.f. section employing three IC stages and three permanently aligned ceramic filters. An IC performs most of the multiplex-demodulation functions, and an unusually effective interstation-noise muting circuit is included. The AM tuner, a simple and basic design, includes two ceramic filters as well as tuned transformers in its i.f. section. A relative-signal-strength tuning meter is used for both AM and FM reception.

The continuous-power output of the audio amplifier is conservatively rated at 20 watts per channel (both channels driven into 8-ohm loads) from 20 to 20,000 Hz with less than 1 per cent distortion. The preamplifier has inputs for two magnetic-phono cartridges, a microphone (mono, driving both channels), and a high-level AUX input, as well as the AM and FM tuner sources. There are two sets of tape-recording inputs and outputs, with separate monitoring pushbutton switches that make it possible to copy tapes from one machine to the other. If desired.

(Continued on page 34)
Until now, most parameters of the recording art have been significantly better defined than has loudspeaker performance. A quantitative standard for the monitoring of recordings has therefore been lacking. Recently Ampex and other recording companies have turned to the AR Laboratory Standard Transducer, a speaker system that represents the efforts of Acoustic Research to come to grips with this problem.

Flat energy capability
The AR-LST's flat energy output curve — as flat, we think, as the state of the art permits — provides the industry with its first accurate standard for recording and mix-down monitoring.

Flexible in operation
In addition, five other output characteristics allow the engineer to tailor the sound of the AR-LST to any special requirements he may have — to compensate for spectral aberrations in a tape, for example. These various energy output characteristics are accurately known (they are printed in the AR-LST's instruction book) and are available at the turn of a switch.

The AR-LST is now being used in a number of recording studios. In the picture above, James Frey of Ampex and Bob Hinkle listen to a playback of Bob's album "Ollie Moggus" recently completed at Media Sound Studios in New York.

Please send detailed information on the AR-LST to

Name____________________________________
Address____________________________________

Acoustic Research, Inc.
24 Thorndike St., Cambridge, Massachusetts 02141
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one of the sets of connections can be used to drive an external four-channel decoder-synthesizer and rear-speaker amplifier. This still leaves a set of inputs and outputs available for use with a tape recorder.

Other pushbutton controls provide for stereo/mono switching, FM muting, loudness compensation, and low- and high-frequency audio filters. Both the bass and treble controls have eleven detented positions; the balance and volume controls are conventional. The speaker selector (which also controls the a.c. power to the receiver) can activate any of three pairs of speakers or two combinations of two pairs at a time. An off position is included for headphone listening via the front-panel jacks.

The large slide-rule dial is softly lit in blue, and the tip of the dial pointer lights in orange when the AM or FM tuner is used. Illuminated words above the dial scales indicate the selected input and the reception of a stereo FM broadcast. In the rear of the receiver, in addition to the signal inputs and outputs, there are separate preamplifier outputs and main amplifier inputs (with jumper plugs to interconnect them), a DIN connector for one of the tape-recorder circuits, line and speaker fuses, and two a.c. outlets, one of which is switched. The speaker connections are made with Pioneer’s foolproof, easy-to-use plugs and jacks. The Pioneer SX-626 is supplied complete with a walnut cabinet; it measures 17 3/4 x 5 3/4 x 14 1/4 inches. The weight is 21 pounds, 13 ounces. Price: $279.95.

- **Laboratory Measurements.** The power output at signal clipping with 8-ohm loads was 27.8 watts per channel at 1,000 Hz. Into 4 ohms it was 36 watts, and into 16 ohms the output was 16.5 watts. The harmonic distortion for a 1,000-Hz test signal was between 0.03 and 0.09 per cent from 0.1 watt to about 23 watts per channel. Intermodulation (IM) distortion was about 0.1 per cent up to 5 watts, increasing to 0.5 per cent at 25 watts. Although it rose slightly at very low power levels, the IM distortion remained under 0.5 per cent from 2 milliwatts to more than 20 watts output, and at normal listening levels was between 0.1 and 0.2 per cent.

At the rated power of 20 watts per channel, the harmonic distortion was about 0.1 per cent from below 100 Hz to above 10.000 Hz. Into 4 ohms it was 16 watts, and into 16 ohms the output was 16.5 watts. The harmonic distortion for a 1,000-Hz test signal was between 0.03 and 0.09 per cent from 0.1 watt to about 23 watts per channel. Intermodulation (IM) distortion was about 0.1 per cent up to 5 watts, increasing to 0.5 per cent at 25 watts. Although it rose slightly at very low power levels, the IM distortion remained under 0.5 per cent from 2 milliwatts to more than 20 watts output, and at normal listening levels was between 0.1 and 0.2 per cent.

The magnetic-phono sensitivity (for 10 watts output) was 1.35 millivolts, with an overload point of 68 millivolts and an excellent signal-to-noise ratio of 73 dB. The microphone input sensitivity was 1.15 millivolts with a noise level of -75.5 dB. The AUX input sensitivity was 0.11 volt, with an 81-dB signal-to-noise ratio. All of these measurements indicate very fine performance.

The tone controls had excellent characteristics, with a sliding turnover frequency for the bass, and high-frequency control action effective principally above 3,000 Hz. With moderate boost or cut there was negligible effect on frequencies between 100 and 3,000 Hz. The filters had 6-dB-per-octave slopes, with the -3-dB response points at approximately 80 and 3,000 Hz. The loudness compensation boosted both low and high frequencies at reduced volume-control settings. The RIAA phono equalization was within ±2 dB from about 100 to beyond 15,000 Hz, with a slight rise of about 4 dB in the 50- to 70-Hz region. Microphone response was quite flat over most of the range, tapering off to -2.5 dB at 15,000 Hz.

The FM tuner’s IHF sensitivity was 2.1 microvolts, and a 50-dB signal-to-noise ratio was reached at only 2.6 microvolts. The ultimate quieting was exceptionally good: -76 dB for all signal levels above 70 microvolts. Distortion (including the 0.5 per cent residual of our signal generator) totaled about 0.7 per cent at 100 per cent modulation. The capture ratio was 1.7 dB. Image rejection was notably good at 95.5 dB, as was the alternate-channel selectivity of 84.5 dB. The AM rejection was 55 dB, typical of most good tuners.

FM frequency response was within ±0.5 dB to 10,000 Hz, and was down 3.7 dB at 15,000 Hz. Stereo channel separation was better than 20 dB from 30 to 15,000 Hz, and exceeded 30 dB between 140 and 4,500 Hz. The muting threshold of 4 microvolts insured fully quieted, low-distortion reception of any station that “un-muted” the receiver. The muting action was positive, with a slight “click.” We noted that the un-muting occurred only when the receiver was tuned within about 50 kHz of the channel center. When you hear a station, it has to be tuned correctly! The AM tuner was average in quality, with a frequency response falling to -6 dB at about 3,500 Hz.

- **Comment.** The FM tuner of the SX-626 compares favorably. (Continued on page 36)
Program your music the way you want to... up to 16 hours!

Now, you can enjoy up to 16 hours of continuous stereo music, with the Telex "Tape Age Changer"... the world's first automatic 8-track stereo tape cartridge changer!

You program music four different ways. Just load 12 cartridges, play them in sequence, or random selection, or by "Program" of each cartridge, or repeat... automatically!

Ask your favorite hi-fi equipment dealer to show you the "Tape Age Changer" in either the amplified Model 48H—with optional speakers—or the pre-amplified Deck Model 48D.

9600 Aldrich Avenue South / Minneapolis, Minnesota 55420

products of sound research
TELEX®
COMMUNICATION DIVISION

Tune in your local FM Stereo station for "Studio 4;", the full-hour program of 4-channel music hosted by Skitch Henderson. Check your local FM listing or your hi-fi dealer for exact time and station.
The two sets of tape-monitor jacks on the 626's rear panel will take two tape machines, or one machine and a quadrasonic decoder. Special plugs are provided for the speaker-output sockets.

The two front-panel output levels. Complementing the front-panel control high-cut filters and separate control of the two pairs of front panel are four more pushbuttons for the low- and combinations of the two input channels. At the right side of the input from that channel to both outputs; pushing both mono switch. Pushing either mono button connects the loudness compensation, tape monitor, and a center "flat" setting.

There are three tone controls: the usual bass and treble, plus a mid-range (MID) tone control. Each of the knobs has five detented positions of boost, five of cut, and a center "flat" setting.

To the left of the tone controls are four pushbuttons: loudness compensation, tape monitor, and a left and right mono switch. Pushing either mono button connects the input from that channel to both outputs; pushing both combines the two input channels. At the right side of the front panel are four more pushbuttons for the low- and high-cut filters and separate control of the two pairs of speaker outputs. Completing the front-panel control

and selectivity for practically any receiving situation, plus exceptionally easy and noncritical tuning.

The major difference between the audio amplifiers of the SX-626 and those of most costlier receivers (whether made by Pioneer or others) is in their power output. Fortunately, an output of 20 to 30 watts per channel (depending on the rating method) serves very well for the majority of speaker systems and the volume levels at which they are played. From a user's viewpoint, we were especially impressed by the solidity and precise "feel" of the SX-626's controls. Clearly, nothing has been skimped in the mechanical design and construction of this receiver. It is a joy to use, a very good value in every respect.

For more information, circle 106 on reader service card.

---

**Marantz 1060 Integrated Stereo Amplifier**

- **The Marantz 1060** stereo amplifier is a moderately priced, highly flexible integrated stereo amplifier whose performance does credit to the Marantz reputation. A compact unit measuring approximately 14 1/4 inches wide, 4 3/4 inches high, and 11 inches deep and weighing 18 pounds, it is rated at 30 watts per channel into 4- or 8-ohm loads, with both channels operating. At the lower center of the satin-gold face panel are three large knobs: balance, volume, and input selector. There are MIC and PHONO inputs, plus the TAPE, TUNER, AUX 1, and AUX 2 high-level inputs. The front panel MIC jacks are also used for the AUX 2 inputs, the appropriate sensitivity being set by the selector switch. In the upper center of the panel are three tone controls: the usual bass and treble, plus a mid-range (MID) tone control. Each of the knobs has five detented positions of boost, five of cut, and a center "flat" setting.

   To the left of the tone controls are four pushbuttons: loudness compensation, tape monitor, and a left and right mono switch. Pushing either mono button connects the input from that channel to both outputs; pushing both combines the two input channels. At the right side of the front panel are four more pushbuttons for the low- and high-cut filters and separate control of the two pairs of speaker outputs. Completing the front-panel control

   and selectivity for practically any receiving situation, plus exceptionally easy and noncritical tuning.

   The major difference between the audio amplifiers of the SX-626 and those of most costlier receivers (whether made by Pioneer or others) is in their power output. Fortunately, an output of 20 to 30 watts per channel (depending on the rating method) serves very well for the majority of speaker systems and the volume levels at which they are played. From a user's viewpoint, we were especially impressed by the solidity and precise "feel" of the SX-626's controls. Clearly, nothing has been skimped in the mechanical design and construction of this receiver. It is a joy to use, a very good value in every respect.

   For more information, circle 106 on reader service card.

---

**Laboratory Measurements.** At the clipping point, the Marantz 1060 delivered 38 watts per channel continuous into 8 ohms, 44 watts to 4 ohms, and 23 watts to 16-ohm loads, with both channels driven by a 1,000-Hz test signal. Harmonic distortion was very low—between 0.017 and 0.055 per cent from 0.1 to 20 watts, reaching 0.067 per cent at the rated 30 watts and 0.3 per cent at 40 watts per channel. The intermodulation distortion was also quite low—between 0.05 and 0.06 per cent from 0.1 to 10 watts, increasing to 0.18 per cent at 30 watts.

At the rated 30-watts output, harmonic distortion was between 0.06 and 0.07 per cent from 20 to 14,000 Hz, and about 0.09 per cent at 20,000 Hz. It was even lower at all reduced power levels—typically between 0.015 and 0.045 per cent. At any output from 1 milliwatt to 30 watts, intermodulation distortion was under 0.18 per cent, and it was typically about 0.05 per cent, attesting to the amplifier's freedom from the crossover distortion that often becomes appreciable at very low power-output levels.

(Continued on page 40)
Does your favorite music blow your mind or just mess it up?

Koss Stereophones put your favorite music where it belongs. In your head. Not lost forever in the walls of your living room. After all, who should hear your favorite music? You or the walls of your living room? Not to mention your family or neighbors who'd rather hear something else. Like hearing themselves think. Or their favorite television show.

World all your own
Put on Koss PRO-4AA Stereophones and you're in a world all your own. Immersed in Brahms' First or Beethoven's Fifth... or turned on to the Moody Blues. Patented fluid-filled ear cushions seal in the sound and seal out the unwelcome noise. So nobody disturbs you... and you don't disturb anybody else.

You hear more with Koss
You'll hear more of Brahms' First the first time you put on Koss Stereophones than you've ever heard with speakers. Because Koss mixes the sound in your head instead of scrambling it on your walls. The unique Koss acoustical seal around your ears produces a rich, deep bass without boominess or distortion. Yet highs are always brilliantly clear and uniform because they're focused only on your ears... not on the walls of your room.

Worth hearing
Why should the Koss PRO-4AA Stereophone be so superior? Because it contains the first driver designed exclusively for Stereophones. A unique diaphragm with 4 square inches of radiating area. And an extra large 1-inch voice coil that's virtually "blow out" proof. In other words, the Koss PRO-4AA was designed from the start to provide the finest sound ever achieved in a dynamic headphone. And it does... with a clean, uncolored response 2-full octaves beyond the range of other dynamic headphones on the market. And with a typical frequency range of 10-20,000 Hz. In fact, High Fidelity Magazine rated the PRO-4AA a "superb" headphone. But then, everyone who has heard the Sound of Koss rates it superb.

Enjoy a new music library
Take your favorite tape or record to your Hi-Fi Dealer and listen to it thru a pair of Koss PRO-4AA Stereophones. The extra sound you get in the Sound of Koss will amaze you. In fact, you'll hear so much more from your music that buying a Koss PRO-4AA Stereophone is like getting a whole new music library.

Hearing is believing
Hear the Sound of Koss at your local Hi-Fi Dealer or Department store. Or write for our 16-page color catalog, c/o Virginia Lamm, Dept. SR-272. Once you've heard the Sound of Koss, you'll never want to mess around with anything else. From $15.95 to $150.

KOSS STEREOPHONES
from the people who invented Stereophones

KOSS CORPORATION
4129 N. Port Washington Ave., Milwaukee, Wis. 53212
Koss S.r.l., Via dei Valtorta, 21 20127, Milan, Italy
The new Dual 1229.
For those who want nothing less than a full-size professional turntable.
If you now own a 1219, we don't believe you'll want to rush right out and trade it in for its successor, the 1229. But if you have been considering a 1219, we do believe the additional refinements of the 1229 will bring you closer to a decision.

For example, the 1229 has a built-in illuminated strobe for 33-1/3 and 45 rpm. With a typical Dual innovative touch: an adjustable viewing angle that you can set to your own most comfortable position.

Another refinement is on the stylus pressure dial which is now calibrated in tenths of a gram from 0 to 1.5 grams. This provides finer control in setting optimum stylus pressure for today's finest cartridges, designed for tracking in this range.

Such refinements, while giving you more control over your Dual, don't actually affect its performance. Dual performance is a function of the total precision inherent in the design which has long made Dual's premier model the best-selling "high-end" turntable of them all.

The gyroscope is the best known scientific means for supporting a precision instrument that must remain perfectly balanced in all planes of motion. That is why we selected a true gyroscopic gimbal for the suspension of the 1229 tonearm. This tonearm is centered and balanced within two concentric rings, and pivots around their respective axes. Horizontal bearing friction is specified at less than fifteen thousandths of a gram, and Dual's unerring quality control assures that every 1229 will meet those stringent specifications.

The platter of the 1229 is a full-size twelve inches in diameter, and cast in one piece of non-magnetic zinc alloy. Each platter is individually dynamically balanced. Dual's powerful continuous-pole/synchronous motor easily drives this massive seven pound platter to full speed in one quarter turn.

A turntable of the 1229's caliber is used primarily in its single-play mode. Thus, the tonearm was specifically engineered to perform precisely as a manual tonearm: parallel to the record instead of tilted down. For multiple play, the Mode Selector raises the entire tonearm base to parallel the tonearm to the center of the stack.

All these precision features and refinements don't mean that the Dual 1229 must be handled with undue care. On the contrary, like all Duals, it is quite rugged and virtually foolproof.

So we're not being rash when we include a full year guarantee covering both parts and labor. That's up to four times the guarantee you'll find on other automatic units.

Visit your franchised United Audio dealer and ask for a demonstration. We believe you will join the other "purists" who prefer Dual.

The new Dual 1229, $199.50 less base.
At the high-level inputs, 0.1 volt was required for a 10-watt output, with a signal-to-noise ratio of 81 dB. The phono sensitivity was 1.1 millivolts for the same output (overload occurred at a very high 100 millivolts), with a signal-to-noise ratio of 75.5 dB. The microphone sensitivity was 0.95 millivolt for a 79-dB signal-to-noise ratio. RIAA equalization was accurate within ±0.25 dB from 30 to 15,000 Hz. The microphone frequency response was flat from 20 up to 15,000 Hz, where it was down 1.5 dB. The filters had 6-dB-per-octave slopes, with the −3-dB frequencies being at about 95 and 5,000 Hz. The loudness compensation boosted both low and high frequencies at reduced volume-control settings.

The bass and treble tone controls had good, fairly conventional characteristics. The bass “turnover” frequency varied from 100 to 500 Hz at different settings. The mid control affected the frequencies between 100 and 3,000 Hz (centered at about 700 Hz), with a range of ±6 dB.

**Comment.** The measured performance of the Marantz 1060 speaks for itself. Its distortion and noise levels were insignificantly low, and the power output was adequate for the vast majority of home music installations. The 1060, in addition to its technical excellence, also acquires itself admirably in the area of flexibility.

The most distinctive feature of this amplifier is undoubtedly its third mid tone control. The usefulness of this facility, of course, depends on the requirements of the particular installation, and most particularly on the taste and listening judgment of the user. The mid-range control has a strong effect on the warmth, or fullness, of the sound. We found it most useful for correcting the balance of recordings or radio broadcasts, in contrast to the bass and treble controls that generally are more suitable for modifying the response of the speakers in the listening room.

The compactness, flexibility, and superb performance of the Marantz 1060 add up to a truly fine product. Our overall impression was completely positive: one could hardly expect more from an integrated amplifier at this price.

For more information, circle 107 on reader service card

---

**Wharfedale W60E Speaker System**

- **Laboratory Measurements.** The Wharfedale W60E is a relatively inefficient system, requiring slightly more than 4 watts in the 1,000-Hz region to produce a 90-dB sound-pressure level (SPL) three feet from the grille. Since the system’s frequency response is adjustable over a wide range, with no indicated “normal” settings on the two level controls, we experimented with a number of combinations of settings to obtain what seemed to be the best overall frequency balance. This was supplemented by running a series of response measurements, which tended to confirm our subjective judgment. The “flattest” overall response in our slightly bright listening room was obtained with the mid-range control about three-quarters of the way up and the high-frequency level control from two-thirds to three-quarters of the way up. A composite frequency-response curve was obtained using a swept warble tone at middle and high frequencies, and a substitution measurement against a calibrated reference speaker at low frequencies. It was within ±5 dB from 45 to 15,000 Hz. There was a somewhat elevated output in the middle frequencies, flanked by two broadly depressed regions centered at about 200 and 4,000 Hz. The response at the highest frequencies was very uniform. The mid-range output could be adjusted from about 4 dB more than our optimum level (Continued on page 46)

---

The measured performance of the Wharfedale W60E is a compact, three-way speaker system, equally suitable for floor placement or shelf mounting. Its oiled walnut cabinet measures 24 x 15 x 12 inches, and the system weighs about 45 pounds. The woofer of the W60E is 12½ inches in diameter and has a 9½-pound magnet structure. It operates in a sealed enclosure. The mid-frequencies are radiated by a 5-inch cone driver, and the highs are handled by a 1-inch dome tweeter. The crossover frequencies are 750 and 5,000 Hz. In the rear of the cabinet there are separate continuously variable level adjustments for the mid-range and high-frequency drivers. The system’s nominal impedance is 8 ohms. Suggested price: $149.95.

The W60E had excellent tone-burst response. These oscilloscope photos were taken at (left to right) 80, 2,000, and 8,000 Hz.
Our 4-channel receivers can change the size of your living room.

Just move one slide control. And suddenly the room seems deeper. Another slide control. And it seems wider. The sound appears to move. Until speaker separation is just right for you. No matter how big or small your room is. With Panasonic’s Accoustic Field Dimension (AFD). Only in our discrete 4-channel receivers. Models SA-6800X and SA-6400X.

Panasonic feels that the discrete sound system is the best for 4-channel. Whether you’re listening to 5-track tapes or compatible Discrete 4-channel (CD-4) records, like RCA Quadadiacs.

Of course, these receivers can also handle matrix. Which makes AFD even more important. Because most encoding systems for matrix records have their own optimal speaker separations.

Another benefit for matrix recordings is our phase shifter. It has three different settings that correspond to the phasing of the various matrix systems. So virtually any matrix recording can be played.

All our receivers also make sure that the stereo collection you’ve amassed won’t go to waste. You can play it straight. Or enhance it. With our Quadruplex circuitry.

Of course, there are other features in these Panasonics. Like our single lever remote balance control. It lets you control the balance of all four channels. From your easy chair. And as for the SA-6800X specs, we think you’ll find them as interesting as its special features.

Model SA-6400X gives you 150 watts IHF at 4 ohms. With many of the same specs as Model SA-6800X.

So go to your franchised Panasonic Hi-Fi dealer for your 4-channel receiver. It’s the only way to make sure you get one that’s the right size for your living room. Whatever its size.

FOR YOUR NEAREST FRANCHISED PANASONIC HI-FI DEALER, CALL TOLL FREE 800 243-6000. IN CONN., 1-800 982-6500
1919: Join the Navy and see exotic places.

COME ALONG

learn something, see something in the

U S NAVY

ample shore leave for inland sights

This Navy poster originally appeared in 1919. For a free full-color reproduction, stop by your local Navy recruiter's office. No obligation, of course.
The new Navy still gives you the chance to visit far-out places. But now you take with you some of the most thorough job training in the world. Those who qualify can choose from more than 300 important, skilled jobs. From computer technology to aviation mechanics to nuclear science. The kind of training that will take you places inside the Navy or out.

But travel and training are just two reasons for joining the new Navy. Money's another. You start out at $288 a month, plus food, housing, clothing and health care. There's a new three-year enlistment, which guarantees your choice of East or West Coast. And a join-now, report-up-to-six-months-later plan.

If you want to go places fast, the new Navy is for you. For more information, send in the attached coupon right now. Or call toll free 800-424-8880.

Be someone special in The New Navy
to about 10 dB less. The frequency range affected by the control was from about 700 to 4,000 Hz, with maximum effect at about 2,000 Hz. This adjustment was not able to reduce the broad response variations in our overall curve. The tweeter level was adjustable over a total range of 15 to 25 dB, with its effect beginning at about 3,500 Hz.

The low-frequency output of the W6OE was strong down to about 50 or 45 Hz, with a broad maximum at about 70 Hz. We measured the low-frequency harmonic distortion under three conditions: constant drive with nominal 1-watt and 10-watt levels, and a constant-output sound-pressure level of 90 dB at 3 feet from the speaker. The W6OE's three drivers are mounted in a familiar arrangement. (Continued on page 50)
New in the USA!
Columbus Speakers, from Canada

RSC Columbus Speakers—the Nina, the Pinta and the Santa Maria—famous in Canada for superb sound and fine craftsmanship have crossed the border into the U.S.A.

How did it happen? Americans visiting Canadian audio dealers and audio shows listened to Columbus Speakers, looked at the price tag, bought them and asked, "Why aren’t they available at home?" After hearing this from Americans again and again, RSC decided the time had come for Columbus Speakers to discover America.

Why are Columbus Speakers so good? The truth is that they represent the end result—the "highlight" of 25 years of research and manufacturing by RSC, Canada’s foremost speaker manufacturer. In Columbus Speakers, RSC has incorporated with precise engineering knowledge the most modern materials and the most advanced components—An advanced cross-over network, complete acoustic suspension, large magnets, Novaprene cone suspension, and many other exceptional features described in our brochure, which is available on request.

Now, Columbus speakers offer a new, unique feature—sculptured Audiofoam grille facings which you can change yourself within seconds to match the color of your mood or decor. Imagine the possibilities!

At no additional cost, with a Santa Maria Speaker you receive 3 Audiofoam grille facings, El Toro Brown, Spanish Gold and Matador Red. With a Pinta Speaker you receive El Toro Brown and Spanish Gold grille facings. Nina Speakers come with El Toro Brown grille facings.

Prove the excellence of Columbus speakers for yourself—with your own eyes and ears. Visit your RSC dealer for a demonstration. Match the quality of sound against competing speakers that cost much more. For a brochure describing the full line of Columbus Speakers please use the reader reply card in this magazine or write to us.

RADIO SPEAKERS
OF CANADA LTD.
921 Norseman St., Toronto 18, Ontario, Canada
Phone 416/231-7243
What are you waiting for?

You've been meaning to smoke a pipe. No other smoke gives you the same peace of mind. No other smoke is as rich, as flavorful or as comforting as a pipe. Why not start today. After all, what are you waiting for?

**KAYWOODIE®**
Custom Crafted Pipes
World's finest hand-selected briar. Aged and cured as only Kaywoodie knows how. Hand-shaped, hand-worked to look as good as they smoke. Drinkless filter condenses moisture, traps tar for smooth, dry smoking. $5.95 to $100.

**YELLO-BOLE®**
Honey-lined Pipes
No breaking-in. Unique, real-honey-lined bowls give you mild, flavorful smoke from the first pipeful. If you're not completely satisfied, return pipe with sales slip and we'll refund your purchase price. $2.50 to $6.95.

**MEDICO®**
Filter Pipes

KAYWOODIE • YELLO-BOLE • MEDICO

For free folders and pipe smoking tips write S. M. Frank & Co., Inc., New York, N.Y. 10022 Dept. SR
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Stereo Review
Don Giovanni, Eleanor Rigby & Bill Bailey make a poor medley

There are 57 FM stations in New York, 73 in Los Angeles and 37 in Chicago—all crammed between 88 and 108MHz. With so many stations, and so little space, there's bound to be a bit of pushing and shoving. Now and again, an unfortunate overlap. A receiver with ordinary sensitivity and selectivity just won't cut it.

But, Sony doesn't make ordinary receivers. We give you a choice of six models that bring in even the weakest stations with an unusual immunity to intrusion from strong ones. And a choice of power and features from $699.50 to $199.50. Our new SQR-6650, 4-channel receiver pours out 50 watts in stereo (25+25W RMS at 8 ohms) and costs hardly more than a stereo receiver of comparable features and specs. $329.50. Visit your dealer for a demonstration. Sony Corporation of America, 47-47 Van Dam Street, Long Island City, N.Y. 11101.

SONY keeps them separate and beautiful

* Suggested retail price
THE WORLD ISN'T READY FOR THIS RECEIVER. BUT YOU ARE.
In a world of receivers claiming to be just slightly ahead of their time, Harman/Kardon is introducing one considerably farther ahead than that. It's called the 75+, and if you buy it now you'll find it practically impossible to use to full potential.

Then why should you buy it?

**You buy it because it's great for stereo.**

When buying a receiver, you should choose one that's best prepared to handle what you're prepared to hear.

Given your investment in stereo records and tapes, that obviously means stereo.

And in stereo, the 75+ will deliver an honest 45 watts RMS per channel. Which most quad receivers can't. (The 75+ has a bridging circuit that combines the power from four channels into two — instead of just disconnecting two channels the way most others do.)

As a stereo receiver, the 75+ is practically identical to our own model 930, which many reviewers have judged the best available. So it isn't stretching a point to say you'll be able to hear the best stereo any receiver can provide. But why stop there?

**You enhance your investment.**

If you have two extra speakers, connect them to your 75+. And create two entirely separate stereo systems.

You'll be able to hear Beethoven in the living room and Bread in the den. Both at the same time. And each with separate tone controls.

But to really appreciate your 75+, consolidate your speakers in one room. And play stereo — tapes, records or FM — through four channels.

What you get is "enhanced stereo," and the 75+ enhances it better than any other quad receiver.

Instead of just synthesizing the two back channels by running them through a conventional matrix circuit, the 75+ uses a unique wide-band 90° phase shift network. This provides enhanced 4-channel sound that adds a new dimension to stereo music.

The 75+ is also equipped with a 360° "Joy Stick" sound field balance control. It lets you adjust the four speakers to the levels where they best complement each other.

Having gone this far, you won't want to go back to stereo. You'll probably want to move even further forward.

**You keep it because it's great for quad.**

SQ records are here now, and they'll be here in greater numbers in the future. The moment you begin buying them, your 75+ can begin playing them.

Of course, so will other quad receivers; but again, not as well.

The 75+ is the only one with two SQ modes: conventional SQ and SQ Blend. Conventional SQ best reproduces the ambiance of music recorded live in concert halls. SQ Blend is best for playing back hard rock and contemporary music or where a soloist is predominant.

What about discrete four channel records? If and when they arrive, you'll be waiting for them. A hideaway decoder will be available for simple plug-in connection.

Obviously, the 75+ is more receiver than some people need right now, and for that reason there are some people who won't buy it.

But for those with foresight and not a lot of money ($400), it represents a rare investment opportunity:

A receiver you can't outgrow in a couple of years for the price of one you almost certainly will.

We have four new multichannel receivers, ranging in price from $250 to $600 and in watts from 50 to 140. For more information, write Harman/Kardon Inc., 55 Ames Court, Plainview N.Y. 11803*

---

**harman/kardon**

The receivers you won't outgrow.

*Distributed in Canada by Harman/Kardon of Canada, Ltd., 9249 Cote de Liesse Rd., Montreal 760, Quebec.
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Presenting the perfected iron-oxide tape, Capitol 2.

The light color is the result of taking the carbon out of the oxide side of the tape. Carbon doesn't help the recording properties of tape in any way. But other manufacturers are forced to use it in order to achieve good static properties. Capitol 2 solves that problem differently:

The backcoating.

Just as the side of the tape that touches the heads should be smooth, the texture of the back of the tape should have a controlled roughness that improves handling characteristics. So Capitol puts the carbon into its new Cushion-Aire® backcoating. The new black backcoating not only prevents electrostatic charges from building up, but improves the handling characteristics of our reels, helps make our cassettes jamproof, and extends the tape life considerably.

Presenting the world's best open-reel tape: Capitol 2 Ultra-High-Output, Low-Noise (UHL).

Capitol 2 UHL is the perfected reel tape. At 15,000 Hz (at 3 3/4 ips) the new tape is, on the average, 4.5 dB more sensitive than the top tape made by the best known brand.

Presenting the perfected iron-oxide cassette: Capitol 2 High-Output, Low-Noise (HOLN).

Capitol 2 cassettes aren't just the best iron-oxide cassettes you can buy (at least 6 dB more sensitive than conventional premium tapes at high frequencies, where it really counts). For many reasons, they're the best cassettes you can buy.

Capitol 2 HOLN cassettes are compatible.

Say you bought a good cassette recorder two years ago. You can't use chromium-dioxide cassettes. But you can use Capitol 2. With the kind of results chromium-dioxide users have been bragging about ever since it came out. The new iron-oxide cassettes will improve the sound of any cassette recorder in the house. From the old one you gave to your kid, to the new Dolby-ized one you bought yesterday.

Capitol 2 HOLN cassettes are jamproof.

The Cushion-Aire® backcoating not only improves cassette winding, it makes cassettes jamproof.

The texture of the backcoating assures that the tape will always wind smoothly with no steps, protruding layers, and other pack irregularities that cause, among other things, jamming. So Capitol 2 HOLN cassettes just don't jam.

The perfect cassette package: the Stak-Pak™

If you've ever tried to locate a cassette in a hurry, or pick one from the bottom of a pile, or put one away in an orderly fashion, you'll appreciate the Stak-Pak. It's modeled after something you find around the house: the chest of drawers.

The Stak-Pak is, very simply, a double drawer. It holds two cassettes. But the unique part of it is that Stak-Paks slide together and interlock to form a chest of drawers. The more you have, the higher your chest of drawers. Each cassette is neatly filed away in its own drawer.

The world's most acclaimed cartridge.

The Capitol 2 Audiopak® is the world's most popular cartridge, long a favorite not just with consumers, but with broadcast studios and duplicators. The cartridge is a special formulation of iron oxide, different from the new Capitol 2 cassettes and reels. It is specially lubricated (that's why it's often called 'lube tape').

Capitol 2 Audiopak cartridges are the standard against which all other cartridges are measured.

The price, perfected.

Your dealer will sell you four Capitol 2 cassettes, 60's or 90's, your choice, packaged in two Stak-Paks, for the price of three cassettes alone.

How to find Capitol 2.

Capitol 2 is new. Not all stores stock it yet. If you can't find it, write us.
The years 1844-1845 were laden with terror for Robert Schumann. His doctor reported that “so soon as he busied himself with intellectual matters he was seized with fits of trembling, fatigue, coldness of the feet, and a state of mental distress culminating in a strange terror of death, which manifested itself in the fear inspired in him by heights, by rooms in an upper story, by all metal instruments, even keys, and by medicines and the fear of being poisoned.” Recently, some have theorized that Schumann was suffering from an undiagnosed case of syphilis that ultimately led to his madness and death. In any case, his condition in the mid-1840's forced him to give up his activities in Leipzig one by one. Toward the end of 1844 the Schumanns moved from Leipzig to Dresden, and for nearly a year the composer battled his internal demons with varying success.

In October, 1844, he wrote to a doctor: “I have not been able to bear the hearing of music for some time past; it cuts into my nerves like knives.” And later in the winter the same doctor received this information from Schumann: “I still suffer a great deal, and my courage often fails me entirely. I am not allowed to work, only to rest and take walks, and often I have not strength enough for it. Sweet spring, perhaps thou wilt restore me!”

Schumann spent the winter months studying the contrapuntal writings of Bach, and composed fugues to keep his creative powers functioning. By the following July, some of his confidence regained, he was able to write to Mendelssohn: “I am very much behind, and have little to show you. But I have an inward confidence that I have not been quite standing still in music, and sometimes a rosy glow seems to foretell the return of my old strength, and a fresh hold upon my art.” A letter of a few days later says: “Drums and trumpets have been sounding in my head for several days (trumpets in C). I do not know what will come of it.”

The C Major Symphony is what came of it—slowly at first, as Schumann painstakingly planned the formal structure. Then the symphony consumed Schumann’s days and nights, so that by the end of December, 1845; his wife Clara was able to write to Felix Mendelssohn: “My husband has been very busy lately, and at Christmas he delighted and surprised me with the sketch of a new symphony; at present he is pure music, so that there is nothing to be done with him—but I like him like that!”

Completing and orchestrating the symphony proved to be a difficult task, however: into the score Schumann poured some of his most impassioned and eloquent music, particularly in the slow movement, and his labors exhausted him. Finally, after nearly another full year, the symphony was ready to be performed, and Mendelssohn conducted the premiere in November, 1846, with the Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra.

Three among the currently available recorded performances of the symphony stand out, in my judgment, all of them in three-disc albums devoted to all the Schumann symphonies: Leonard Bernstein’s (included in Columbia D3S 725), Georg Solti’s (included in London CSA 2310), and George Szell’s (included in Odyssey Y3 30844). Each performance is a capsule summary of the strengths of the respective conductors. Bernstein’s is the most impassioned and most inflected reading of the three, Solti’s the most febrile and intense, Szell’s the most straightforward and long-breathed. Both Bernstein and Solti observe the repeat of the first-movement exposition; Szell does not. All three conductors are given splendid orchestral playing and vivid sonic reproduction.

Szell’s set wins my top recommendation, primarily because his readings of the other three Schumann symphonies are just as convincing (Bernstein sometimes overdoes “interpretation” in the “Rhenish” and D Minor symphonies, and Solti’s approach borders on the overwrought in the other three). Too, Szell’s is on the budget Odyssey label.

On the other hand, the layout of the Szell recordings is somewhat ridiculous: the C Major Symphony’s first movement is the second band on the set’s second disc, movements two and three are on the first side of the third disc, and the last movement is the first band on that disc’s other side! Also, the four symphonies constitute the entire contents of the Szell/Odyssey set, whereas both Bernstein’s and Solti’s albums find room for additional Schumann orchestral works.

Unaccountably, there appears to be no available recording of Schumann’s C Major Symphony in either the reel-to-reel or cassette tape format.
THE WORDS AND MUSIC OF
Noble Sissle &
Eubie Blake

As its creators are still here to remind us, their phenomenally successful synthesis of the Afro-American and Euro-American styles continues to echo in our popular music half a century later

By WILLIAM BOLCOM, with ROBERT KIMBALL
O ne of the most unlooked-for musical renascences of the past few nostalgia-hungry years has been that of Eubie Blake, an all-but-forgotten composer of the springtime of the American musical theater in the teens of this century. It was unlooked for, most probably, because there are not too many people still about for whom Blake's music could be called a "living memory." The most astonishing part of it all, however, is that Eubie Blake himself is still alive to relive, retell, and replay the times, the incidents, and the music of a rich and eventful era. At the age of eighty-nine, he can out-perform and out-talk not only those few of his contemporaries who have lasted the years with him, but many a younger fan and commentator as well. To call him a legend in his own time is hardly well. To call him a legend in his own time is hardly

---

Exuberance is the key word for Eubie Blake's music, as it is for the man himself. His rags and theater songs explode like firecrackers in any hall in which they are performed. His happy music is exuberantly happy, and his few sad works manage to be exuberantly sad. The late upsurge of new interest in the music is based almost entirely on Blake's performances of his own piano rags, which he plays, despite his years, with a strong, heavy beat and an uncanny technical fluency. It is somewhat ironic, however, that this relatively small part of his musical output should be the basis of a comeback, for just before and during the Twenties Eubie Blake and his lyricist-partner Noble Sissle were fantastically successful both as performers and writers of a theater music which strongly influenced the future history of American musical comedy. Despite this, little of their work has been performed since the years of its creation, with the notable exceptions of I'm Just Wild about Harry, which fortuitously happened to melodize President Truman's first name, and Memories of You, which Blake wrote with Andy Razaf and which has survived largely because of Benny Goodman's championship. This is a loss to our musical life which ought to be repaired for the music is of undeniable quality.

James Hubert Blake was born in Baltimore, Maryland, on February 7, 1883, the son of two ex-slaves, John Sumner Blake, a stevedore, and Emily Johnston Blake, a laundress. The early years of "Mouse," as he was called by his playmates, were a patchwork of street experiences, by turns hilarious and horrifying: the Blakes were poor, and little Mouse was hardly a sheltered child. Signs of musical talent manifested themselves early, however, and the parents cooperated in nurturing their only surviving child's gifts—up to a point. Emma Blake was a devout Baptist, and when the six-year-old Hubie began playing the denominational hymns on the family's reed organ with a marked degree of secular syncopation, she ran at him with a handy piece of crockery upraised, yelling, "Take that rag-time out of my house! Take it out!"

---

It was the first time Hubie had heard the word "ragtime," but ragtime was everywhere around him, not only in much of the popular music of the day but in church singing as well. The sheet-music scores of the day betray no hint of ragtime, but instrumentalists were nonetheless "ragging" the tunes as a matter of course. Piano rolls, some very early recordings, and, of course, survivors like Eubie Blake together supply the stylistic dimension that is lacking in the written record—which leaves the art of ragtime in somewhat better case than that of Baroque ornamentation.

T here is a sixteen-year span between Eubie Blake's Charleston Rug (composed in 1899 and written down later) and his first song, a collaboration with Sissle and Eddie Nelson titled It's All Your Fault, in 1915, but they were sixteen years in which he was learning his trade. Already in 1898, at the age of fifteen, he was playing piano in saloons, cabarets, and sporting houses. His first job, at Agnes Shelton's elegant "establishment" in Baltimore, understandably found his mother less than enthusiastic, but the pay was good and the Blakes needed it: Hubie's father had developed carbuncles under his arms and was rarely able to work. Actually, the higher class of such houses seems to have been a rather pleasant place in which to cut one's musical teeth, at the very least. At Aggie Shelton's there were several parlors—on the first floor up—where well-dressed men conversed politely with the resident ladies. "If you walked by and looked in the windows," Eubie remembers, "you would have thought the place was just another well-to-do family home." Young Hubie was constantly asked to play the hit tunes of the day as well as light classics; there was very little music of a bawdy nature such as one might perhaps expect in such surroundings. So, with occasional trips out of town, variously as a buck-dancer or a melodeon- or piano-player, Blake continued his career in Baltimore's pleasure palaces well into the early years of this century. His career might well have ended there, as it did for so many others lured to any early death by dissipation, easy money, and easier women. But in 1900 Blake attended a performance of Leslie Stuart's Florodora, a light opera quite famous at the time, and all was

---
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changed. *Florodora*'s composer, an Englishman whose music differs from that of Lehár and Herbert (also early models for Blake) in its more adventurous and angular melodic lines, has been completely forgotten today. But it was *Florodora* that crystallized the young Blake's determination to write music for the theater.

He did not, of course, simply pick up and head for Broadway. He continued to work, continued to compose, and by 1914 he was being published (two rags, *Fizz Water* and *Chevy Chase*, among his earliest, have a theatrical flavor). In 1915 Eubie (as he then became known) met—fatefully, as it was to turn out—Noble Sissle. Sissle was born July 10, 1889, in Indianapolis of extremely religious parents, his father a traveling elder of the Methodist Church, his mother a respected teacher and social worker. Young Noble was at first expected to follow in his father's footsteps, but his performing talents were soon recognized to be unsuppressible. His first important job (with Edward Thomas' Male Quartette in 1908) was singing evangelical songs, but his career in secular show business was already a foregone conclusion. Before arriving in Baltimore, Sissle had distinguished himself as a band singer and bandleader in Indiana and other parts of the Midwest. He had been hired for the summer (he was on vacation from Butler College, where he was a junior) to play the bandolin (a banjo/mandolin hybrid) and sing for Joe Porter's Serenaders, a pickup group contracted to play in Baltimore's River View Park. Blake and Sissle met on the marble steps of the Porter home. Blake said, "Didn't I see your name on a song sheet?" "Yes." Blake continued, "You're a lyricist. I need a lyricist." They shook hands.

Their first joint effort, *It's All Your Fault*, perhaps owes more to Leslie Stuart's influence than any later song—but only in the first four measures. By the fifth measure the ragginess so strong in Blake had already asserted itself. Sophie Tucker, the now almost legendary torch singer, was playing the Maryland Theater the summer of 1915, and Sissle and Blake were encouraged to take the song to her. She liked it, sang it, and the song became what Blake calls "a local hit." There were to be serious interruptions, but the careers of Sissle and Blake had gotten off to a good start.

One of those interruptions was the entry into their lives of one James Reese Europe. When a really adequate history of American popular music is written, his name, now inexplicably forgotten, will loom large. It was he, not Paul Whiteman, who was the first to bring jazz and black music to Carnegie Hall (1912), and it was he who was responsible for the popularity of the fox trot (he was for years the friend and collaborator of Vernon and Irene Castle), the dance rhythm in which so many of our greatest popular songs were written. Jim Europe, almost singlehandedly, took the black musician out of the saloons and other pass-the-hat situations and elevated him to professional status. In the teens of this century, his Clef Club in New York had as many as 150 musicians in its orchestra, and he found employment for hundreds more. A proud and well-educated man, he was a member of the respected community of black Americans who figured prominently in the theater around the early years of this century. By 1911, largely for economic reasons, the Negroes had once again been denied access to the

Lieutenant James Reese Europe's army band is shown performing in front of Paris' Hotel Tunis. The band was one of the big morale boosters of World War I, and it brought the ragtime tradition of performance into the U.S. Army.
WHAT IS RAGTIME?

The reader may well ask, for there have been many different definitions offered by as many different authorities, some of them too general and others too specific to serve the needs of every special case. To Eubie Blake, "ragtime" is a general term for the particular type of syncopation that was a strong and early influence on his music. Practically all musical cultures employ some form of syncopation, but the salient characteristic of the American (Eubie Blake's) style is, by and large, a matter of methodically accenting certain notes of the melody against a strong two-, three-, or four-beat pattern. It may be considered the regularization, up to a point, of certain complex African rhythms in a matrix of simple, basic rhythm cells borrowed from European dance and martial music.

If ragtime is a general term, then the word rag is an extremely specific one, for the piano rag that evolved in the latter years of the nineteenth century was a very strict form, almost a musical sonnet. Most rags have three to four "strains," or fully stated musical ideas, in periods of sixteen bars each, very much like a Sousa march. As in that type of march, the third strain, or "trio," is often in a key other than the original tonic (though related to it), often the subdominant, the key based on the fourth note of the scale of the home key. The strictness of the rag form derives in part from the nature of the dances it accompanied—as in the earlier colonial quadrilles, square-dances, and reels, there were often set patterns of dance steps that had to be completed within a certain number of bars. What was new in the rag was a combination of two things: first, the basic dance steps themselves, such as the cakewalk and the slow drag, in which the entire body was involved rhythmically with the strong beat of the music; and, second, the musical habit of syncopating the melodic figuration against this strong beat. Most rags are in 2/4 or 2/2 time, but there are also ragtime waltzes (3/4) which follow the additive waltz form of the Strausses.

On the printed page, rag rhythms look simple, and it could easily be argued that antecedents can be found in European music throughout its history. What is different about them is a matter of emphasis. A good rag player knows how to accent the syncopations so as to propel the music forward in a way that is simply not to be found in the earlier European examples: Eubie Blake's performances of his rags and later theater music are notable for a heavy emphasis on accent. If this music is performed without the complicated, subtle overlay of accentuation that is so essential to its nature, its unique musical life is lost. For easy example: those who became heartily sick of I'm Just Wild about Harry early or late in the Truman campaign have doubtless not heard it performed correctly: when Eubie Blake plays it, the old chestnut takes on a fresh new existence.

As the flyer suggests, Sissle and Blake were big show business names when they wrote their show The Chocolate Dandies.
The Chocolate Dandies, very much a stage extravaganza, employed a cast of 125 people and three horses, thus producing a weekly budget of expenses too high for the receipts to match. Above is the Jockey Scene, just before the entry of the horses.

original numbers that were composed with Europe.

When the band returned to the States in triumph in 1919, plans were set by Sissle, Europe, and Blake to extend the band's continental tour over America. But tragedy intervened: on May 9 of that year one of Europe's drummers attacked the bandleader in a hysterical rage, stabbing him in the throat. The headlines, THE JAZZ KING IS DEAD, were carried in red all over the country. In the space of about ten weeks all his enterprises crumbled for lack of leadership. All we have of Jim Europe today are a few tinny acoustic recordings, of necessity made with only small parts of his huge ensembles (as were the John Philip Sousa recordings), and a few printed scores very Sousa-like on the page, except for a very individual sense of harmony and syncopations that are, for a band, rather complex.

What arose out of the wreckage was the vaudeville team of Sissle and Blake, which, after a short tour through the Northeast and a stint at the Harlem Opera House, opened to great applause at New York's famous Palace Theatre on July 4, 1919. Though this assured them of at least three years of work on the road, their salaries were considerably lower than those accorded white performers, their dressing rooms were alway farthest from the stage, and they were often given the least advantageous spots on the vaudeville programs. Nonetheless, through hard work and sheer brilliance the team won success in city and town, small house and large theater. Their act became one of the hardest in the business to follow, which resulted repeatedly in their being moved from the number two spot to the coveted next-to-closing spot on the bill.

Their act consisted of original songs by the two, except for the finish, which was done in memory of Jim Europe: On Patrol in No Man's Land. In the original version of this description of trench life written by Sissle and Europe, Europe's band would mimic the sound of mortar shells and bombs falling about. As transformed into a duet for voice and piano, it had Blake providing the exploding ordnance while Sissle slid and ducked the "Boche barrage" all over the stage. It never failed to bring down the house.

Early vaudeville managers preferred not to have more than one black act per show, so Sissle and Blake rarely had opportunities to meet other black performers on the road. But at an NAACP benefit in Philadelphia in 1920, they met Flournoy Miller and Aubrey Lyles, whose blackface act (Sissle and Blake were one of the few black acts of that period not to appear in burnt cork) consisted of rural humor, dance sequences, and a famous fight scene which was imitated by many other vaudevillians for years afterward. Miller and Lyles had developed the rudiments of a script for a Broadway show, tentatively titled The Mayor of Dixie, which concerned the machinations of a mayorality contest in a small, all-black Southern town, but they needed a lyricist and a composer. And thus the musical comedy Shuffle Along was born. The four-man team found a backer and began touring in preparation for a New York opening. There were many instances when they were not sure of arriving in the next town, but the show finally opened in New York in a converted lecture hall (the 63rd Street Theater) on May 23, 1921, with an $18,000 deficit. Happily, the reviews were good, and Shuffle Along, in borrowed costumes on a narrow stage in a small house, slowly came to be the hit of the season.

The plot, as frequently happened in musicals of that period, was so sketchy as to be almost nonexistent. Miller and Lyles had in fact never written it
The chorus line of The Chocolate Dandies, sixteen strong, did not take second place to any such assemblage before or since. Many a future star is first noticed in such surroundings, and here the young lady sixth from the right is Josephine Baker.

out; it was taken down later by stenographers during performance for copyright protection. Several songs in the production were lifted right out of the Sissle/Blake vaudeville act. Actually, Shuffle Along might be described as the fusion of two vaudeville acts, and the sheer energy that resulted has since influenced several generations of musicals down to today. Shuffle Along was also the musical that introduced jazz dancing to Broadway, through the choreography of Lawrence Deas and Charlie Davis. The famed Shuffle Along Orchestra numbered among its thin ranks violist Hall Johnson, the late, great leader of the Hall Johnson Choir, and oboist William Grant Still, a classical composer of considerable gifts. The ethnic humor of Miller and Lyles' dialog was also a precursor, from all evidence, of the famed Amos 'n' Andy radio series, a lineage easy to trace when we know that Miller was a principal writer of the early shows in 1930.

But it is the music of Shuffle Along that is the most influential element to be traced in the later history of the American musical. By 1921, ragtime was no stranger to the American stage, but it existed on Broadway in a much-diluted form. The printed score of Irving Berlin's Alexander's Ragtime Band—rhythmically interesting as the song is—contains hardly a single measure of the rhythmic figuration associated with real Negro ragtime, and most rag or jazz evocations on the white Broadway stage before 1921 were just that—evocations, and not the real thing. Shuffle Along was the real thing, but its musical palette was not limited to offshoots of ragtime. Love Will Find a Way, then the hit of the show, is Rodgers and Hart prefigured. It is also very likely the first time anyone had dared to sing, on a Broadway stage, a song showing a real love interest between blacks, and Sissle and Blake were justifiably worried that this innocent serenade might be booed.

Blake's Shuffle Along band of 1921 (Eubie is at the piano) included such future musical luminaries as composer William Grant Still (with oboe, second from Eubie's left) and Hall Johnson (with violin at Eubie's immediate left), who was later to found the choir that bears his name.
and catcalled off the stage. It wasn’t. If it had not been for *Shuffle Along*’s lifting of this curious and antediluvian taboo against the representation of romantic love between Negroes on stage, *Porgy and Bess* might never have made it.

Another of the show’s songs then popular was *Bandana Days*, which was written to accommodate a legacy of left-over costumes. It is a Cohanesque, almost kidding evocation of earlier black shows, which had concentrated almost exclusively on the plantation era. Audiences were not initially wild about *I’m Just Wild about Harry*, which was originally in waltz time (Eubie had always liked waltzes). Lottie Gee, the star of the show, was sure a waltz wouldn’t work in the show, and she and Sissle together persuaded Blake to recast it as a one-step. It became a hit accidentally when one of the show’s dancers reported ill. His replacement, Bob Lee, arrived in town in the afternoon and went on that night without knowing the steps. He fumbled through by watching the other dancers and imitating them half a beat later—except when they backed off the stage, leaving him unexpectedly alone. Lee then broke into an insane improvisation that sent the audience into gales of laughter. Blake rushed into the conductor’s pit, yelling to his collaborators. “Keep it in! Keep it in!” And *Harry* was a hit. The song *Baltimore Buzz* closed the show, and it evidently was so infectious that audiences, black and white, regularly found themselves dancing in the aisles. The whole show, against all odds, was clearly a theater landmark, and it fully achieved James Reese Europe’s dream: the Negro was finally and triumphantly restored to the American stage.

*Shuffle Along* ran 504 performances in New York before embarking on a three-year national tour. Critical and audience response in Boston and Chicago (New York was not then the center of theatrical gravity it has since become) were even more positive. Ticket receipts and salary lists of the show do not give the impression that anyone was getting rich from it, but the pockets of Sissle and Blake swelled gratifyingly with the income from music publication and recordings by Paul Whiteman and others. Miller and Lyles, who were making money only from the show, were miffed by this development, and the quartet broke up in 1923.

While the show was on tour in Chicago, Sissle and Blake wrote several musical numbers for *Elsie*, a white show, and they also wrote one called *You Were Meant for Me* (not to be confused with the tune of the same name by Nacio Herb Brown and...

---

**DISCOGRAPHY**

**Eubie Blake** began his recording career about 1919 with a number of solo piano rolls and discs; these are now collectors’ items. Before 1925, acoustical discs were also made by Sissle and Blake together and by James Reese Europe’s orchestra. All deserve to be revisued, not only for their historical value, but for their musical worth as well.

After a long period of neglect by record companies, Blake did participate in the making of a few LP’s for RCA, Twentieth Century Fox, and Stereodiscs; these, too, are out of print, though copies are to be found in a few public collections. This situation was somewhat remedied by John Hammond and Columbia Records with three historic recording sessions in late 1968 and early 1969.

- **The Eighty-Six Years of Eubie Blake**, Columbia C2S 847. This impressive two-record set features piano and vocals by Blake and vocals by Sissle in a chronological representation of highlights of their great accomplishments as ragtime pioneers and contributors to the musical stage. The ragtime section includes Blake’s own *Charleston Rag*, composed in 1899, Sousa marches, and the piano works of Blake and others important to the development of both ragtime and the Harlem stride piano style of the jazz age. The theater section is highlighted by Sissle and Blake’s spirited medley of seven songs from *Shuffle Along* and Blake’s playing of the Blake-Razaf perennial *Memories of You*.

The album was conceived as a kind of retrospective of Blake’s long career, but instead of being a valedictory, it helped launch him on an entirely new career as a television performer, lecturer, and sparkplug of the ragtime revival. Among his many activities has been the creation of his own record company, Eubie Blake Music. One record has already been issued, and two others will be released early this winter.

- **Eubie Blake, Volume 1 (featuring Ivan Harold Browning)**, EBM 1. Here, Blake’s accompaniments to the marvelous singing of Ivan Harold Browning, the leading man of *Shuffle Along* and *The Chocolate Dandies*, are models of their kind. Blake’s playing is as wonderfully energetic as ever, and this is a fine first in what should be an enjoyable series of records. To come are Volume 2, *“Eubie Blake from Rags to Classics,”* and Volume 3, *“Eubie Blake and His Friends: Edith Wilson and Ivan Harold Browning.”* EBM records, produced, recorded, and designed by Carl Seltzer, can be obtained from Eubie Blake Music, 284A Stuyvesant Avenue, Brooklyn, New York 11221 at $5.95 each plus 7 per cent sales tax.

**THE MUSICAL COMEDIES OF EUBIE BLAKE**

(New York opening date and lyricist follow the titles.)

- **Shuffle Along** (May 23, 1921, Noble Sissle)
- **Elsie** (April 2, 1923, Noble Sissle)
- **The Chocolate Dandies** (September 1, 1924, Noble Sissle)
- **Blackbirds of 1930** (October 22, 1930, Andy Razaf)
- **Shuffle Along of 1933** (December 26, 1932, Noble Sissle)
- **Swing It** (July 22, 1937, Milton Reddie and Cecil Mack)
- **Shuffle Along of 1952** (May 8, 1952, Noble Sissle)

Several Eubie Blake songs were interpolated in American and English musicals, and many Blake theater scores, including some of his best work with Noble Sissle, Andy Razaf, Milton Reddie, and others, were completed for shows that were never produced. These scores remain in manuscript in Blake’s Brooklyn home.
Arthur Freed, which turned out to be the first song Gertrude Lawrence and Noel Coward ever sang together on the professional stage. The pattern became clear: no longer would Sissle and Blake be limited in their writing to stereotypes of the American stage Negro. Miller and Lyles, seemingly, had reveled in them, but to Sissle and Blake theyrankled. All well and good to call upon one's heritage, lively and rich as it was, but to be required to stay within it was to be denied the full creative freedom every American artist has a constitutional right to expect. After years of hard work, privation, and racial pigeonholing, Sissle and Blake were on top. So they set out to write the show they had always wanted to write.

In the new show, In Bamville, later to be called The Chocolate Dandies, Sissle's literary tendencies and Blake's wide range of musical styles were given full rein. Sissle's prosody, never easy, now began to take on strange convolutions only a performer with his faultless diction could handle: Blake, on the other hand, showed in his songs a profound familiarity with and love for the entire spectrum of English and American theater music. An examination of the score makes it clear that Sissle and Blake did not abandon their particular style, but that they fused it with elements of all the prevailing styles of their era. Such ingenious eclecticism might today be hailed as a new amalgam benefiting the whole medium, but in 1924 the critics were only able to hear the surface influences and not the solid substratum of the Sissle/Blake style which held everything else up. Yet the show did tour for fifteen months, despite low box-office receipts and the weight of a gargantuan cast of 125—evidently, like Jim Europe, they simply wanted to give a lot of deserving people jobs.

Blake still feels that The Chocolate Dandies is his best theater score, and it is tempting to agree with his assessment. Whereas Shuffle Along is pure, raw energy of a sort that can never be repeated, Dandies contains music of far greater depth. Dixie Moon deserves to be known by anyone interested in the American musical theater: it is probably the best song Sissle and Blake ever wrote. In it the fusion of all the elements in their styles can be found: Sissle's strong tendency toward assonance and internal sound-rhymes is perfectly realized, and so is Blake's mastery of harmony and melodic surprise. The verse of Dixie Moon is every bit as solid as the refrain: in Blake's favorite minor key, it employs an almost Oriental scale pattern in an absolutely natural way. When the refrain shifts to the major, four strong, assertive whole notes declaim the text in a way that, once heard, can never be forgotten.

Why, then, did Dandies fail? Simply because too large a cast meant too large a weekly budget to meet, and the show closed to the tune of a $60,000 deficit. Nonetheless, Dandies might, for a Broadway feverishly looking back to its roots for a shot of adrenalin, be successfully revived if some of the overlavish original production elements (three real horses racing on stage!) were eliminated.

Eubie Blake's theater career after Dandies was not a tragic one by any means, but it was not crowned with the success of his earlier undertakings. The reasons are ascribable not to failing inspiration, but rather to the stock-market crash of 1929 and the ensuing Depression. Shuffle Along had inspired black musicals by James P. Johnson, Fats Waller, Creamer and Layton, and others, but as the Twenties wore on, racial lines again tightened in the theater, and after the crash practically the only place Negroes could find money to back theatrical enterprises was the underworld. A few legitimate producers continued to hire black performers in numbers—often because their asking price was lower than that of whites—but the fad for black musicals was passing, and this made it even easier for the unions, to their discredit, to find ways of bending their laws to keep blacks out of a dwindling job market.

In the late Twenties, however, a colorfully eccentric producer named Lew Leslie had started a series of revues entitled Blackbirds. In them such stars as Bill Robinson, Ethel Waters, and others got their New York starts. Sissle and Blake had separated temporarily as a team: Sissle was in Europe pursuing a bandleading career, and Blake was touring the country with "tab shows"—short vaudeville acts or
encapsulated musicals presented on the same bill as a feature-length movie. On one of Blake's stops in New York, Leslie asked him and lyricist Andy Razaf, who had worked before with Fats Waller, to write the score for *Blackbirds of 1930*. Flournoy Miller returned to write the book (Lyles, sick, was to die of tuberculosis in 1932), and the show, starring Ethel Waters and a large cast, opened in September 1930 to excellent reviews.

Unfortunately, Leslie had a penchant for reshuffling acts and for hiring and firing performers after an opening. Such tinkering may have weakened the show; at any rate, it ran for only sixty-two performances. Two hits came out of *Blackbirds of 1930*, however: *You're Lucky to Me*, sung by Miss Waters, and the popular *Memories of You*, introduced by Minto Cato, who had a phenomenal voice range for a popular singer. *Memories*' unusually wide vocal span has prohibited its performance by many pop singers since, but Benny Goodman made it an instrumental hit in the late Thirties, and through him it became a standard.

As it did for many in those cruel years, Blake's story darkened somewhat in the Thirties. After Lyles' death, Miller, Sissle, and Blake came together again to write *Shuffle Along of 1933*, a good show that failed for the usual economic reasons. Blake wrote several shows with Milton Reddie, of which only one, *Swing It*, was produced—by the WPA in 1937. With Razaf, he also wrote several shows in the Thirties and early Forties, some of which were "commercial" shows (productions designed to sell a product—and incidentally to give writers and actors work), but their best effort of those years, *Tan Manhattan*, although it did well as a club floor show, never found Broadway backing. Blake's music had changed in style over the years; where *Shuffle Along* had breathed the raucous spirit of the Twenties, *Manhattan* reflected the flavor of its era, hardly "roaring," but a more modest expression of a time when nobody one knew was rich. One song from the show, *I'd Give a Dollar for a Dime*, is as fine a song as Eubie ever wrote.

During the Forties, Blake toured the United States with a USO show; the only time in his life he had been out of the country was on a vaudeville tour of England with Sissle in 1925. The death of his wife Avis in 1939 had started him on a lonely, aimless existence—only fifteen years before he had been a national favorite, and now nobody seemed to know him. But in 1945 he met and married his present wife, Marion Gant Tyler, and the two moved into her father's elegant old brownstone in the Bedford-Stuyvesant section of Brooklyn. Eubie gave up the USO tours, and for a time the newly married couple's existence was precarious. But Marion resourcefully, checked into her new husband's ASCAP status and found that he was making far less in royalties than he should have been. ASCAP stepped up his rating, and it has been through that organization (encouraged by Marion) that the Blakes have been able to live fairly comfortably ever since, mainly on royalties from *I'm Just Wild about Harry* and *Memories of You*.

Harry's renewed popularity during the 1948 election campaign led to an interest in reviving *Shuffle Along*. Sissle and Blake convened with the producers, and *Shuffle Along of 1952* was mounted, opened—and closed. The reasons are perhaps not far to seek. The earlier Broadway was a far more independent and artist-run system than it had become by 1933, when only twenty of the eighty or so theaters were still open. Following the Depression, financiers and a host of self-proclaimed "experts" took control of the theaters. They were perhaps good businessmen, but they lacked the critical theatrical talent to make a show come alive and sustain itself—the very thing, of course, that characterized the "impractical" people from whom they had wrested the theaters. *Shuffle Along of 1952* was made as a vehicle for Pearl Bailey. She left the show before the opening—perhaps demonstrating her good sense—after Sissle and Blake had been literally run out of it and the "experts" had taken over.

But the last chapter in the story of Noble Sissle and Eubie Blake has not really been written yet, for what they accomplished musically and theatrically still goes on echoing in America's musical theater. These two black performers and creators were not the first to combine the best of the black and the white theatrical worlds, but they were the most successful and therefore the most influential. To listen to a record of an American musical written before 1921 is to miss the syncopation that marks practically all American popular music written since. Sissle and Blake succeeded in synthesizing and integrating the Afro-American and Euro-American elements in their work to an unprecedented degree, leaving the way open for the flowering of the unique style of American popular music today. It is gratifying not only that the passage of the years has sharpened our awareness sufficiently that we can understand this fact, but that those years have not been too many to prevent our thanking Noble Sissle and Eubie Blake for their gifts personally.
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Although he just turned twenty-six in August, in both public and private terms Jimmy Webb has had at least three separate musical careers. "The initial period was the scuffling one," he recalls, "where my primary concern was to be able to make music and get paid for it—not to make a fortune, but to get paid for it and support myself and not have to do anything else to earn a living. I worked in a recording studio for $100 a week, transcribing other people's songs, and lived in a little apartment. It was fairly easy to do, and I didn't mind that it wasn't my music."

This was in the period that began in 1964 (when Jimmy was eighteen) and ended in 1967, when a promotional passenger-carrying balloon for a San Bernardino hot-dog stand inspired the song that launched the most sensation-al pop composing career in recent memory. In 1964 Jimmy, a native of Elk City, Oklahoma, had moved to the Los Angeles area with his father (a Baptist minister), his mother, three brothers, and three sisters. His mother died that year, and the rest of the family returned to Oklahoma, leaving Jimmy in San Bernardino Valley College. He was bored by school, and so, in a shaky Volkswagen, he drove to Hollywood. He already had five years of song-writing behind him—from the age of thirteen—and had played the church organ and piano for much longer than that.

The success, Up, Up and Away, as recorded by the Fifth Dimension and produced by Johnny Rivers for his Soul City label, changed Jimmy Webb forever, and with his subsequent quick successes almost ruined him. Webb had written By the Time I Get to Phoenix while he was still at the studio, and Rivers had wisely recorded it himself and even more wisely bought up Jimmy's publishing contract and put him in charge of material for the Fifth Dimension's first album. While riding in the hot-dog stand's rented green and white balloon, Jimmy got the idea for his first hit, and wrote Up, Up and Away in thirty-five minutes.

In rapid order, Glen Campbell recorded Phoenix, Wichita Lineman, and Galveston, all unmistakable Webb songs with a poignant feel for his part of the country, the broad Southwest. Then came Richard Harris, MacArthur Park, and two best-selling albums, "A Tramp Shining" and "The Yard Went On Forever." Jimmy had turned full-fledged composer and producer, not necessarily in that order.

"That second period was a kind of insanity caused by a sudden abundance of wealth and what I suppose the world would call success," says Jim. "Already by the age of twenty-two I was spending more time on production and less on composition. I became preoccupied with production and orchestration. Somewhere along the way something was happening to my work that wasn't music—it was records, making records. Ironically I didn't know that much about recording, really."

Grammy Awards right and left didn't ease his discontent, and neither did dozens of free-loading friends and demanding musical artists who didn't just want to sing his songs but wanted his constant guidance as well. In 1969, Webb dropped out, and there were no new songs for more than a year. All of a sudden a brand-new singer-songwriter emerged. Phase three in the musical life of Jimmy Webb began.

"It's a myth that I was a recluse during that period of my life," he insists. "I had no conscious desire to become a recluse. But there was a very real desire to learn more about the recording studio and to perfect my music." He was unavailable to journalists and never seen in public, and he admits, "I hardly did anything for those two years except practice." Early in 1971 he released his first solo record for Reprise, "Jimmy L. Webb: Words and Music." The critical response to his music was more ecstatic than ever. The response to his singing voice was something else again. Two other albums have since come out, "And So On" and "Letters" (reviewed in this issue).

Not only is Jimmy himself tired of hearing Up, Up and Away (it was also sold to TWA as a commercial), but "I assume there are many thousands of people who are tired of hearing it, too. I don't know whether it's unfortunate or not, but I have no desire to amass any more money. Johnny Rivers used to say, 'You can only sleep in one bed at a time.' The financial aspect pales compared to what I consider my growth as a composer. My favorite compositions are the ones I've done in the last six months. Maybe it was inevitable that I travel through the earlier experience to get where I am and where I'm going, but I'm glad I'm done with it."

Part of his "drop-out" time was spent in London, his favorite place outside this country. "The English language exists in such a pure form there—there are certain phrases and nuances that stick with you, providing semantic stimulation. Whereas in America you may let ideas get past you, you pay a great deal of attention in London. I like to be inspired by the language. I'm a sucker for the King James version of the Bible—that was my first contact with the language in any form, when my father used to read the Bible to us. I still like gothic, grandscale prose."

During his commercially successful period, Jimmy lived in the twenty-odd-room former Philippine consulate smack in the middle of Hollywood. He was never alone, having all kinds of musicians and managers, girls and guys living there with him. It was a famous crash pad for out-of-work artists of all kinds, young pretenders, rock stars (Jimi Hendrix and the Buffalo Springfield spent a few nights there), and "groovy chicks" looking for a place.
to stay. "Most of the time they didn't even know who owned the house."

From that ménage Jim moved to a tiny apartment—by himself—with a stainless steel kitchen ("I overreacted a little bit"). Now he lives in a 1930's Hollywood-style house in suburban Encino, on two-and-a-half acres with a running brook, and equipped with a recording studio sophisticated enough that he can do his own overdubs, "Phil Harris built the house, so there's a bar in every room."

Jim thinks he got trapped into living among the earlier Hollywood zoo (with a few dishonest advisers and managers into the bargain) because "I was very idealistic about sharing the wealth. I don't want to sound sickeningly humanitarian, but it was the first time I had experienced wealth—or ever seen it, even. So I was giving it away... by the buckets. The reasons for stopping that were more emotional than economic: if you subsidize artists they don't do anything, they just sit around and talk."

He had a disastrous professional detour before his emergence as a full-fledged performer. At the urging of Ali McGraw, he agreed to do a soundtrack score for the movie Love Story. He based his score on pieces by J. S. Bach and worked on it much of the time "in the company of Mr. and Mrs. Evans." Robert Evans, then married to Miss McGraw, star of Love Story, is in charge of production at Paramount Pictures.

"I recorded a score, and they took it and screened it with the film one morning when I was still in bed. They told me they hated it. They didn't pay for my studio time or my salary or my string bills—I can't afford to pay for the string bills for a whole movie. I had only a verbal contract, but that's the usual way. There again was the ghost of Richard Harris and MacArthur Park. I think what they expected for the film was that kind of thing. But what I did were things like taking one Bach piece—I can't remember which one now, one of the concertos—and converting the harpsichord part for Freddy Tackett to play on the guitar. It was to be played through an amplifier with lots of fuzz tone and high harmonic distortion, but played impeccably well. It was striking to hear, but that kind of idea didn't go over too well. Yet some of my ideas for the Love Story score were good enough to be used by the composer who took over from me. That's all I'll say about it."

[The composer was Francis Lai, who won an Oscar for the score.]

Jimmy, who has just done two songs for the film Naked Ape, obviously wasn't put off by his Love Story experience. He does criticize what he sees as the rigidity and fear of the movie-making establishment. "It's fun if the people you're working with respond to what you're trying to do, but awful if they don't. André Previn wrote an adventurous score for Mia Farrow's movie See No Evil—it was thrown out. There is no way that he could have written a bad score for his wife. Have your movie scored by a computer if you don't want human unpredictability coming into it. Just make canned music and use it. In the film industry there seems to be a fear of the original."

Because he has forswn being a money-making music machine doesn't mean Jimmy would reject a commercial success with his current material. "I'd rather work with a record riding the charts, but if there isn't one, the time is best spent working on my music, practicing the piano. I really have to get to my piano once a day. I'm very lonely if I'm without it even for a week."

Among his own favorites of his songs (not necessarily with commercial potential), Jim cites If I Ever Get to Talk to You Again, Finger Paint Me, Air Is Everywhere, Saturday Suit, and The Lady Fits Her Bluejeans. He is very prolific ("I have this Puritan ethic—I have to work") and wrote two songs he considers to be as good as his best on a recent week-long promotion trip to New York.

Jimmy's songs, more than those of most contemporary composers, have always been seen as autobiographical, particularly the ones that are specific vignettes (Where's the Playground, Susie?, Highpockets, etc.). "They've always been partly autobiographical, and partly just made up out of clouds, like everybody else's songs," he says. "An artist has no obligation not to do a documentary but to create an emotional response in people who are listening—even if you make them hate you. I don't feel any compunction about using something completely fictional, to do like Randy Newman and step off and speak to you as another person, like an actor commenting on his character. I think that role is okay for a song writer too."

Despite the dazzling and myriad achievements of the last seven years, there are still many things Jim Webb wants to do. He'd like to write a symphony some day, "without labeling it 'rock,' 'pop,' or any other kind of symphony." And he would like to be able to perform his own music without what he considers "undue criticism."

"I've had my share of 'this kid can't sing; why doesn't he go back and write for Glen Campbell? I feel very rewarded singing my own music, with or without commercial success, but I am so well known because of that early Glen Campbell and Fifth Dimension success that I have difficulty being myself when I walk on stage. I am not claiming to be the virtuoso vocalist of all time, but I have improved and I will go on singing."

"For the rest of my life I will be a composer-performer, because that's really what I always was, even when I was sitting in that little cubicle working on other people's tunes. I can envision a gradual transition I can't describe yet, where all of the ideas we have absorbed and explored in the last decade and a half would come into a school of music that could be taken a little more seriously than 'pop' music, which is still 'product' and greenbacks. That is the real tragedy, that some of the greatest music ever written has been done in the last few years and all of it is reduced to dollars and cents."

Jim's notion of the artist in society is decidedly unactivist. "The artist has no obligation to do anything but observe. I don't mean that in the passive sense, sitting by a window and looking out, but inciting riots in rock-and-roll songs is uncivilized. A composer should look for whatever is emotionally moving between himself and his listener. There are places to grind axes, and it's not on a record player. Music has always been an escape from the harsher realities in the street outside your house."

He has undergone some physical as well as emotional and musical changes in the last seven years, growing beards, shaving them off. He's clean-shaven now: "When I shaved my beard my personality changed; I lost some of the feeling of Biblical wisdom!" One thing that hasn't changed is his feeling for his big family, but in other ways Jim Webb is older and wiser. "When all this started I was nineteen years old. Obviously I'm more able to cope now. I feel very comfortable finally, and I regret that at the outset I wasn't more secure and confident; it kept me away from a great deal of knowledge."
CONSIDERING the crowded state of the airwaves these days, it is a wonder that anyone, anywhere, can find anything to listen to or watch that is free of interference of one kind or another. It is bad enough when our TV or radio reception is disturbed, but to have the sound of our tape and disc systems sullied by external noise sources as well is harder to bear. And when these external noises are caused by ham radio and citizen's-band broadcasters, or the sound portion of TV, the situation for many listeners can only be described as outrageous.

It is particularly baffling and galling to many audiophiles to find that their turntable or tape deck is picking up radio broadcasts, especially when such interference never troubled their recently retired tube components. But the unhappy fact of the matter is that today's high-gain, solid-state circuits are particularly sensitive to interfering signals unless appropriate and adequate steps have been taken by the designer in order to reduce this sensitivity.

Two related conditions have to exist before radio-frequency interference (RFI) is heard. One is that the system has to be sensitive to a particular r.f. signal that the manufacturer did not anticipate being troublesome. The other is that the interfering signal has to be particularly strong in the location in which the unit is used. The RFI source can be operating anywhere from about 20,000 Hz up to the frequency ranges which include television, teletype, broadcast radio, communications radio, navigational aids, radar, and more. Another category of RFI sources embraces "non-communication" radiation from various types of industrial electrical machinery, power-control devices, neon or fluorescent lights, diathermy machines, and automotive ignition systems. Thus, your system does not have to be "tuned in" to the radiated interference; it simply has to get in its way.

The distinction between communications inter-
IN YOUR AUDIO SYSTEM

ference and industrial electrical-noise interference is frequently important not only in finding solutions, but in determining just who is to be held responsible. An example will help make this clear. The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has a rule, applying to standard AM broadcast stations, to the effect that not more than 1 per cent of the population in a radio station’s service area may be “blanketed”—that is, exposed to a signal strength of 1 volt per meter or greater. But 1 per cent of the 100,000 people who may easily be within the coverage area of a medium-size station is 1,000 people. If you are (or become) one of them, if you live within a few hundred yards of the tower(s) of a 1,000-watt AM station, you are likely to find yourself part of their AM listening audience every time you switch on your turntable or tape deck.

Whose responsibility is it, then, if you are suffering with RFI? According to present understanding, it is yours. The radio station, examined and licensed by the FCC, is deemed to be operating in the public interest, and it has met the technical requirements for a license. If you hear their broadcast Mantovani entwined with your recorded Monteverdi (or vice versa), you are going to have to do the untwining yourself. Conceivably, a number of citizens afflicted with excessive signal strength from a radio station, acting together, could receive legal relief, but considering the enormous expense the radio station would incur in moving its transmitter elsewhere, reducing its power, or altering the directional pattern of its antenna, such an action does not have a high probability of success.

In this case, the official attitude is that it is your audio equipment that must be modified or replaced—at your expense—if you want relief. The same applies to any other interference you may be experiencing from licensed, legally operating amateur radio or citizen’s-band transmitters. That, in substance, is what the FCC will tell you, in a form
letter that probably gets a lot of use, should you write to them for help.

You can, of course, write to the offender himself. In the case of a commercial radio station you will be dealing with an organization, usually a responsible business venture that has at least a nominal commitment to “public service” and probably a substantially greater one to its public image. In the case of an individual ham or CB operator, you are confronting someone with considerably less power, but also someone who may not give a damn either about his image or your Monteverdi. The FCC has occasionally restricted a ham operator to operation only during certain hours in the case of interference conflicts, but it would certainly not so move in the case of interference coming from a commercial broadcast station.

Let us look, however, at another example. Suppose your music listening is violated many times or even steadily during the evening by a loud voice holding up one end of an apparently inane conversation, now and then using words you’ve been trying to keep your kids from learning. You never hear any call letters or other identification. In such a case, the transmissions are clearly illegal on at least two counts (obscenity and lack of identification), and chances are good that they are being broadcast at a power level above the legal maximum as well. Without divine help, it is unlikely that you can discover the culprit’s identity by yourself and persuade him to get off the air, but you do, at least, have the law on your side, slow-moving though it may at times be. Find out all you can, write it down, and then call the district office of the FCC. Their radio direction finders can sometimes work wonders.

Not all situations, certainly, are as clear-cut. In 1963 the audio equipment of a large number of Pittsburgh residents was profoundly disturbed by a new Air Force radar installation in nearby Oakdale. This device produced an almost unquenchable beep every 12 seconds in amplifiers, TV sets, radios, an electronic church organ, and apparently almost any device that had a loudspeaker in it. The very principle of a radar set-up is an extremely intense, concentrated beam of pulsed radio-frequency energy emitted from an antenna making a certain number of revolutions per minute. In a manner analogous to a searchlight, this one bathed everything in its path with an extremely powerful signal as it swept around—far more powerful than the signal from any broadcast station—at 5 rpm. The Air Force issued bulletins to set owners and service technicians, and even provided a consulting engineer, who, along with his unctuous reassurances that everything would be all right, managed to make it quite clear that “…the cost of any necessary modification to equipment must be borne by the owners.”

Here, the issue was complicated by the source of the interference (if you can’t fight City Hall, what can you do against the U.S. Air Force?), and the defense found it easy to embroider its case with references to patriotism and national security. It is therefore all the more to the credit of certain Pittsburgh area citizens that they had the persistence and the temerity to go to the heart of the matter, to question whether the installation was indeed critical to the national defense (its value, as it turned out, was dubious at best). And if anyone should wonder whether the outcry over this invasion of leisure privileges was motivated only by pique and a nit-picking sense of justice, one reader reported that reputable repairmen found it necessary to charge $20 for each unit they modified to squelch the interference, so that a household could easily lay out $60 to $100 to restore their various intercoms, radios, TVs, and record players to usefulness—and with no guarantee of success at that. One incensed resident of the area was taken into custody after firing two bullets into the radar installation from afar. I don’t know what happened to him, but the question has now become academic for the rest of the populace: the radar was taken out of operation in 1969—though Air Force spokesmen say the reason was obsolescence and not the complaints. Tough luck, Pittsburgh? Well, there were once twenty-three other similar installations around the country, and some are still operating in California and in Alabama.

But suppose some enterprise of lesser standing than the U.S. Air Force is literally zapping your audio? Industrial welders, induction heaters, X-ray
and diathermy machines, and others can all broadcast miscellaneous hums, thumps, and wheeps into your system. Interestingly enough, all these "inadvertent" sources of r.f. energy also fall under the purview of the FCC, and their r.f. frequency and the permissible amounts of stray radiation are regulated. If you suspect you are experiencing RFI from any of these sources, check with your friendly local FCC office. It may be that some simple malfunction or shielding error in the machinery can be quickly corrected—or that shutdown can be enforced until the installation complies with FCC regulations.

To turn the question around once again, what of the audio equipment itself? In general, most audio manufacturers take the position that they have at the outset engineered their equipment to be reasonably immune to r.f. interference. If a purchaser has the misfortune to be using the equipment in some high-interference situation, most of them will offer suggestions on things to do—and sometimes even supply some corrective electronic parts. Usually, however, the remedies have to be interpreted and applied or installed by a technician.

Manufacturers of quality sound equipment do take design steps to reduce r.f. pickup—and things would, indeed, be a great deal worse if they did not. The question of whether or not they must assume complete responsibility for any interference problems that might arise is a little like the question of whether a government owes everybody a decent living. One can find a lot to say on both sides, but, for now, given the individual variability of RFI situations, it seems unlikely that any manufacturer could bear the expense of engineering a custom-built solution for every special case. A further complication is that the only way anyone can know if a specific attempt at a cure works is to try it on the equipment in the location where the trouble occurs.

A little further light is shed on this subject by a Field Engineering Bureau bulletin called "Interference to Audio Devices" and available from the FCC on request:

Since the equipment manufacturers do not design audio units . . . to operate in the presence of high signal intensities encountered in some locations, additional treatment . . . is needed to reject unwanted signals. The Commission cannot practically give any protection from interfering signals to these home audio units. The only practical procedure . . . is to modify the equipment. . . . Regardless of the quality of the unit, special treatment of it for elimination of strong unwanted signals is essential in some localities. The complainant should, therefore, consult the dealer, servicemen, or manufacturer.

End of bulletin. Such buck-passing can go on forever, of course, and be forever legitimized. But for myself, I feel that the public should continue to inform the FCC of any man-made interference that can be identified. This may not make the Commission especially happy, but it relates to its role as public watchdog of goings-on in the public's electromagnetic spectrum. If there are enough complaints about a problem in a particular area, they will reach a kind of critical mass over a period of time and lead to an official action. Still, be forewarned that there are many cases in which there is a legitimate and unavoidable conflict of rights, interests, and privileges between two Good Guys that would take a Solomon to resolve.

Now, to move on to specific solutions not involving the possible assistance of the FCC, there are, first of all, several "home remedies" anyone can apply. Start by discovering where and how the interference gets into your system (see "Where Does It Come From? at the left). Next, get the answers to such questions as: Are all channels af-
fected, or only one? Does the interference appear only when I use my tape recorder? Recording as well as playback? Does it get recorded on the tape? Does it happen only when I use the record player? Only when I use my tuner? AM or FM or both? Is the amplifier picking it up—does it appear whenever the amplifier is on regardless of which program source it is set to? Does the setting of the volume control affect the loudness of the interference? (If not, the interference is being introduced at some point in the circuit after the volume control.) Does the sound of the interference change when I touch various metal panels or cabinets? When I move around the room?

Once you have narrowed down the nature of your problem, try wiggling connections on what seems to be the offending unit. Tighten all terminal screws and all the sheet-metal screws that hold component chassis and their thin metal cages together. Switch off your system, then pull the audio cable plugs out of the offending unit and reinstall them vigorously several times. You might also try polishing plug and jack contacts with emery cloth. Occasionally, leaving a plug (the RCA or “phono” type) part way out of the jack so that the metal shell of the plug does not contact the metal shell of the jack helps. (But that can also cause a horrendous hum, so turn the volume control all the way down before you try it and then bring it up slowly. If you get a hum or buzz, that’s not the solution.)

More often than not, you will find that the interference is entering the system via the shielded interconnecting cables (especially those coming from the record player), which can act as antennas for RFI. Sometimes merely twisting the cables together or changing the lengths or their location will improve matters considerably. As a last resort, once you have determined which cables are the offenders, you can run them, twisted together, through a fully enclosing shield—either a large sleeve of braided wire or a “pipe” fashioned of sheet-copper screening. Solder to one end of the shield a short, heavy-gauge piece of wire, and connect this firmly to the chassis of the component the cables are running to (that is, the later component in the signal path) to ground the shield. More than one ground connection can form a “ground loop,” so be sure that the shield does not touch the uninsulated part of the cable plugs or the chassis at more than one point, otherwise you will get hum. Aluminum foil might work also—it’s a good deal easier to come by, but harder to solder to. Try clamping it under a chassis screw.

Sometimes—rarely—running auxiliary ground “jumpers” between units will reduce RFI, as will grounding the suspected troublemaker to a cold-water pipe or a metal pipe driven into moist ground. If you try grounding tricks, use a wire as short and heavy as practical. A piece of plastic-insulated pull-apart lamp cord, the kind used on lamps and small appliances and often for speaker wiring, is fine. Use both conductors—twist the two together at each end. And always check to be sure you are not introducing hum by such grounding.

If the interference is heard even when the amplifier’s volume control is at minimum, try moving the speaker wiring and rerouting it to the other side of the room. Or move the receiver or amplifier and the speakers closer together and connect them with shorter wires. If changing or even handling the speaker wiring seems to affect the interference but doesn’t kill it completely, you may have better luck with shielded speaker cable. Use two-conductor shielded cable (two wires plus shield); you’ll find it listed in electronics catalogs under PA and intercom wire. Use the two conductors for the normal connections between speaker and amplifier and connect the shield directly to the amplifier chassis. Leave the other end of the shield unconnected. If your speaker lines need to run more than 10 or 15 feet or you have 4-ohm speakers, use heavy-gauge two-conductor shielded cable—No. 18 or even No. 16 (you can get about 100 feet of No. 16 for $10 or so under the Alpha or Belden brand names). Sometimes RFI enters a system via the a.c. power-line wiring. In such cases, a.c. line filters made by Cornell-Dubilier and others may help. Large audio/electronics dealers carry both filters and the shielded cable.

In FM reception, interference enters through the
power line or the antenna. In the former case, power-line filters of the type just mentioned can help. More often, the interference enters by way of the antenna terminals. If the problem is automobile ignition interference or some other form of pulsed noise, try raising the antenna, reorienting it, and/or relocating it away from the noise sources. An increase in height usually allows the antenna to pick up more of the desired signal and get away from interference sources near the ground. Be careful to avoid proximity to a.c. power lines—they are notorious for picking up and re-radiating RFI. Often interference is picked up by the lead-in rather than by the antenna itself. Twisting the lead-in a half-turn every six inches or so (if it is of the flat-ribbon type) will help here. It may be necessary to use shielded 300-ohm twin-lead, with the shield grounded to earth, or 75-ohm coaxial cable with an appropriate matching transformer at the antenna and (if the tuner has no 75-ohm antenna input) at the tuner end as well. Finco makes an interference filter (under $5) that may help.

There will, of course, be times when the tuner (or the tuner section of a receiver) itself is at fault, either because it is in need of overhaul or because its specifications were originally inadequate. You could write in such a case to the manufacturer for his opinions, but it would be a good idea first to borrow a known good unit to see if its performance is any better in respect to noise in your setup.

Other remedies require the on-the-spot help of someone with technical know-how, for internal modification of equipment will often be involved. As an aid in discussing your problem with technicians, you might remember that there are three approaches to treating r.f. interference: modifying a grounding connection or system; installing a filter or trap; and shielding. The first requires a thorough understanding of grounding principles and ground-loop problems. It requires a lot of patience as well, but it can sometimes solve an r.f. problem with few added components or none at all. Connecting Mylar 0.001 microfarad, 50 or 100 volt capacitors from the shell terminals (not the center terminals) of the offending input jacks to the chassis can sometimes help if the jack shells are not already directly grounded to the chassis.

Where the interference has a single, known frequency (an AM or FM broadcast station, for instance), a resonant r.f. trap tuned to the interfering frequency helps. This is most useful with a tuner in which the interference takes the form of a blanket ing of a large segment of the AM or FM band by a single local station. Such a trap must be installed either inside the tuner or in a separate, shielded and grounded metal box attached to the tuner between the antenna and the tuner's antenna terminals. This, of course, assumes that the signal isn't getting in after the antenna terminals.

Needless to say, all of these remedies should be applied—or at least worked out—by someone competent to do so. Of course, there's no reason why you can't do the work yourself, provided you can read a schematic and use a soldering iron. Often it is worth consulting a serviceman anyway; he may already have had experience with the special conditions in your region, and may have designed his own foxy counter-moves. Perhaps your neighbors can recommend someone who helped them with the same problem you're experiencing. However, the technician who doesn't know the special r.f. conditions in your locality, or who is unwilling to pay a house call to confront them on the spot, will be reduced to time-consuming trial-and-error methods that may exhaust your patience and your budget before they yield any beneficial results.

Some people have had success with enclosing an offending component or a whole system inside a metal cabinet. One man installed his system in a metal home desk unit, grounding the works with a short, heavy wire to a cold-water pipe (if that's impractical, it could be grounded to the little screw that holds the trim plate on a wall outlet—if your house is wired with BX cable). A poor ground on a shielding cabinet can make the interference worse. Lining a non-conducting cabinet with foil may also help. If your equipment runs warm, copper screening (grounded, of course) can provide shielding without interfering with air flow. The screening can be electrically bonded by soldering sections together. Connection can be made to aluminum foil by using a washer, a solder lug, and a wood screw. And finally, it is often necessary to use several methods in combination to get rid of interference; there simply is no way to predict which method or which combination will work best.

Discovering that you must bear the burden of interference-proofing your own equipment is often a bitter experience, especially when the cause of the interference is a "casual" user of the radio waves—for example, a radio amateur or CB operator. But, as long as he operates within the rules, he is as much entitled legally to the un molested use of his equipment as you are to the use of yours. Often there simply is no technical or official remedy, and the conflict has to be worked out between the two contenders, with consideration and goodwill, it is to be hoped, on both sides.
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Richard Bonynge

“I’d rather be exciting and theatrical than correct and dull”

By STEPHEN E. RUBIN

“I love performing now, but I didn’t ten years ago when I first began to conduct,” Richard Bonynge says, seated rather stiffly on a couch in the Metropolitan Opera’s Green Room. What has made the difference? Bonynge has spent the intervening time coming to grips
not only with his own identity as a performer, but with the music critics who have regularly gunned him down. “I suppose as you get older you stop putting your ego first. When you’re young, you wonder, ‘What will they write about me?’ Well, after they’ve written frightful things about you for ten years, it’s no longer of paramount importance what they say. You hope the public likes what you do. But most important is that you get in there and know that you’re doing something of which you’re not ashamed.”

BONYNGE’S credo may sound a trifle underfed, perhaps because he appears to have little or no ego to nourish. Mild-mannered and modest, Bonyngé takes his work—not himself—seriously. He speaks in a low voice, almost a whisper, which he punctuates with a warm, throaty chuckle. His accent is decidedly down home—Australia—but his years of living in England and the United States are also reflected in his speech.

The conductor is dressed in an understated contemporary ensemble that only a well-designed male could carry off. His clothes are obviously chosen with flair and care, for too much pizzazz might impart an air of vapidity to a man who is taller, darker, and handsomer than even his ridiculous Pretty-Boy publicity pictures suggest.

Although he is initially awkward, the more Bonyngé talks the more he relaxes. But a nervous tic persists: he slides his wedding band up and down his finger. It seems especially noticeable as we discuss the frequent accusation that he rides shamelessly on the coattails of his wife, the soprano Joan Sutherland, and that he is nothing but a whisper, which he punctuates with a warm, throaty chuckle. His accent is decidedly down home—Australia—but his years of living in England and the United States are also reflected in his speech.
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Bonynges's musicality and training make him an able judge of the musicians with whom he works. He modestly claims not to have been a child prodigy, but before he was four years old he was picking out chords and tunes on the piano. At five, he began formal study. He was an only child, and his parents would have preferred that he be a linguist, but little Ricky won out and eventually entered the Sydney Conservatory of Music to become a concert pianist. "In my teens," he recalls, "I didn't have a nerve in my body. I just loved to perform. I think my technique was natural. But it wasn't a terribly accurate technique. I wanted effects and would go all out to get them. I was undisciplined."

At nineteen, Bonynges won a scholarship to the Royal Academy of Music in London. The institution proved to be unbearable to him. He cut classes and generally did everything he shouldn't do, in revolt against having to study such things as harmony and counterpoint, "which to me were dead dull and boring." Eventually he walked out, gave up the scholarship, and found himself a piano teacher who was more interested in the piano and less interested in theory.

"He gave me a new lease on life. But even so, when it came to sitting down and practicing three hours a day, my concentration started to go. And to be in the top class you have to practice six hours a day! I was very passionate about music, but not about the piano as such."

It was at this point that his future wife re-entered the picture. Then came his decision to drop the piano completely and devote himself to the running of her career. "I don't have the slightest regret about that," Bonynges says. "In a sense, I now have a much richer career. To play the piano is wonderful if you play like Horowitz and Rubinstein. But, on the other hand, even if I could play like them, it's still limited because you're only playing one instrument. I don't have to play the same repertoire all the time, also. And pianists seem to work so hard! I don't see how you can keep the interest going if you do it so much. I'm always learning new operas. This is what keeps my love of music alive."

It also keeps public interest thriving. Bonynges has become something of a Sherlock Holmes when it comes to digging up unusual nineteenth-century Romantic repertoire. As usual, he is not particularly impressed by his discoveries. "Everybody goes on so much about all these finds," Bonynges chuckles. "To me, they don't seem so incredible. They're sort of sitting there for anybody to look at. I do look a lot, of course, and often at music which I waste my time with. If you want to study an opera and see if it's worth while, you can't always tell in ten minutes. But what credit can I take for discovering Semiramis, for example? It was a very famous piece in the nineteenth century. One reads about it all the time in history books, so one looks at it."

Bonynges unpretentiously cites pure selflessness as the reason for his musicological explorations. "I like to do it," he claims. "It's really a relaxation. I go to bed and pick up two or three scores and read them until I fall asleep. I'd just as soon do that as read a book. I don't even know how I got into it, really. It's something I've been doing for so long now. I think it all comes from the fact that I'm a collector par excellence. I drive my poor wife mad. She says, 'We'll have to buy six houses to store all your damn stuff in.'"

Bonynges's interest in unusual music has had an odd effect on his general musical knowledge. "Because I spend so much time looking up music people don't care about," he says, "I find that there's an enormous amount of very famous and big repertoire that I don't know at all. This doesn't bother me. I think that if I live to be sixty or seventy, one of these days I'll discover Bruckner or Mahler, about whom I know absolutely nothing. That's something to look forward to. . . ."

"I also know nothing about Brahms. I never perform anything of Beethoven's, even—although I know the piano concertos, because I played them. But the symphonies I don't remember. I haven't heard them for twenty years, which I suppose is a terrible admission. But it doesn't bother me. Actually, not so long ago I heard the Fifth Symphony and I was knocked over—it came to me as an absolutely fresh work."

The Bonynges discoveries have not been only of vocal works. A devoted balletomane, he has also unearthed much rarely played dance music, a great deal of which he has recorded. These discs have, for the most part, earned him the best reviews of a career somewhat overburdened with negative notices. Unfortunately, Bonynges has conducted very little "live" ballet because of his operatic schedule, which requires his being booked two, three, and four years in advance. In the dance world, it seems, they cannot plan so far into the future.

Another reason for his not doing more ballet is his wife's preference for him as her conductor. Bonynges claims this stems simply from her desire to know who is "down there" and to feel that whoever it is is sympathetic. There are no hard and fast rules, however, about arrangement. "I don't mind her singing with other people," Bonynges says. "Actually, I'm delighted, because I can do something else. On the other hand, I also love to conduct for her because, let's face it, there are not many voices of this caliber around. Some nights she even surprises me. After listening to her for twenty years, I still can't believe it. But I'm perhaps her toughest critic. She does a lot of things I don't care for too much—poor diction, for example—but we have a good rapport and I can tell her. She doesn't get neurotic and go into orbit. She wants to improve."

In this they have much in common. For better or worse, Bonynges realizes that he has learned on the job, and that his conducting, while always improving, is still far from being thoroughly accomplished. "For me, this was the best way to learn," he explains. "I rely very much on my musical instincts. If I feel I want something to go one way, that's the way I'll do it, even though I may not have an intellectual reason for doing it. In other words, I'm not preoccupied with how I hold my baton, whether I'm doing something correctly or not, technically speaking. I'm possibly doing things very incorrectly, but then so are a lot of other conductors, so I don't worry too much about that.

"I hate purists. I'd rather be exciting and theatrical than correct and dull. I'd also rather hear someone sing Mozart in the style of Puccini but with great, great conviction and great heart, communication, and warmth, than hear someone just sing it correctly." Even his severest critics would probably have to agree with him about that.
STRASVINSKY'S SACRE: A PERCEPTIVE, VOLATILE READING

Michael Tilson Thomas leads the Boston orchestra in a performance of straightforward subtlety

As I listened to Deutsche Grammophon's extraordinary new recording of Stravinsky's *Le Sacré du printemps* by conductor Michael Tilson Thomas and the Boston Symphony, I could not help reminding myself that this work, which still sounds as fresh as yesterday morning, has already lived in the concert repertoire for sixty years! And that it has not merely been indifferently marking time there is attested to by the number—twenty-odd—of entries it has in the current recordings catalog: it is evidently not only a masterpiece, but a popular one as well.

It used to be almost conventional wisdom to say that Sacre was a "seminal" work, or a "protean" one. And yet, oddly, if you put aside those later pieces by less talented hands that are simply derivative on the most superficial level, it is evident that very few composers' music seems truly to have been seeded by the immense forces Stravinsky captured and contained in his great original. I can think only of Varèse and Elliott Carter, and perhaps, tangentially, of Earle Brown or Karlheinz Stockhausen. Are there more? If so, they cannot be many. This amazes me. For, despite the fact that twentieth-century music has been flung outward in many directions since Sacre, as if propelled by some mighty centrifugal force, the one work I would expect to find at the eye of the storm is really situated somewhere outside it, a unique specimen, without apparent progeny, shining in isolated splendor.

In this latest recording of the work, Michael Tilson Thomas gives us one of the most perceptive and volatile readings I have ever heard. Without in any way stretching the score—it is not "interpreted," but simply made manifest—he permits *Sacre* to display special attributes and vitalities that are not always fully evident even in very fine performances. It is difficult to know exactly how he achieves this effect, for there are no telltale signs of special straining on his part. His approach *seems* to be essentially straightforward, though it is, to be sure, very subtle. He lets the melodies have their say, respecting them somewhat more than many conductors do. Interestingly, this increases what one might call the work's "primal temperature." He has calculated dynamic contrasts extremely well, which helps delineate the piece's many shapes. Equally important—indeed, it is perhaps the crucial element—he has seen to it that every strand of *Sacre*'s scintillating counterpoint is heard at every moment. I do not recall ever before hearing a performance in which I have been so aware auditorily of the work's immensely complicated internal detail.

And yet, this is not a clinical or analytical reading. It shows the piece in its true colors, almost as a fact of nature—not depicting life, but being life in a particular, though special, universe. In this performance the...
work also reveals itself on another level as a sturdy Franco-Russian symphony—which is what Stravinsky had in mind for Sacre before Diaghilev turned his thoughts toward ballet.

Le Roi des Etoiles is a short cantata for male chorus dating from 1911, the year of Petrouchka. Thomas, with the men's voices of the New England Conservatory Chorus and the Boston orchestra, gives it a performance as exemplary in its clarity and sumptuousness as is Sacre. It is an eerily evocative and beautiful piece of music, and hearing it just after Sacre is an enlightening experience. It is a “French” piece, essentially, with the sensuous, titilating, massed polyharmonies characteristic of that era in France made distinctly individual by Stravinsky's Russian sense of melody. But Glory be! What a distance between this work of 1911 and the Sacre of 1913!

Lester Trimble


SMETANA’S FASCINATING “SWEDISH SYMPHONIC POEMS”

Rafael Kubelik brings thunder, lightning, and pizzaz to his countryman’s music

The first Rafael Kubelik recordings I ever heard were pre-World War II performances of The Moldau and From Bohemia’s Meadows and Forests, done with the Czech Philharmonic in the course of an English tour and issued in the United States by RCA Victor. The next, after the war, were a set of Czech Ultraphon discs containing the three “Swedish Symphonic Poems” of Bedrich Smetana: Richard III (based on Shakespeare), Wallenstein’s Camp (inspired by an episode in Schiller’s trilogy), and Hakon Jarl (derived from Oehlenschläger’s drama of the Norwegian prince who tried to restore paganism). I remember being quite unprepared then for the terrific “pizzaz” Kubelik brought to these performances, and am delighted to discover that he has now re-recorded them for Deutsche Grammophon, thunder, lightning, pizzaz and all.

The symphonic poems of Franz Liszt were clearly Smetana’s inspiration in these works, all of them composed during the period 1856-1861, when the composer exiled himself from an unresponsive Prague and set up as a highly successful teacher in Göteborg, Sweden. But inspiration is one thing, execution another, and the Czech composer’s thematic invention and harmonic originality are often superior, I find, to his models. Between Richard III (1857) and Hakon Jarl (1861-1862) we can sense the great advances made by Smetana in the ability to handle his musical materials. For all the brilliance of orchestration and command of tonal rhetoric, however, there is no evidence of the composer’s own Czechish idiom in these two pieces. Wallenstein’s Camp is quite another matter. Episodic though it is—a kind of diorama-fresco—the instrumentation is blindingly brilliant and the dance episodes convey a highly effective folk flavor. The concluding regimental march is a real smasher of its type, the whole adding up to a showpiece as good as or better than any of Tchaikovsky’s in the same extroverted vein.

The Prague Carnival—Introduction and Polonaise is the first number of a cycle projected by Smetana during his last years, when deafness had already overtaken him and dementia was imminent. Indeed, it was his last completed work for orchestra. Certainly it lacks the orderly progression in harmonic terms of, say, Tchaikovsky’s works in this style, and one is hard put to decide, even on the evidence of Kubelik’s fine recorded performance, whether Smetana was pushing toward new shores in this work or whether he was just not in full command of his materials.
In any event, the disc as a whole is fascinating as music, wonderful in quality of performance, and a dazzling recording. Don’t fail to hear it! David Hall


POPPULAR

JIMMY WEBB’S SATIRICAL “LETTERS”

The composer of Phoenix, Wichita, and Galveston steps out to sell some more songs

JIMMY Webb’s recording career continues to soar in an upward arc that has yet to peak. I know, I know I keep telling you that each new album is better than the last—but it’s true. His latest, “Letters,” has two songs in it that Bertolt Brecht, were he alive and well and living in Los Angeles in 1972, might be proud to claim as his own. Campo de Encino is social satire at its best, Webb’s mordant look at the life-style of rich and “involved” California suburbanites: “I wanna drive a sporty car/And be a pinball star/And have a waterfall bar/That revolves around my swimming pool./I wanna take Touch therapy/I wanna wipe out VD/And set the animals free./And most of all I want to soar away.” It is, like Brecht’s Alabama Lied, a song that puts mindless hedonism and other silly aspects of the American Dream in their proper places in the American Nightmare.

Once in the Morning is the funniest—and saddest—look yet at our strang-out culture: “I was lying in state on my analyst’s couch/And I said ‘Doc, I get the feeling I’m becoming a grrouch./You know my arches are falling and I’m developing a slouch.’/And he reached inside his hot pants/For his alligator pouch and he said/Once in the morning and once at night./I’m not sure that it will help you/But you’ll think it’s alright/Once in the afternoon and once at twilight/Once for the money and again ’bout midnight.” For a brave, new pill-popping culture that has convinced itself it would rather try a little Quaalude than tenderness, it’s an important song.

There are a couple of repeats here—Galveston and Song Seller. It’s strange how the former, particularly, sounds as if I’d heard it all my life and not for the first time in the mid-Sixties. But that is just one among many things that keep me convinced that Jimmy Webb is the most important pop-music figure to emerge since Bob Dylan. Peter Reilly

JIMMY WEBB: Letters. Jimmy Webb (vocals and guitar); orchestra. Galveston; Love Hurts; Piano; Song Seller; Catharsis; Campo de Encino; Simile; Hurt Me Well; Once in the Morning; When Can Brown Begin. REPRISE MS 2055 $5.98.

A HEALTHY SERVING OF DR. JOHN’S “GUMBO”

Intensely rhythmic, exciting, eerie, spicy, and sexy music from New Orleans

FROM THE late Forties until the early Sixties, New Orleans was a major musical center. Fats Domino is perhaps the best-known exponent of the New Orleans Sound, and Little Richard’s original classics were cut there with Lee Allen’s band backing. But most of what is known as “gumbo” music stayed within a three- or four-state area; the record labels were little locals and the performers were home-grown stars.

The music, however, was neither little nor narrowly local. A big, wide-ranging hodgepodge, it reflected the nationalities, the cultures, and the personalities that created the city—Spanish, Italian, French, Cajun, American and Canadian Indian, Caribbean, African, and, I suppose, pirate. You can hear it all on “Gumbo,” an astounding new release by Dr. John on the Atco label. (Overleaf)
Dr. John is Mac Rebennack, best known for the wild stage shows and the “gris-gris” voodoo music he has been purveying for the last four years. But as a teenager he was an all-around sideman (piano and guitar) playing on dozens of recording sessions and learning from the local masters, including the legendary pianist Professor Longhair. Rebennack has led, by almost any standard, a wild and dangerous life (he had to teach himself to play the guitar all over again after a chording finger was shot up in a barroom brawl).

To make this album, he gathered New Orleans musicians from the palmier days around him, and they sat down and played the tunes that were local favorites during the fifteen-year heyday of the New Orleans Sound. It is intensely rhythmic, exciting, eerie, spicy, and sexy. Though he claims his piano style is based on Longhair’s, I don’t think anything remotely resembling Rebennack’s work on Tipitina has been recorded for almost thirty years. Junko Partner, Somebody Changed the Lock, Iko Iko, Stack-a-Lee (in which the killer follows his victim Billy Lyons to hell and makes enough noise to rouse the Devil himself), and Blow Wind Blow are all stunning performances. This is an album to grab fast and treasure long.

Joel Vance

DR. JOHN: Gumbo. Dr. John (piano and vocals), Melvin Lastie (cornet); Sidney George, Lee Allen, David Lastie, and Moe Bechamin (saxophones); Harold Battiste (clarinet); “Streamline” (trombone); Sidney George (harmonica); Ken Klimak and Alvin Robinson (guitars); Ronnie Barron (electric piano, organ, piano); Jimmy Calhoun (bass); Freddie Staehle (drums); Richard “Didimus” Washington (percussion). Iko Iko: Blow Wind Blow; Big Chief; Somebody Changed the Lock; Mess Around; Let the Good Times Roll; Junko Partner; Stack-a-Lee; Tipitina; Those Lonely, Lonely Nights; Huey Smith Medley (High Blood Pressure, Don’t You Just Know It, and Well, I’ll Be John Brown); Little Liza Jane.

ATCO SD 7006 $6.95.

The album is almost too good to believe—as, indeed, is Paxton himself. That the man who writes such lyrics can also write fine melodies as he is with words. And don’t miss You Came Throwing Colors. Paxton probably considered the song itself a throwaway, but it has one of the best arrangements possible, thanks to Tom’s taste and the exacting use that was made of David Katz’s Pop Arts Chamber Orchestra.

The album is almost too good to believe—as, indeed, is Paxton himself. That the man who writes such lyrics can also write fine melodies is itself a large enough notion to accommodate—but, on top of that, he sings pretty well and plays guitar very well. So do try to believe it. The music industry sorely needs a lot of people who believe in this kind of excellence just now.

Noel Coppage

TOM PAXTON: Peace Will Come. Tom Paxton (vocals, guitar); Danny Thompson (bass); Terry Cox (drums); various other musicians. Peace Will Come; You Came Throwing Colors; Out Behind the Gypsy’s; The Hostage; You Should Have Seen Me Throw That Ball; Retrospective; Jesus Christ S. R. O.; California; I Lost My Heart on a 747; Dance in the Shadows; What a Friend You Are. REPRISE 2096 $5.98, © M 2096 $7.95.
Quick. Name the most powerful receiver under $300 . . .

- with a walnut case included.
- two auxiliary inputs.
- front panel provision for a 4-channel decoder (which can double as a second tape monitor).
- direct-coupled output circuit.
- 1.8 uv FM sensitivity.
- illuminated selector indicators.
- maybe you still can't tell from this description.
- but if you heard it, you'd know.

Sherwood Model S7220.
Ask your dealer. Or write:
Sherwood Electronic Laboratories, Inc.
4350 North California Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60618

The Sherwood Experience
Kenwood introduces a new stereo receiver with advanced engineering features and high-performance specs to spotlight the kind of quality you demand for the heart of your stereo system.

Direct Coupling in the Power Amplifier Stage...to assure extraordinarily flat frequency response and improved imaging characteristics throughout the audio spectrum.

Exclusive Cole-Coupling Demodulator in MPX...to improve stereo separation and reduce IM distortion.

New NPN and PNP Transistors in the Preamp...for low-noise performance and circuit dependability.

Rms Continuous Power Output...a more accurate measure of performance that shows the KR-5200 delivering 30 watts per channel with both channels driven simultaneously into 8 ohms at any frequency from 20 to 20kHz.

Two-System Tape Capability...to provide convenient dubbing, with front panel REC/PLAY jacks for Tape B and A/B Tape Monitor.

Controls for an Extensive Stereo System...with terminals for three sets of stereo speakers; Phono, 2 AUX inputs.

Linear FM Dial Scale...equally graduated from 88 to 108 MHz, to complement the excellent FM reception with easy, accurate tuning.

Other Specifications...FM Sensitivity 1.4 µV @ 50µV; 53 dB @ 12µV; 65 dB @ 50µV; S/N 65 dB; Capture Ratio 2.0 dB; Selectivity 60 dB; Frequency Response 20-40kHz; Power Bandwidth 17-30k Hz; Input Sensitivity [Phono]: 25mV.

For complete specifications, visit your nearest Kenwood Dealer, or write...
JOAN BAEZ: Blessed Are... Joan Baez (vocals, guitar); various musicians. Blessed Are... The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down; The Sab of the Earth; Three Horses: The Brand New Tennessee Waltz; Last, Lonely and Wretched; Lincoln Freed Me Today; San Francisco Mabel Joy; When Time Is Stolen; Heaven Help Us All; Angel; and nine others. Vanguard □ VSQ 40012/2 discs $6.98.

Performance: Baez showcase
Recording: Works
This is one of several fairly new pop albums Vanguard has souped up with its quadrasonic encoding process. I have the home-grown four-channel hookup Ralph Hodges described in the April 1971 issue of Stereophonic Review, and these discs work quite well with it. I'm sure they would be more spectacular played through the proper decoder. Personally, where pop albums are concerned, I tend to side with the grumpy skeptic in the industry who was quoted as wondering, "Who sits in the middle of the band?" But let us not be reactionary; this is, all in all, an interesting bunch of sounds. It was a good album for the process, since its arrangements are fullish (pure up-to-date Nashville) if not overcooked.

Joan Baez fans have had plenty of time to become familiar with the music here, which has something for everyone. This is the album containing that terrible version of The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down, the second worst and most popular track Joan ever recorded—and it also contains the first worst, Put Your Hand in the Hand. But then there is a reprise of the sweet sound Baez used to make (most pleasingly here in her own Three Horses) and an outrageously good version of Jesse Winchester's Brand New Tennessee Waltz, in which some of Joan's subtle but not terribly gentle humor is finally captured on records. It's such a big, varied, showcase album that it must bat somewhere near clean-up in the modern Baez lineup, and Vanguard has been tasteful (but not conservative) about adding the sparkle of quad sound to it. N.C.

DAVID BOWIE: The Rise and Fall of Ziggy Stardust and the Spiders from Mars. David Bowie (guitar, sax, vocals); Mick Ronson (guitar, piano, vocals); Trevor Bolder (bass); Mick Woodmansey (drums). Five Years; Soul Love; Moonage Daydream; Starman; It Ain't Easy; Lady Stardust; Star: Hang on to Yourself; Ziggy Stardust; Suffragette City; Rock 'n' Roll Suicide. RCA LSP 4702 $5.98, © PK 1932 $6.98.

Performance: Thin
Recording: Thin
The last Bowie album I heard showed a sense of humor—delicious British humor at that—but "Ziggy" is rather stale. Supposedly there is a plot about a Martian (Bowie's got a thing for Martians) who joins a rock group, or forms one, or something. It's all rather hazy. The group (Bowie's, not the Martian's) sounds watery and thin; Bowie's vocals are whiny and—well, maybe next time. J.V.

JOHN CALE: The Academy in Peril. Unnamed instrumentalists and speaking voices; Royal Philharmonic Orchestra; John Cale composer and arr.; The Philosopher: Brahms; Legs Larry at Television Centre: The Academy in Peril; Days of Steam; Three Orchestral Pieces: King Harry; John Milton. Reprise MS 2079 $5.98.

Performance: Wha?
Recording: Excellent
I get the impression that John Cale and maybe a few of his close friends know what this is all about and don't care much if anyone else does. In fact I think we can hear the hee-haws of Cale and His Attendant Circle right now, laughing over the confusion of reviewers (a collective plural which subtly disguises the first person singular). The handout that accompanies this album says it is supposed to be a musical history of England. And I read in the advertisements that Reprise considers this to be "classical music." I also read that Cale was a member of the Velvet Underground, a "rock" group that backed Nico, a large-eyed but no-talent singer, the whole thing being Andy Warhol's response to the discotheque craze of the Sixties. Warhol also "designed" this album cover.

Okay. Taking it point by point, not necessarily from the top: (1) Every era has a pet fraud; Warhol is ours. I prefer him to, say, an Albanian folk singer with one blue and one pink eye or, say again, a brawny pantomime instructor with a studio on the East Side of New York who counts among his students the wealthiest and chic-est mothers and daughters. In some of the music this album is very well done, and, so long as the Royal Philharmonic is involved, faultlessly executed. It could be the soundtrack for a movie that hasn't been made yet. (3) I like a joke, but if this album is a joke it is only that to a few people (4) If it is a British or British-flavored joke I prefer the Goon Show or Monty Python's Flying Circus. (5) I'm getting out of here. J.V.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
JIMMIE AND VELLA CAMERON: Jimmie & Vella. Jimmie and Vella Cameron (vocals and instrumental); orchestra. Chica Boom; Rain; Old Men; Then I Woke Up; and five others. Atlantic SD 8301 $5.98.

Performance: Fun
Recording: Good
Jimmie and Vella Cameron have provided an amusing, and at times stirring, forty minutes or so of real entertainment here. They both sing very well, Jimmie in a flashy, earthy way, and Vella sometimes ventures into what almost seems to be Yma Sumac country. Their best is Chica Boom, which they wrote together, and they perform with a hard-driven but genial edge. Rain is another all-out virtuoso piece, and it works well for almost all of its seven-and-a-half minutes. The Camerons also play excellent guitar. This is good material performed by good musicians. P.R.
CARPENTERS: A Song for You. Karen and Richard Carpenter (vocals and instruments); orchestra. A Song for You: Top of the World: Piano Picker; Flat Baroque; Road Ode; and eight others. A & M SP 3511 $5.98, © 3511 $7.98, © 3511 $6.98, © 3511 $6.98. 

Performance: Very good 
Recording: First-rate

Pop success of the kind achieved by the Carpenters tends to make reviewers (including myself) a bit curmudgeonly. Aside from Henry Pleasants’ civilized and generous appraisal of them in this magazine (February), it would be difficult to cite a wholly approving review of one of their recordings. Part of this is, of course, a certain arrogant streak in reviewers which causes them to resent popular performers who don’t particularly care about their reviews as long as the audiences keep coming in large numbers. The other part is a genuine bafflement that the public would prefer a product so transparently (to reviewers) manufactured on a commercial assembly line to something of deeper, or at least more artistic, quality. Most reviews of the Carpenters run pretty much along these lines—including my own put-down last time out.

This new album doesn’t change my opinion (I don’t wear cuffs emblazoned with a gratia aris for nothing, you know), but it does bring into sharp relief why the Carpenters are the most successful brother-sister team in show business since Fred and Adele Astaire. Professionalism and communication are the keys. They are absolutely professional without being cold. They communicate with each other and to the listener. They are excellent instrumentalists—Richard on keyboards and Karen on drums. They sing honestly and without phony histrionics. And, of course, they seem to be the kind of kids that the older folks would be proud to claim.

“A Song for You” is a bright, extremely well-done album which already boasts two hits. It’s Going to Take Some Time and Hurtin’ Each Other. My own favorite was Intermission, a choral quickie by Richard Carpenter which promises “We’ll be right back/After we go to the bathroom.” Flat Baroque is another and to the listener. They are excellent instrumentalists—Richard on keyboards and Karen on drums. They sing honestly and without phony histrionics. And, of course, they seem to be the kind of kids that the older folks would be proud to claim.

If you are a fan, you no doubt already have this album. If you are like me, you are probably looking at your cufflinks and wondering.

P.R.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

CLEAN LIVING. Clean Living (vocals and instruments). Charles Street (in the Morning); Jubil’s Blues Again; Sweet Little Sixteen; Price I Pay; Congress Alley; Jesus Is My Thing; Backwoods Girl; Listen to the Music; It Takes a Lot to Laugh, It Takes a Train to Cry; In Heaven There Is No Beer; Jesus Is My Subway Line; Waterfall Killers. Vanguard VRS 79318 $5.98.

Performance: Very promising
Recording: Very good

A great new band is going to evolve, I hope. It would have been more exciting if Clean Living arrived with all its promise fulfilled and all its problems solved, but maybe its achievement will beounder this way. Three of the first four items had me reaching for the type-writer to peck out something like: “One of a reviewer’s greatest thrills blah blah blah, discovery of greatness in unexpected blah blah blah, but then Congress Alley came on to reveal that Robert LaPalm really doesn’t play much electric guitar, and other pieces followed to indicate that Paul Lambert’s steel guitar (he isn’t a member of the group but sort of a guest artist) is threatening to sink Clean Living in a rut the New Riders of the Purple Sage cut across the country-rock desert. And the songs appeared to run out of gas, once the boys had used up the four (the three that so impressed me, plus Backwoods Girl) that lead singer Norman Schell wrote all by himself.

Still, side two has its moments. Some of the best come in the tongue-in-cheek, mulit-dubbed, a cappella rendition of Jesus Is My Subway Line (“He don’t shut down at eleven”). Generally the vocal harmonies aren’t awfully well worked out, but they could be, in the future, and the group has three vocalists who do a fine job on lead, a good rhythm section, and some good acoustic guitars. Usually it’s depressing to contemplate what time may take to a rock group, but in this case it’s a pleasure instead.

P.R.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

BING CROSBY & COUNT BASIE: Bing ‘n Basie. Bing Crosby (vocals); Count Basie’s Orchestra, Count Basie cond. Gentie on My Mind; Hangin’ Loose; Snowbird; Have a Nice Day; Sunrise, Sunset; and six others. Daybreak DR 1945 $5.98, © PSDR 1945 $6.95, © PKDR 1945 $6.95.

Performance: Authentic
Recording: Good

Say what you will about the current Crosby, he has class. Who else only consents to do commercials for products when he owns the company? As richas Crossey and by now so relaxed that his performances resemble sleep-walking, Crosby occasionally gets into a recording studio to make an album. This one sounds as if he did because it felt like it, and enjoyed himself in the process. It must be a source of some pride to him that he can still bring it off in such an authentic vintage way. He still sounds exactly the same as he did in the late Thirties when his style lost the last traces of the influence of Russ Columbo. (How strong an influence that was can be measured by listening to Crosby’s recordings of the early Thirties, especially his famous version of ‘Temptation.’) It was this style that turned him into a show-business legend and at times almost an American institution. Johnny Mercer, in his graceful and admiring liner notes, comments that Crosby was “…an American’s favorite lover, between Al Jolson and Frank Sinatra.” No small tribute.

This new album, although it contains such contemporary things as Gentle on My Mind and Flat Baroque, is a bedrock Crosby production. And every listener can empathize in every respect who knows him. Both, music, the Carpenters’ orchestra might just as well be that of John Scott Trotter, the label Decca, and the speed 78—and this isn’t meant to be derogatory. Crosby’s early and continuing mastery of the microphone has preserved the voice in what seems to be mint condition, and the lazy, plosive delivery that influenced several generations of pop singers is still his special possession. He was and is a unique musical figure. And he still sounds exactly the same as he did, in 1931, if you believe the legend. Crosby’s contribution to American pop singing remains outstanding. Look at it this way: after the advent of Crosby, pop singers stopped singing at you, like Jolson, and began singing to you, like Bing.

P.R.

MERLE HAGGARD: Let Me Tell You about a Song. Merle Haggard (vocals, guitar, fiddle); the Strangers (instrumental accompaniment). DADDY FRANK (The Guitar Man): They’re Tearin’ the Labor Camps Down; The Man Who Picked the Wildflower; The Poorest Fiddle in the World; Bill Woods from Bakersfield; Old Doc Brown; Grandma Harp; and four others. Capitol ST 882 $5.98, © 8XT 882 $6.98, © 4XT 882 $6.98.

Performance: Good with beans
Recording: Very good

I don’t believe Merle Haggard believes everything he wrote in Okie from Muskogee. If he did, he couldn’t have written Irma Jackson, the song about an interracial courtship (recorded here for the first time), and called it his favorite song. But I do think he believes white lightnin’ is still the biggest thrill of all—for white lightnin’ is made from corn, and Merle sure does sit up in corn. You know right away that this one isn’t going to spark the church. It starts out with Daddy Frank (the Guitar Man), about this here travellin’ band led by a Moomba that was deaf and a Daddy that was blind (wish Evelyn Waugh could’ve heard it). Tugged at by that, your heart strings then are supposed to be tied in a knot by Grandma Harp (granny knot?). One of them talkin’ songs, or done up supe- style by another one, Old Doc Brown, which is more or less typical of the corn Red Foley used to squeeze out. Hag is without doubt one of the more talented country musicians: he sounds the way Lefty Frizzell should have sounded and writes melodies with an ease and naturalness that makes most songwriters envious—and sometimes finds something original to say in the lyrics. But he seems awfully determined to prove that he belongs in country music: i.e., that he has just as much sentimentality in his heart and just as much cow manure on his boots as anybody.

Maybe if he would let his heart (or soul, or (Continued on page 88)
At last a serious rival to the KLH Model Fifty-One. The new KLH Model Fifty-Two.

When it comes to power, performance, and overall product integrity, KLH's classic Model Fifty-One is a tough stereo receiver to beat. At $259.95, it literally wipes out its competition. We just could not make a better AM/FM stereo receiver for the money.

So we've made a more expensive one.

It's called the Model Fifty-Two. And it costs $289.95. The additional thirty dollars buys you additional power (30 watts per channel RMS compared with the Fifty-One's 20 watts per channel RMS). The Fifty-Two also has a new KLH look, dual tuning meters, and a host of new convenience features. Now we know the Fifty-Two will never replace the Fifty-One; we never intended it to. But if you have a special need for somewhat more power than the Fifty-One offers, but you want the same dependability, precision engineering and superb quality, we have a new receiver for you. The Fifty-Two... the Fifty-One's serious, but friendly rival.

See the Fifty-Two at your KLH dealer now. Just $289.95 (including walnut-grain enclosure). Also see the rest of the KLH receiver line, especially KLH's newest and lowest priced AM/FM stereo receiver, the Model Fifty-Five. Powerful. Dependable. And very special for just $199.95. For more information, write to KLH Research and Development, 30 Cross Street, Cambridge, Mass. 02139.
Deanna Durbin Sings Again

A soundtrack windfall from the girl who invented teenagery

Reviewed by ROBERT CONNOLLY

Durbin sings, Stokowski conducts in One Hundred Men and a Girl

If you were a kid during the Thirties and Forties, you got exposed, whether you liked it or not, to a lot of "good" music, particularly classical singing. If you listened to Charlie McCarthy on the radio, you also got Nelson Eddy singing Handel and Gilbert and Sullivan. If you went to see the movie San Francisco for the earthquake, you also got Jeannette MacDonald, dazzling in sequins and soft focus, singing "Sempre libera." And afterwards, when he-man Clark Gable grinned and said, "Say, this opera stuff is okay!", you were likely convinced that it was, too. Those films, in which an attractive singer sang a well-known aria in a sumptuous production number, were the first contact that most of us kids had with music of this kind, and they made it seem awfully appealing. From then on, a lot of us were hooked for good. And then came Deanna Durbin, who eclipsed all the others. We could really identify with her. She was a kid herself, despite the mature soprano voice, and her triumphs were our triumphs.

Deanna (née Edna Mae) Durbin was born in Winnipeg on December 4, 1922. The following year her family moved to Los Angeles, where Deanna led a normal childhood, except that her parents, recognizing that she had an exceptional voice, had her study at the Ralph Thomas Voice Studio. In 1935, auditioning with Il barbiere, she was signed by Universal Pictures, which firm was then alarmingly close to bankruptcy. Her first film, Three Smart Girls, cost $400,000—and grossed $1,600,000. Singlehandedly, she lifted Universal out of the red. She became a corporation, Deanna Durbin Enterprises, and what with Durbin dresses, pajamas, hats, hair ribbons, books, dolls, and records, her income in 1940 totaled $200,000. She made adolescence fashionable, and ushered in, God help us, the era of the glorification of the American Teenager, followed shortly after by Mickey Rooney, Judy Garland, and so forth.

Beautiful and appealing, Deanna was a surprisingly gifted natural actress. She seemed to be the embodiment of the ideal American girl—cheerful and resourceful without being cloying about it. And she was adored by young people and their parents as well. Fortune magazine, which devoted an article to her as an economic phenomenon, wrote that she was "wholesome and virginal with a minimum of inanity. Pianos are practiced, warm coats worn, and manners bettered whenever mothers use her name." And if a girl couldn't learn to tap-dance like Shirley Temple or skate like Sonja Henie, she could always take a crack at Il barbiere. Child sopranos proliferated. Voice teachers prospered. All of a sudden we had Gloria Jean, Susanna Foster, Kathryn Grayson, and others, and they all sang Il barbiere. Bubbles Silverman, Maria Kalogeropoulos, Joan Sutherland, and others fledgling divas went home and practiced harder.

Deanna made twenty-one pictures in eleven years, most of them enormously profitable. Toward the end, her popularity began to wane. The pictures seemed to get worse, although her voice was lovelier than ever, she was still beautiful (despite a tendency to put on weight), and her acting had improved. Perhaps the public loved her as a fresh young girl and never wanted her to grow up. Perhaps she lost interest. In any case, in 1950 she sailed for Europe, and several months later was married to a French film director, Charles Henri-David. She now lives in retirement in Neuville-le-Château, just outside Paris, with her husband and two children, apparently enjoying the anonymity. She does not grant interviews, and the occasional admirer from America who seeks her out is not received.

Durbin recorded regularly for Decca for ten years, always selections from her films. Her pictures have not been much revived in theaters, but they pop up frequently on television, where they have apparently won her a host of new fans. In answer to their requests, Decca has released a new album of Durbin numbers, this time culled from the soundtrack of her films—a most pleasant surprise for all of us diehard Durbin fans who had not expected that any more records would be forthcoming. There are eleven selections, only one of which she had recorded commercially (Spring in My Heart, an arrangement of an aria from The Gypsy Baron), and they are a strange hodgepodge, but then the music in her films always was. They cover the period from 1940 to 1947 and show the progress of her voice from a light lyric to what seemed to be developing into a rich dramatic soprano of operatic quality.

The sound is simulated stereo, and has been excessively and unnecessarily souped up. We grew up with Deanna in mono, and it would still be good enough for us. The light classical ballads—When You're Away, Don't Buy, and The Day—and the three operatic numbers, sung with great beauty of tone and demonstrating that this was indeed one of the loveliest of American voices. Like Joseph Schmidt, Mario Lanza, and Frank Sinatra, who spent most of their time singing for radio, records, and films, she had obviously learned the art of singing for the microphone. The result is a warm, caressing, insinuating sound—even in classical numbers—which evades other, perhaps greater, artists who generally perform without benefit of amplification.

Moonlight Bay and I'll Take You Home Again, Kathleen can hardly ever have been sung with more opulent sound. Lover features Deanna singing with herself in several different ranges, which is gimmicky but not unenjoyable. Night and Day, with a very big lyric sound, while fighting a supposedly "hot" big-band backing. Most of the orchestral backings, by the way, are relatively simple, tasteful, and restrained for Hollywood in the Forties, with none of the oceans of over-arranged strings which MGM, for example, was so fond of. The most intriguing item on the record is listed as The Prince, by Giacomo Puccini and Sam Lerner. This turns out to be Nesso domani from Tosca, sung quite beautifully, in a literal English translation. Any Durbin fan worth his salt will remember that she sang this in His Butler's Sister in 1943.

We should be grateful to Decca for this totally unexpected windfall, but they should be taken to task for their packaging. The album liner contains only four sentences of documentation. And the cover is a vaguely contemporary painting of Deanna, against an ugly deco background, making the record look like some $1.98 rack job rather than the product of a major company. Decca should have gone all out, and issued a fold-out album, with a glamour-portrait cover and lots of stills and pertinent biographical facts.

It's too bad there wasn't room on the album for Deanna's very moving Goin' Home (from It Started With Eve), Begin the Begin, the Seguidilla from Carmen (sung in Her's Hold), the Sari Waltz (from I'll Be Yours), "Pace, pace, mio dio" (interpolated into Up in Central Park), and the Miserere from Trovatore (sung through jail-cell bars to Jan Peerce in Something in the Wind). There, that's almost enough for another album, and I hope Decca will issue it soon with beautiful art work, proper notes, and documentation.

DEANNA DURBIN. Deanna Durbin (vocals), various orchestras. Lover; Danny Boy. In the Spirit of the Moment; When You're Away; Russian Me; Night and Day; Spring in My Heart; The Prince; The Old Refrain; Moonlight Bay; I'll Take You Home Again, Kathleen. Decca DL 75289 $4.98.
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mind, or whatever it is) alone and allow his superficial knacks and talents to take over, he would make better music.

N.C.

JOHN LENNON & YOKO ONO/PLASTIC ONO BAND: Sometime in New York City. John Lennon and Yoko Ono (vocals and instruments); Elephant’s Memory and Invisibles (strings). Born in a Prison; Attila State; Angela: Luck of the Irish; and five others.

Performance: Fervid and foolish

Recording: Variable

John and Yoko have put their burning social consciousness to work here on a series of complaints about the injustice in the world. The aroma of radical chic is stifling. Attica, Northern Ireland, and Angela Davis are mulled over. The status of women is repelledly illustrated by an anonymous sketch on the cover which accompanies the lyrics of “Women is the Nig,” not a bad song but a very forced analogy. In fact every serious problem, right up to—but not including—the nitrate level in frankfurters, seems to be grazed lightly. Ono will never make even a remotely professional performer, and her only charming moments are when her voice is much-looked at so that she sounds rather like the Korean Children’s Choir. Lennon has a fine song and a fine performance in New York City, but that’s about it. The album also includes an extra disc of concerts, one with Frank Zappa and one with the Plastic Ono Band alone. Also enclosed is a postpaid petition urging the authorities to let the Lenons stay in the U.S.

Despite the Storm and Drang about peace and justice, the album opens up to show a picture of Yoko wearing one of those cartridge belts that all the chic uptown ladies find “madly amusing.” You figure it out—1 certainly can.

P.R.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

GLORIA LYNN: A Very Gentle Sound. Gloria Lynn (vocals); orchestra. I Got Your Love; A Very Gentle Sound; Just Let Me Be Me; More Love; and five others. Mercury SRM 1 633 $5.98, © MCR 1 633 $6.98, © MCR 4 633 $6.98.

Performance: Excellent

Recording: Expert

Gloria Lynn has one of those sumptuous, totally musical voices with a ravishing tone that seem to be the special province of American black female singers. It serves her gorgeously on this album. The voice has some worn edges here and there but they are turned to interpretive advantage in her funkier material, such as Kickin’ Life (Like an Old Tin Can). And at times she has a tendency to act as if she’s trying to outbelt Della Reese. But the overall impression is that of a voice as gratifyingly sensual as your first water-bed is likely to be. Nothing new here in the performance or in the lush arrangements; only the secure pleasure of listening to a real pro do her thing to pluperfection. Recommended—and then some.

P.R.

VERA LYN: When the Lights Go On Again. Vera Lynn (vocals); orchestra. Don’t Fence Me In; Lili Marlene; Bless Them All: This Is Army; and eight others. Stanyan 10032 (available by mail from Stanyan Records, P.O. Box 2783, Hollywood, Cal. 90028) $6.98.

Performance: There’ll always be a Vera Lynn

Recording: Excellent and evocative

The sweetheart of the English blitz is back, gazing out from the cover of her new album with matronly calm hands contentedly folded in front of her sweater suit, and sporting a three-strand pearl necklace. She looks prosperous, cozy, and happy in a uniquely English-middle-class way. She sounds exactly like that when she sings. The album is an extended series of medleys featuring performances of her hits, such as White Cliffs of Dover, Lili Marlene, When the Lights Go On Again, and so forth. She ends with such a charming version of There’ll Always Be an England that one begins to fear the blighters are scheming to reclaim “Inja.” Everything about the album is vintage Lynn: the effortless cello-like silkiness of the voice, the crystalline enunciation, the slick orchestral backing, the occasional choral rendering. Once a revelation to American pop record makers for their depth and gloss, and the slight suggestion of a mechanical singing doll that’s always hung over even her best work. I’ve tried to think of an American equivalent to her, but I can’t— which explains why she’s succeeded as an international recording star during the Forties and Fifties. The world may have changed; Miss Lynn has not, and that’s not necessarily a bad thing. Especially for her fans, of which I am one.

P.R.

LIZA MINNELLI: Live at the Olympia in Paris. Liza Minnelli (vocals); unidentified accompaniment. Everybody’s Talkin’; God Bless the Child; Married; You Better Sit Down, Kids; There Is a Time; My Mammy; Cabaret; and five others. A & M SP 4345 $5.98.

Performance: Lusty

Recording: Excellent

As an unabashed Liza Minnelli fan, I must regrettably report that her concert at the famous Olympia in Paris in July 1975 does not make for a very thrilling record album. Not that it wasn’t a good concert; quite the contrary. It was another in a long list of triumphant personal appearances that have helped push Judy’s little girl to the top of the pop-crooner world. But, as a recording, it lacks the polish and professional sheen that have enhanced her previous work in the studio. The material is worn and so, unhappily, is Liza’s voice (the scream at the end of God Bless the Child is embar-rassing and out of control). For songs, there are Cabaret, Married, and You Better Sit Down, Kids (all three performed better on previous albums); the overdone Everybody’s Talkin’, about which everybody stopped talking a long time ago; and a poignant rendition of Mamma, which Miss Lynn has not, and that’s not necessarily a bad thing. Especially for her fans, of which I am one.

LIZA MINNELLI: Live at the Olympia in Paris. Liza Minnelli (vocals); unidentified accompaniment. Everybody’s Talkin’; God Bless the Child; Married; You Better Sit Down, Kids; There Is a Time; My Mammy; Cabaret; and five others. A & M SP 4345 $5.98.

Performance: Excellent

Recording: Excellent

As an unabashed Liza Minnelli fan, I must regrettably report that her concert at the famous Olympia in Paris in July 1975 does not make for a very thrilling record album. Not that it wasn’t a good concert; quite the contrary. It was another in a long list of triumphant personal appearances that have helped push Judy’s little girl to the top of the pop-crooner world. But, as a recording, it lacks the polish and professional sheen that have enhanced her previous work in the studio. The material is worn and so, unhappily, is Liza’s voice (the scream at the end of God Bless the Child is embarrassing and out of control). For songs, there are Cabaret, Married, and You Better Sit Down, Kids (all three performed better on previous albums); the overdone Everybody’s Talkin’, about which everybody stopped talking a long time ago; and a poignant rendition of Mamma, which Miss Lynn has not, and that’s not necessarily a bad thing. Especially for her fans, of which I am one.
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Olympia holds few surprises for those already familiar with her work, and will teach nothing new to those yet uninitiated into the cult. There is energy here (some of it channeled in the wrong directions) and some of that warm, personal glow that lights up any stage on which she chooses to appear. But it's still a filler, and I don't endorse fillers with records costing what they do today. I hope this album will only bridge a gap between past achievements and better things to come. Otherwise, Liza might as well follow in the steps of Marlene Dietrich, who inspired one of Judy Garland's favorite stories: "She insisted I hear her new album," said Judy, winking. "It was two perfectly recorded stereo sides—of nothing but applause!"

R.R.


Performance: Fun but disputable
Recording: Good

I like to think that the Great Rag Revival began with the famed Free Music Store "Rag Nights," with William Bolcom and Joshua Rifkin wowing the kids with the Classical beauties of Scott Joplin. And, in a sense, it did. But the person who kept rag alive almost single-handedly during all the dark years was really Max Morath. Everybody's seen and heard him, derby hat, sleeve garters, cigar, and all, pounding out that old rinky-tink approach glossed over the almost Schubertian or Chopinesque musical and poetical sensibility. I think it was lots of rhythm but also with a highly developed harmony of Joplin or Lamb. Whatever it was, to us; the old rinky-tink approach is a joy. But, for heaven's sakes, the legato markings are all over the place in the "Slow March Tempo" it says on Ragtime Nightingale and on half the rags ever written. If Max hadn't put out all those reprints we might never have known, but he did, and now we must catch him up on his transcriptions.

It can be argued that ragtime was essentially a free, performers' art and that none of the original practitioners were ever bound by the printed version of pieces they may have played in many different ways. Perhaps. On these grounds, we might overlook some rather considerable rearrangements (not just the quartet arrangements but the reordering of strains, rewriting of introductions and transitions, changes in voicing, and so forth). But even beyond this, I really think the essential character of some of these rags is missing.

It is a great pity, because Max is certainly a good keyboard player and a remarkable personality; but I guess he did the rinky-tink old-timey act just once too often. This album is charming, entertaining, and a lot of fun; maybe we should let it go at that. But the poesy of ragtime is lacking—the part that transcended entertainment and became art—and frankly, I miss it.

Eric Salzman

THE MOTHERS: Just Another Band from L.A. Frank Zappa (guitar and vocals); Mark Volman (lead vocals); Howard Kaylan (lead vocals); Ian Underwood (winds, keyboards). (Continued on page 92)
It's called *St. Giles Cripplegate*, named for an 882-year-old London church blessed with superior acoustic properties, for that is where Jack Nitzsche chose to record this majestic album.

The result is a record of six sweeping instrumental parts, composed and orchestrated by Mr. Nitzsche and executed by himself and his long-haired friends, the London Symphony Orchestra.

A performer, composer and arranger whose rock and pop credits are practically inescapable (stretching back to early Phil Spector and up to Neil Young and the intriguing *Performance* sound track), Jack Nitzsche moves in yet another direction with *St. Giles Cripplegate*.

It's foreground music, new and big, on *Reprise albums and tapes*. 
and vocals); Aynsley Dunbar (drums); Don Preston (keyboard and mini-Moog); Jim Pons (bass, vocals). Billy the Mountain: Call Any Vegetable; Eddie, Are You Kidding?; Mad-

Performance: Special
Recording: Good

If you've got the time to listen to Zappa — and it takes time — you'll find he's intelligent and sharp, sometimes astute, perhaps talented. I've come to the conclusion that Zappa couldn't care less what anybody thinks because he doesn't believe anybody thinks; they are all programmed and believe what they see in TV ads.

Zappa is a satirist with a serious fault. He is within his rights to hold his audience in contempt, I suppose, but he also holds the form in which he projects his satire in contempt. He uses "rock-and-roll" as a vehicle for his anti-personnel salvos, but in using it he deliberate-
ly twists it all out of shape. This means the listen-
er has to spend as much time deciphering the twistings as he does getting the message. Whether it's worth spending that much time getting the message is up to you. This album isn't significantly different from any he has ever made. There are some funny moments, but not enough for me. J.V.

TOM PAXTON: Peace Will Come (see Best of the Month, page 80)

DELLA REESE: The Best of Della Reese. Dell-
a Reese (vocals); various orchestras. Don't You Know; Not One Minute More; Every-
day; Somebody (You'll Want Me to Want You); Blue Skies; Please Don't Talk about Me
When I'm Gone; Thou Swell; and five others. RCA © PK 1881 $6.95, © PSS 1881 $6.95.

Performance: Dated
Recording: Very good

Holy Holligryde! I haven't heard so many shimmering strings since I was twelve years old and trying to decide whether to commit my heart to Joni James or two girls in the eighth grade. This "greatest hits" grab-bag turns your stereo gear into a musical time-vacation.

Terry's excellent snare-drum tapping helps disguise the fact that if you want to. Weldon Myrick's steel guitar wavers between imitating the amateur-
ishly played dobro on Rodgers' records and the more successful cuts here; Snow is com-
fortable with its tempo, for a change, and its melody (unlike that of Why Did You Give Me Your Love) doesn't elude him. Fullam's narration alone may be worth the album's price: it is good to hear him tell in his own words the story of his association with his old friend. Don't just take this as a lesson in how Jimmie Rodgers' songs ought to be sung. Find out how he sang them himself. N.C.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

ERIC VON SCHMIDT: 2nd Right, 3rd Row. Eric Von Schmidt (vocals, guitar, kazoo, elec-
tric piano); Campo Malaqua (accordion); Garcia-Culudair (guitar); Jimmie Rodgers, various mu-
cians. Turtle Beach; If I Ever Catch Old Per-
y; My Love Came Rolling Down; Believer: The Letter; If I Had a Good Dog (The Male Chauvinist Possum Song); Fair and Tender Ladies; Loop the Loop; Wet Birds Fly at Night; Salute to China; For Salute to China, Rod-
miak; The Letter; If I Had a Good Dog (The Male
chi; Turtle Beach; If I Ever Catch Old Per-
y; My Love Came Rolling Down; Believer: The Letter; If I Had a Good Dog (The Male Chi-

HANK SNOW: The Jimmie Rodgers Story. Hank Snow (vocals); Albert Fullam (nar-
ant); various musicians. Gambling Pok-
lock; Booty Blues; Hobo Bill's Last Ride; Nobody Knows But Me; My Blue-Eyed Jane; Waiting
for a Train; T. B. Blues; In the Jailhouse Now; The One Rose: and three others. RCA

Performance: Clinical
Recording: Very good

You haven't heard praise unless you've heard fidd-
dring farmers — who feel, deep down, that only
sisse use adjectives — a talk about Jimmie Rodgers' music. Hank Snow and the narrator, Albert Fullam, a trim engineer who knew
Jimmie for years, seem sincere here, but the album is embarrassing. Snow, all style and no tech-
nique, simply doesn't have the vocal qual-
ifications to go around inviting comparisons
between his and Rodgers' own versions of these songs; and the comparisons are un-
avoidable: the first thing I did when I took this one off the turntable was to put on one of those Jimmie Rodgers reissues.

An even greater problem is the clean, busi-
nesslike efficiency of the arrangements. The rhythm instruments are said in the credits to

Stereo Review
It was 72 years before Frederick Myers' dream would become a reality.

Back in 1900, Frederick Myers dreamed that he could fill a room with dramatic music. But, he faced the same problem that plagued inventors for 70 years thereafter: the standing wave phenomena.

When placed in your home, every conventional speaker produces a fixed emission pattern of sound waves. These waves reflect from your walls to "add and subtract" from the true original signals. In this way, standing waves alter the true dynamics and reduce the "live qualities" of the music.

In 1971, the Leslie Speaker group of CBS applied for patents on special designs which— for the first time—effectively dealt with the standing waves. These patents are used exclusively in the Leslie Plus 2 Speaker system.

Here is what this breakthrough means to you. Now, you can hear music with a realism that is unmatched. You literally feel that you're in third row center of your favorite concert hall—no matter what part of the room you are sitting in.

Also, you can achieve this effect with either stereophonic or quadraphonic recordings!

For further information on this unique system, just send in the coupon below, or visit your authorized Leslie dealer. Sixty seconds of hearing the Leslie Plus 2 Speaker system will prove everything we say about it is true. Hear it for yourself . . . soon!

Leslie

Leslie is a registered trademark of CBS, Inc.

NOVEMBER 1972

Leslie Plus 2 Model 430

Leslie Plus 2 Model 450

Electro Music
CBS Musical Instruments, A Division of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.
56 West Del Mar Boulevard, Pasadena, California 91105

Please send me additional information about the Leslie Plus 2 systems.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE
Sony's quintessential deck.

The top of the Sony stereo line. Without question, the finest component 3-motor stereo tape deck you can buy. No true stereo buff should be without the Sony TC-850, ($895.00). See the entire line of Sony reel-to-reel tape decks starting at $159.95 at your Sony/Superscope dealer.

Giant 10½ inch Reels. For maximum record and playback time.

Three-Heads. For Tape/Source monitoring and wider frequency response.

Automatic Program Scanner. Locates and plays individual segments to music.


©1972 Superscope, Inc., 8148 Vineyard Ave., Sun Valley, Calif. 91352. Prices and models subject to change without notice. Consult the Yellow Pages for your nearest Sony/Superscope dealer. Send for free catalog.

CIRCLE NO. 63 ON READER SERVICE CARD

FREE McIntosh CATALOG and FM DIRECTORY

Get all the newest and latest information on the new McIntosh Solid State equipment in the McIntosh catalog. In addition you will receive an FM station directory that covers all of North America.

MX 113
FM/FM STEREO AM TUNER AND PREAMPLIFIER

McIntosh Laboratory, Inc.
East Side Station P.O. Box 96
Binghamton, N.Y. 13904

NAME__________________________
ADDRESS________________________
CITY_________STATE________ZIP____

If you are in a hurry for your catalog please send the coupon to McIntosh.
For non rush service send the Reader Service Card to the magazine.

CIRCLE NO. 44 ON READER SERVICE CARD
How to read a hi-fi ad

Puzzle picture: find the clue that tells you how good the advertised system probably is. Our advice is to check the one component that is the source of the sound—the phono cartridge. We say this because we know that the dealer who's assembled a superior package at a fair price is going to complete it with a superior cartridge within the available price range. This dealer ad above, for example, includes a Shure M91E Hi-Track. Even if you weren't aware of the effortless way it meets your most rigorous trackability demands, you should know that it, as well as virtually every Shure cartridge, has been acclaimed by hi-fi critics and authorities as best in its class, or best for the cost. That's why you see so many of them teamed with "best-in-their-class" components, and why they invariably mean a more-for-the-money total system that's going to make you very happy.

Shure Brothers Inc.,
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, Ill. 60204
INTRODUCING NEW AUDIO SOPHISTICATION FOR THE SPACE AGE

Combining the most advanced audio engineering with space age electronics, Dokorder creates two highly sophisticated tape decks that offer the audiophile tomorrow's capabilities today:

DOKORDER 7500... 6-Head, Bi-Directional Tape Deck that automatically records and plays back in both directions ... incorporates high-density, precision micro-gap MBD heads for greater frequency response, better separation, reduced crosstalk ... boasts three motors, including 2-speed hysteresis synchronous capstan, with electronic speed change for smoothest, distortion-free operation ... provides Tape Bias Selector for standard or low noise tapes ... features electronic pushbutton controls, automatic shut-off, SOS/SWS/Echo, and a host of other top-of-the-line innovations that set new standards in its price range.

DOKORDER 7200... a 4-Head, versatile component that features Automatic Continuous Playback ... incorporates high-density MBD heads that eliminate tape friction and give improved frequency response ... operates smoothly and accurately with three solenoid-operated motors ... includes Tape Bias Selector for optimum quality from regular or low noise tapes ... combines a multitude of top features such as Automatic Shut-Off, Tape/Source Monitoring, separate channel controls, SOS/SWS/Echo, etc., to provide optimum convenience with top performance.

For complete specifications, visit your nearest Authorized Dokorder Dealer, or write:

Dokorder Inc.
11264 Playa Court, Culver City, Calif. 90230

Setting New Sound Standards in Tape Recorders
We enjoy telling you how each aspect of the 12 year basic research program on sound reproduction contributed to the unconventional features found in the Bose 901 and 501 DIRECT/REFLECTING® loudspeakers.* We also take pride in quoting from the unprecedented series of rave reviews because to us they are like awards won for the best design.†

However, it is important to realize that the research and the reviews are of only academic interest unless the speakers really are audibly superior. It is equally important to realize that YOU are in every sense the ultimate judge, for you are the one who lives with the sound you choose.

So—forget the rave reviews and the research and sit in judgement of two fascinating experiments. Take your most exacting records to any franchised BOSE dealer and:

1. Place the BOSE 901's directly on top of any other speakers, regardless of their size or price, and make an A-B listening test with your records.

2. Place the BOSE 501's beside (with at least 2 feet clearance) any other speaker using woofers, tweeters and crossovers and perform the A-B listening test. (Don't ask the price of the 501 before the test)

Then, just enjoy your records. When you finish you will know why we get much more satisfaction from our work than could ever be derived from profits alone.

P.S. . . . . . If you already own speakers, many dealers will lend you a pair of BOSE 901's for an A-B in your living room, where the acoustics are generally far superior to those of the speaker-lined showroom.

* Copies of the Audio Engineering Society paper, 'ON THE DESIGN, MEASUREMENT AND EVALUATION OF LOUDSPEAKERS', by Dr. A. G. Bose, are available from the Bose Corp. for fifty cents.

† For copies of the reviews, circle our number on your reader service card.

You can hear the difference now.
You. And I have never heard Carmen funnier than in her hip introduction to The Ballad of Thelonious Monk, a sophisticated homage to the jazz wizard done in (of all things) a country-and-western tempo. The cool, with-it performing style of Carmen McRae in person (with an army of worshipers eating out of her hand) that is sadly missing on most of her studio sessions shines through on all four wonderful sides of this album, reminding me what a really first-rate actress-singer she really is. That she has been allowed to include her personal introductions to the songs, with references to her pals Tony Bennett, Anthony Newley, and pianist Jimmy Rowles (among others), play some of her own fine piano accompaniment on two of the cuts, and generally convey the living room atmosphere of one of her club dates without interference is a blooming miracle. Furthermore, even if Carmen didn't sing a note, the lush guitar work of the brilliant Joe Pass and the sublime fingers of Jimmy Rowles would be reason enough to buy this record.

There's nothing wrong with the Mainstream collection except that it isn't as good as the Atlantic album. The voice is in fine shape, although hardly inspired on such flat tires as "Left My Heart in San Francisco" and "What Kind of Fool Am I." Carmen "in person" (the record doesn't say where) is always a treat, but this album is not as well produced as the Atlantic set. There is none of the easy putter between performer and audience that gives clues to Carmen's moods before she moves into each number, the audience is less responsive, and some of the material is second-rate.

R.R.

THEATER•FILMS

COUNTRY BEAR JAMBOREE (Recorded during shows at Walt Disney World, Florida). Unidentified musicians (unless they really are bears), George Bruns cond. Pastic: The Bear Band Serenade; Fractured Folk Song; My Woman Ain't Pretty (But She Don't Swear None); Mama, Don't Whip Little Buford; and seventeen others. DISNEYLAND ST 3994 $3.98.

Performance: Unbearable
Recording: Good

The idea here is to delight "children of all ages" with a "mirthful musical jamboree" in which country music is kidded—good-naturedly, to be sure—by what we listeners to the album, like the audiences for the "real" thing at Walt Disney World in Florida, are supposed to believe are bears. Only we're not really supposed to believe it. What is more, we're more than we're supposed to believe there really is a Scrooge McDuck who wears spats. The album's approach to humor reminds us that the basis for most Disney humor is bottoms—bottoms wagged about in grotesque dances, bottoms getting hit, thumped, set afire, bitten, frozen, shot, sliced, diced, caught in elevators, and God knows what else. There is no mention of bottoms here, but the "humor" is a compendium of the same kind of cheap shots. The idea of bears making music is supposed to set us to slapping our knees—especially if we're young—and the fact that it's country music is supposedly just too much—but with as few risks taken as possible (the lyrics of The Ballad of Davy Crockett have been changed from "killed him a b'ar when he was only three" to "tamed him a b'ar..."). Even one person offended is several dollars unspent at certain amusement parks, as even Goofy knows, and as long as people snicker when a bottom is whacked or a "bear" says "You—all" and strums a banjo, the risk of offending a few free-spending slugs with some honest satire need never be broached.

That's the adult view of this bomb at my house. The child's view is a bit kinder: "Take that yucky thing off and put on the Sesame Street record."

N.C.

SUGAR (Jule Styne-Bob Merrill). Original cast recording. Robert Morse, Tony Roberts, Cyril Ritchard, Elaine Joyce, others (vocals); Elliot Lawrence cond. UNITED ARTISTS UAS 9905 $6.98, U 3066 $6.98, K 9066 $6.98.

Performance: Lively
Recording: Good

As everybody knows, old movies never die. They just go to Broadway. The latest film-into-musical is Billy Wilder's fabulous Some
Like It Hot. I think just about everybody also knows that wonderful plot—about the two musicians disguised as dames in an all-girl band to escape the gangsters hot on their trail, and the luscious Sugar Kane they both love. The nuttiness and subsequent complications of that situation made for a wonderful movie (maybe the last truly hilarious comedy out of Hollywood), and by all odds it should have been a funny Broadway show, too. Trouble is, once the shock of recognition (when Robert Morse and Tony Roberts enter in their satin and heels) wears off, there's not much more to it. They've neglected to fill in the gaps between campy numbers with dialogue that tickles or songs that brighten the dead weight of the "drag" routines. It's a one-joke show, with the raffish Punchedillo Robert Morse stealing most of the applause. The joke wears thin too soon, and there isn't much else to stay awake for.

As is often the case with dull shows, the original-cast recording is more winning than what takes place onstage. The songs are among Bob Merrill and Jule Styne's weakest achievements, sounding as though they were written between naps on a rainy afternoon. Tony Roberts, as one critic pointed out, has the prettiest legs on Broadway. Alas, legs don't sing. Cyril Ritchard is a total bore. His role, a dotty old septuagenarian who falls in love with Robert Morse, is a bore to begin with, and the composers have not distilled the prettiest legs on Broadway theater music.

STANLEY BLACK: Film Spectacular: Vol. 4, "The Epic." London Festival Orchestra, Stanley Black cond. Music from: Stagecoach (Max Steiner); For Whom the Bell Tolls (Victor Young); Sea Hawk (Erich Wolfgang Korngold); The Alamo (Dimitri Tiomkin); and Patton (Gerry Goldsmith). London SP 44173 $5.98.

Performance: Musical Krakatoa
Recording: Very good

The invincible army of the London Festival Orchestra and Chorus under Stanley Black, recorded in a Phase Four sound that puts you face to face with Patton, to the music of a different and alarmingly loud drum. It takes a certain amount of military courage just to get through all this, but I dare say America's two-fisted red-blooded music lovers are equal to the challenge.

(Continued on next page)
FIESTAS OF PERU – Music of the High Andes. Various groups, recorded in Peru by David Lewiston. Marcha Akuhima; Tenkar kich-kich; Peru purucha; Lamento andino; Yuravi: Lorochallay silbhykapullawy; Carnaval ayacuchano; Carnaval de Colca; Vilcas Plazapi; Pirwalla piro; Chuschi: Fiesta of Corpus Christi; Carnaval ayacuchano; Street music: Awaka; Paeucartambo: Contradanza; Fiesta del Virgen del Carmen. NONE-SUCH H 72045 $2.98.

Performance: Haunting
Recording: Excellent

The Nonesuch Explorer Series, a worldwide musical geography lesson if there ever was one, scores high with its latest excursion, which takes us to Peru, land of the Incas, the Andes, and the pre-Hispanic notched flute. The country was conquered by the Spanish in 1532, and three centuries of Iberian rule certainly left their mark on Peruvian music. Instruments of the colonial period—such as the harp, guitar, violin, and accordion—are played to this day, along with the aforementioned native flute and the panpipe and drum.

Nonesuch, however, may have arrived in the nick of time, for the brass band, heard oom-pahing away in one sequence on this record, is threatening to take over.

On this visit to nosebleed country we are treated first to a marching song played on a mandolin and two guitars, and next to a wayno, which turns out to be not a Peruvian dancelike, but a type of song that deals with the pain caused by the sufferings of love, There are other waynos, and harp solos, but the most enthralling passage of "Music of the High Andes" are those recorded during carnivals in southern Peru in the regions of Chuschi, Paeucartambo, and Ayacucho. In Carnaval ayacuchano we follow the celebrations as they dance through the streets in circles, calling on the families in one house after another to join the festival. The Fiesta of Corpus Christi in Chuschi offers still another wayno, a "scissors dance," and the blaring of a local brass band as the procession goes around town.

Throughout this exceptional album, recorded on location with unusual fidelity by David Lewiston, Nonesuch affords us a rare opportunity to hear this music from the harsh highlands of the Andes before the sound of it is blown away forever by the winds of change.

There are lively moments in this latest concert from the folk-singing team of Ian and Sylvia—a whimsical little number about a shark and a cockroach—and some touching ones when they sing of a slave who didn't want to be freed in Lincoln Freed Me. There's also a miniature lesson in evolution in Creators of Rain. The rest of the program is swamped by overelaborate arrangements and by overtones of morality, as in Needles of Death, a self-conscious anti-drug ballad, in Summer Wages, which is never given a chance to be plain and affecting and to stand on its own lovely tune, and in Last Lonely Eagle—more propaganda, this one about conserving endangered species. These two should make up their minds whether they want to sing songs or preach little musical sermons on that theme. Whenever they work the latter territory, they simply sound patronizing, guitars and all.

P.K.
RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT


Performance: Enfant terrible to end them all
Recording: Excellent

"I do my characters with love," Lily Tomlin has said. "Not that I admire them, or anything, but they are different types of humanity, and I love them for their humanity." This love is returned by her audiences. My own adoration of Miss Tomlin is practically a scandal in the neighborhood. When she is playing Ernestine, the Forties-bred operator for Ma Bell, on "Laugh-In" I am there watching my TV set and chuckling over every line. I have practically worn out her "Ernestine" record, issued a year ago, by playing it for friends. When she is Lupe, the World's Oldest Beauty Expert, or Susie Sorority, or the Cheerleader, or the Tasteful Lady from Grosse Poine, I get euphoric to the edge of madness. I have not, however, particularly admired her appearances as Edith Ann, an appalling child of five-and-a-half.

"And Thats the Truth" (no apostrophe) is Miss Tomlin's second record for Polydor, and deals entirely with Edith Ann. I expected to hate it, but it didn't work out that way. Edith Ann, in her phonographic debut, is a far more interesting child than she has been in her cameo TV appearances. The script here is in the form of a dialogue between Miss Tomlin as herself and the outspoken child, which lends continuity to the occasion and an opportunity for the adult in the duet to hint at her own embarrassment over Edith Ann's more hair-raising excesses, as the little one comments on life, lipstick, and her dog Buster.

On side two, Edith Ann visits Miss Tomlin in an apartment to which the latter has just moved, arriving with her ill-trained dog Buster and her rag-doll Doris to regale her hostess with a report of how she bit her dentist's finger ("Are you listening, lady?") and her preference for Buster's dog food over TV dinners, and a declaration that she never sleeps. I was actually rather sorry when her inventor sent her packing.

The copy I was sent for review comes equipped with its own device for sounding a Bronx cheer at appropriate intervals. I never once used mine, being lost in admiration at the inventiveness and the script and Miss Tomlin's unfailing skill at sustaining an exacting routine, bringing it off without a false note to mar the illusion. And thats the truth. P.K.
Why Ormandy and the Philadelphia sound different on Columbia LP’s than anywhere else.

Start with the fabulous luscious—yet—disciplined sound of Eugene Ormandy and the Philadelphia Orchestra. But that’s only a beginning.

To that you add the not inconsiderable resources of Columbia Records. Plus two of Columbia’s most gifted producers.

Even then, you need a certain amount of luck. The perfect hall for recording must be located (their regular concert hall is usually not considered good enough).

The engineers must possess an extraordinary amount of skill. Microphone placement is crucial. The producers must know the score as well as the conductor—to be able to select the perfect “take.” As Tom Frost, producer, put it, “At times it takes a great deal of artifice to give the final illusion of no artifice.”

So if it seems to you that The Fabulous Philadelphia Sound Series on Columbia sounds just as good or maybe even a little better than they sound in concert, you now know why.

On Columbia Records

*Also available on tape
RECORD REVIEWS
CLASSICAL

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

Performance: Entertaining
Recording: Excellent

It has been so customary to knock Johann Christian Bach in favor of his slightly younger contemporary, Mozart, that one often forgets that he was one of the strongest early influences on Mozart. The type of writing one hears in Bach's wind symphonies has its echo in much of Mozart's youthful output, especially the instrumental pieces. These six symphonies are slightly unusual in that, unlike the majority of his symphonies, which contain only three movements, they have four. The additional one is either a march or a minuet and comes before the customary final movement. These six works also seem to be the only pieces of their type written by Bach for winds alone, and Erik Smith postulates in his annotations that they were most probably conceived for performance at night in either the Vauxhall or Ranelagh gardens in London. Smith also includes a quotation from one of Leopold Mozart's letters describing these gardens and the kind of entertaining music-making that went on there during the mid-1760's. The symphonies, written for pairs of clarinets, horns, and bassoons, are very lightweight fare, and, because they are all in either E-flat or B-flat major, are best heard one or two at a time. Great music? No, certainly not, but they do have their charms, and some wonderful melodies. The playing of the London Wind Soloists, who have previously recorded wind music by Mozart, Beethoven, and Haydn, is exemplary—beautifully molded, highly virtuosic, and exceptionally precise. The quality of the recording, like that of the performances, is exceptional.

I.K.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
BACH: Cantata No. 147, "Herz und Mund und Tat und Leben." Elly Ameling (soprano); Janet Baker (mezzo-soprano); Ian Partridge (tenor); John Shirley-Quirk (bass); King's College Choir, Cambridge; Academy of St. Martin-in-the-Fields. David Willcocks cond. Motets: "Der Geist hilft unser Schwachheit auf" (BWV 226); "Fürchte dich nicht" (BWV 228); "Lobet den Herrn, alle Heiden" (BWV 230); King's College Choir, Cambridge; Joy Hall (cello, in BWV 230); Rodney Stafford (double bass, in BWV 230); Jan Hare (organ, in BWV 230); David Willcocks cond. ANGEL S 36804 $5.98.

Performance: Exceptional
Recording: Excellent

The festive Cantata 147, "Heart and voice and thought and action," originally stems from Bach's Weimar days, but he revised it in 1723 for use on the Feast of the Visitation of the Blessed Virgin Mary. The cantata's principal claim to fame is its well-known (even now, as a pop hit) chorale, Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring; this is heard twice here, once at the end of the first part, before the sermon, and then again with the familiar text at the cantata's conclusion. The second side opens, rather conveniently for anyone wishing to sample the well-known tune, with this chorale and then continues with three of Bach's shorter motets. These are believed to have been intended for performance at graveside but are totally unfunereal in their expression of confidence and spiritual strength.

The performances of both the cantata and the motets are quite remarkable and should be considered among the best available. The cantata's soloists are first-rate, and the singing of the men and boys of the King's College Choir in both the cantata and, perhaps even more impressively, the motets is simply marvelous; especially pleasing is the way in which the choir adopts a supported, "continental" sound in its vocal production rather than the usual English hooty quality. The motets, incidentally, are not performed here with instrumental doubling, as has been the case in many of the more recent recordings. Historically, probably, both methods of performance were used for these works, and it would be pointless to quibble about this detail when the renditions themselves here are so exceptional. The reverberation of King's College Chapel has always been something of a problem, and it is to the credit of the recording engineers and Willcocks' direction that the complicated polyphonic strands of these scores come through so clearly, including the individual timbres of the cello, double bass, and organ continuo in the final motet.

I.K.

BACH: Two Violin Concertos, in D Minor, (BWV 1043); Violin Concerto No. 2, in E Major (BWV 1042); Violin Concerto No. 1, in A Minor (BWV 1041). Zino Francescatti and Regis Pasquier (viols); Lucerne Festival Strings, Rudolf Baumgartner cond. DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 2530 242 $6.98.

Performance: Beautiful, but . . .
Recording: Excellent

This is another of those abundant middle-of-the-road efforts, not the Big Bad Bach of the unregenerate nineteenth-century men, but also—compared with Alice Harmoncourt on Telefunken, say—very far from the real thing. It is all very handsomely fiddled and beautifully recorded, and it has the superfluities of style, such as a small orchestral body and a harpsichord. But the fragrant vibrato and the delicate romantic half-light are not Bach. B.J.


Performance: Low-temperature Recording: Clear but dry

Jan Panenka is a pianist I have admired greatly on a number of occasions in the past. But this performance is not at all representative of his powers. Perhaps the prosaic accompani-
ment delivered by the Prague Symphony under Smetáček is an inhibiting factor—certainly the four-square pulse imposed on the alla breve first movement at the outset leaves little scope for imaginative flights. The soloist is curiously inattentive to dynamic nuances in the score, and though the deadpan recording is balanced with unusual clarity, this very quality succeeds only in underlining the performer's propensity to chug rather than soar.

With a total playing time of thirty-one minutes, this is no way a competitive version. Richter, on DGG, remains unsurpassed. B.J.


**Performance:** Exceptional "Waldstein" Recording: Splendid

On this recording, Emil Gilels gives one of the most thoroughly admirable performances of Beethoven's "Waldstein" Sonata that I have ever heard from him (or anybody else, for that matter). His playing throughout is immeasurably crystal clear, the counterpoints in the Adagio movement, for example, coming through with an exquisite disentanglement from each other that I would have thought technically impossible to achieve. But clean and intelligent as the playing is, it has none of the metallic, hard-driven quality I have so often lamented in Gilels' performances. The sound is warm, strong, burnished and humane. In the Allegretto moderato movement, he plays the lovely C Major theme with such suavity of disposition and so much personal poetry that he transforms the indicated Allegretto moderato into an Allegretto con moto—an inspired transformation not in tempo but in mood—and makes the music say things one is rarely or never privileged to hear.

His reading of the Opus 101 Sonata has all the attributes one expects from a major virtuoso in good, professional condition, but not in a stimulant imagination, much as it was in the "Waldstein." is excellent, but it is not the same degree of sentience, personal involvement. The interpretation sounds rather stiff and routine, with too many hard edges where they are not needed, and a holding back from dissonance when that is the very element which would make the performance important. If Gilels could always reach the heights of his "Waldstein" interpretation, he would challenge even Richter. But the Opus 101, displaying as it does his more usual habit, illustrates why he will probably not.

**RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT**


**Performance:** Excellent

**Recording:** Some problems

Livre pour quatuor is a remarkable collection for string quartet composed 'way back in 1949, although, in typical Boulez fashion, bits and pieces of it kept appearing for years afterward—and for all I know, may still be here. Here is the great serial avant-garde movement literally at its moment of inception, and this is certainly some of the most original music ever written. More importantly, these are remarkable pieces. The word "excerpts" seems to describe something incomplete, but these édus or préludes are quite self-sufficient—not to mention difficult and beautiful.

André Boucourechliev is not so well known here, although he is of the same age and persuasion as Boulez and an important creative talent in his own right. His "Archipelagos" are a series of pieces laid out like maps and guided by performer choice. Even the sound of the musicians' voices calling out the Greek letters or the colors that designate the musical routes being chosen are an effective part of the sound image. Archipel II is a big piece, full of dynamic intensity and sonic invention; it certainly stands as one of the major recent contributions to the string-quartet literature.

The Parrenin Quartet is the most important European quartet devoted to new music, and their realisations here are excellent. I thought the recorded sound quality was a bit harsh, and in one or two places there seemed to be some strange comings and goings on one channel—not altogether the "live" doings, I thought. And a fair amount of tape noise. E.S.

**RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT**


**Performance:** Beautiful

**Recording:** Superb

If this notable release had not arrived for review hard on the heels of the sublime two-harpsichord recording by Thurston Dart and Igor Kipnis (see "Best of the Month" for September), I would probably have gone overboard in my praises of it. The "old" Puyana was a fine artist, but this is a "new" and even better Puyana, combining the young Colombian-born artist's well-known gift of vivid rhetoric and crisp articulation with a fresh and welcome discretion and playing a lovely Ruckers-Taskin instrument instead of a nineteenth-century Pleyel. Puyana has plainly immersed himself with the utmost concentration in this marvelous music—genre pieces raised to the level of great art—and in the composer's copious instructions for playing it. His handling of the style is masterly, with just the blend of fluidity and attention to detail that typifies his expressively baroque manner. There are innumerable touches of beauty and character in the performances. I doubt, for instance, whether the first Air de Vielle in the Second Acte de Les Fetes de la grande et ancienne M*n*tr*nd*s* de Die Kriihe in Schubert's Die Winterreise—a far-fetched comparison, perhaps, but the line from Froberger to Schubert and Schumann passes plumb through the middle of Couperin's aesthetic world.

Thus far, joy in Puyana's achievement may be unconfined. But there are one or two considerations that stand between these performances and the ideal. In the two harpsichord pieces that can be directly compared with the Dart-Kipnis performances, the musettes—de Chouss and de Taverni—for two harpsichords, Puyana, partnered here by Christopher Hogwood, plays sensitively enough, but the enchantment evident by Dart and Kipnis at the start of the 13th Ordre, missing here, although he is of the same age and perhaps is a far-fetched comparison, perhaps, but the line from Froberger to Schubert and Schumann passes plumb through the middle of Couperin's aesthetic world.
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Thus far, joy in Puyana's achievement may be unconfined. But there are one or two considerations that stand between these performances and the ideal. In the two harpsichord pieces that can be directly compared with the Dart-Kipnis performances, the musettes—de Chouss and de Taverni—for two harpsichords, Puyana, partnered here by Christopher Hogwood, plays sensitively enough, but the enchantment evident by Dart and Kipnis at the start of the 13th Ordre, missing here, although he is of the same age and perhaps is a far-fetched comparison, perhaps, but the line from Froberger to Schubert and Schumann passes plumb through the middle of Couperin's aesthetic world.
Introducing a new concept in automatic turntables.

Precision for under $100.

The new PE 3012 at $79.95

Precision performance in automatic turntables has always required good design, fine engineering, costly materials and careful manufacturing. In short, everything you've come to expect from the craftsmen of West Germany's Black Forest.

It still does, but with the introduction of the new PE 3012, the price of such precision is now within the reach of every music lover. At $79.95, the 3012 is very close in price to ordinary changers. But its quality features bring it even closer to turntables that are known for their high standards of precision performance. (And that are also priced accordingly.)

For example, the 3012 has a variable speed control that lets you match record pitch to live instruments and compensate for off-pitch records. A cue-control viscous-damped in both directions, so the tonearm rises and descends with gentle smoothness. And a single-play spindle that rotates with the platter instead of sitting loosely in the shaft where it could bind and cause eccentric wear.

No other turntable at or near $79.95 has any of these features. And no other turntable, even those priced at well over $100, has PE's exclusive fail-safe feature which protects the stylus by preventing the tonearm from descending to the platter unless there's a record on it.

The significance of all this to you is this: Even if your budget is tight, you no longer need to settle for an ordinary changer.

If you do insist on spending freely, there are two other PE's to choose from. At $119.95 and $149.95. Both are superb precision instruments, offering progressively greater sophistication.

But we think you should consider the matter carefully before spending more than $79.95. Our new brochure, which you can get by dropping us a card, should help you decide.

Impro Industries, Inc., 120 Hartford Ave., Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10553
Composers Recordings Inc. has here produced an exceedingly distinguished recording, pairing works by the American composers George Crumb and Charles Jones. The two composers' styles have absolutely nothing in common. And yet Crumb's Black Angels and Jones' String Quartet No. 6 enhance each other by being complementary rather than contrasting.

Crumb's atmospheric, theatrical work is elaborately structured on the basis of supposedly "magical" relationships of numbers. Three "threnodies" (Night of the Electric Insects, Black Angels, and Night of the Electric Insects again) form the supports for the structure, and the "arcs" between the threnodies are created by symmetrical numerical and, despite its sonic devices (which in another composer you might feel were gimmicky), one that is honest, cohesive, and convincingly. Black Angels is almost scary in its evocation of the gargoyles-ridden moods of the Middle Ages.

Charles Jones' String Quartet No. 6 (1970) is non-programmatic and uses the four stringed instruments without amplification or other devices to change their timbres. The intricacies of this work is all manifest in terms of melody, harmony, rhythm, and structure. But even coming on the heels of so color-laden a piece as Crumb's, the quartet holds its own totally and with ease as a powerful, unconventional, and impassioned statement. Jones' harmonies are fresh and urgent; his melodies and motivic materials are beautifully lyrical. But it is in his textural manipulations of these materials that the greatest surprises occur. There is immense concentration in these textures. With his giving up his prevailing lyricism, the composer manages almost constantly to combine several levels of contrasting activity. Passages seem to be saying several things simultaneously but making complete and convincing sense, emotionally and intellectually, in the process. This is a thoroughly masterly string quartet, on a par with the best our century has produced.

Since Charles Jones has had a long association with Darius Milhaud at Mills College and at the Aspen Music School (where Jones has continued to teach since Milhaud's retirement), the tinge of Milhaud's "influence" in the 1942 Sonatina is not a surprise. Nor does it detract from the work, which is full of attributes that are Jones' own. The impact of the work comes not only from its lyricism, but from its structure, its rhythmic vigor, and its "plan. But a comparison of the Sonatina with the String Quartet shows that (as one would hope, in twenty-two years), the composer at some point along the line developed a language capable of carrying even larger ideas efficiently—a language, however, founded in a period of the Middle Ages. And yet, since everything (save an uneven passage here and there) is done with such expertise, cultivation, and sincerity, it seems unpleasant to carp. But I will: Debussy can be pretty dull when he's played in a four-square, middle-of-the-road manner, as he is here.

The recording was made possible by grants of the Ford Foundation and the Alice M. Ditson Fund of Columbia University.

L.T.


Performance: Good
Recording: Excellent

Jean-Rodolphe Kars is a young pianist born in Calcutta of Austrian parents; his studies and career have been based largely in Paris. He is an immensely gifted musician, and yet the performances on these two discs, despite many obvious excellences, are strangely unsatisfactory. A slight touch of overcarefulness, runs through Kars' interpretations, robbing the music of its innate piquancy. One senses at too many points that Kars is "playing the piano" rather than "playing Debussy." And yet, since everything (save an uneven passage here and there) is done with such expertise, cultivation, and sincerity, it seems unpleasant to carp. But I will: Debussy can be pretty dull when he's played in a four-square, middle-of-the-road manner, as he is here.

L.T.


Performance: Sturdy
Recording: Somewhat bass-heavy

Not so many months ago I reviewed in these pages an excellent recorded performance of this quintet with double-bass from the pen of the thirty-year-old genius, Dvořák, played by members of the Berlin Philharmonic Octet for Philips, and with two of the lovely Op. 54 Waltzes thrown in as a nice bonus. The distinctive element in this new Boston Symphony Chamber Players offering is the interpolation as the second movement of what Dvořák eventually published as his Nocturne for Strings, Op. 40. As such it serves as a welcome and lovely lightening of texture between the extended first movement and the earthy scherzo—and it was, as a matter of fact, part of the Quintet when the manuscript was submitted in a prize competition in 1875 (it won, by the way). Save for somewhat heavy going in the developmental sections of the first movement, the Quintet is for me among the better works of Dvořák's early output, and most notably the slow movement that immediately precedes the finale.

I have no fault to find with the Boston Symphony Chamber Players' performance here, which is both technical articulation and warm in tonal quality. But I am not happy with the recorded sound as compared with the Philips disc. The Philips sound is open and transparent in texture, yet ample in tonal body. The DG sound is, if anything, a bit too ample at the low end of the frequency spectrum, but it sounds confined at the top—this despite evidences of a fairly reverberant recording locale. I can only guess that the microphone placement must have been unusually close to the performers. Though this is the only recorded version of the Dvořák G Major Quintet in its original five-movement version, I'll hang on to the Philips Berlin recording with its more pleasing sonics and equally fine interpretation.

D.H.
All cartridges are different. Empire cartridges are more different than others! Take a technical look for yourself.

How it works.
If you know how moving magnetic cartridges are made, you can see right away how different an Empire variable reluctance cartridge is. With others, a magnet is attached directly to the stylus, so that all the extra weight rests on your record. With Empire's construction (unique of its type), the stylus floats free of its three magnets. So naturally, it imposes much less weight on the record surface.

Less record wear.
Empire's light-weight tracking ability means less wear on the stylus, and less wear on your records. Laboratory measurements show that an Empire cartridge can give as much as 50 times the number of plays you'd get from an ordinary cartridge without any measurable record wear! HI-FI SOUND MAGAZINE summed it up very well by calling the Empire cartridge "a real hi-fi masterpiece... A remarkable cartridge unlikely to wear out discs any more rapidly than a feather held lightly against the spinning groove."

Superb performance.
The light-weight Empire cartridge picks up the sound from the record groove with amazing accuracy. Distortion is minimal. (None at all could be measured at normal sound levels with Empire's 1000ZE/X and 999VE/X.) AUDIO MAGAZINE said of the Empire cartridge "outstanding square waves... tops in separation." HIGH FIDELITY noted "...the sound is superb. The performance data is among the very best." While STEREO REVIEW, who tested 13 different cartridges, rated the Empire tops of all in light-weight tracking.

World Famous Long Playing Cartridges

For further details write: Empire Scientific Corp., Garden City, N.Y. 11530.
The Famous Heathkit AR-1500
Successor to the famed Heathkit AR-15, with impressive improvements in every critical area. 180 watts Dynamic Music Power, 90 watts per channel, 8 ohm load. Less than 0.2% IM and 0.25% harmonic distortion. Greater than 90 dB FM selectivity and 1.8 uV sensitivity. Vastly superior AM, too. It's the talk of the audio world. And now available in your choice of kit or completely assembled versions. Put one on your Christmas list, now.

Kit AR-1500, 42 lbs., (less cabinet) .................................................. 379.95*
ARA-1500-1, walnut cabinet, 6 lbs. ................................................. 24.95*
ARW-1500, Assembled Receiver and cabinet, 48 lbs. ................. 649.95*

The best under $250 — Heathkit AR-1302
An unusual value in its price/power class. Delivers a clean 60 watts of Dynamic Music Power, 30 watts per channel, 8 ohm load. Less than 0.25% IM and harmonic distortion. New FM IF section with 2 ICs and 2 ceramic filters for outstanding performance. 60 dB selectivity and 1.9 uV sensitivity. Features assembled and aligned FM tuner, built-in test circuitry, Black Magic Panel lighting.

Kit AR-1302, 30 lbs., (less cabinet) ................................................. 239.95*
AE-19, oiled pecan cabinet, 9 lbs. .................................................. 19.95*

NEW high-performance, low-cost leader — Heathkit AR-1214
Produce 50 watts IHF, 25 watts per channel into 8 ohms with amazing fidelity. Two ICs and 2 ceramic filters in the IF offer greater than 60 dB selectivity, while phase lock multiplex demodulator gives 40 dB typical channel separation at less than 0.5% distortion. Preassembled FM tuner boasts 2 uV sensitivity and 2 dB capture ratio. Other features are phono preamp level controls, flywheel tuning, stereo indicator light, headphone jack, and complete tape monitor facilities. And the cabinet is included in this low price. Stereo “separate” versions are also available (A1-1214 Tuner and AA-1214 Amp., 89.95* each).

Kit AR-1214, 16 lbs. .......................................................... 169.95*

The most advanced FM Tuner in stereo — Heathkit AJ-1510
Another Heathkit “first” in consumer electronics. Pure digital computer design including digital frequency synthesizer tuning employing phase-lock-loop techniques. FET varactor FM RF front end, digital discriminator and readout result in performance specs and tuning convenience to make every audiophile sit up and listen: channel frequency accuracy better than 0.005%; less than 1.8 uV sensitivity; distortion levels of 0.1%; selectivity and IF rejection better than 90 dB; S/N ratio better than 65 dB; separation better than 40 dB. One of a kind, the AJ-1510 “computer tuner” is the only tuner offering you 3 distinct tuning modes; keyboard, computer-punch cards (up to 3), plus automatic band scanning with variable speed and stereo-only capability. The 55 ICs, 50 transistors and 50 signal diodes mount on 10 modules with 7 plugging into a master board for optimum computer modularity and ease of assembly. Join the computer generation of audio equipment — order your AJ-1510 today.

Kit AJ-1510, 23 lbs., (less cabinet) .................................................. 539.95*
AJA-1510-1, pecan cabinet, 6 lbs. .................................................. 24.95*

Our most versatile amplifier: 200 watts, 4 channels — Heathkit “2004”
Brings you 200 versatile watts for discrete or matrixed 4-channel sound, and stereo or mono. Built-in matrix circuitry decodes matrixed 4-channel recordings or broadcasts, lets you use your existing stereo equipment as well as enhancing your present stereo records and tapes. As discrete 4-channel media grows the AA-2004 is ready... with four amplifiers producing 280 watts into 4 ohms (4x65), 200 watts into 8 ohms (4x50), 120 watts into 16 ohms (4x30), and controls for every source, mode and installation. Amplifier sections are controlled in pairs with one complete stereo system for left and right front speakers and another for left and right rear — so it can be used to power two complete 4-channel systems (up to 8 speakers)... or, four separate-source mono systems if desired. Easy circuit board assembly.

Kit AA-2004, 38 lbs., (less cabinet) .................................................. 349.95*
AAA-2004-1, pecan cabinet, 7 lbs. ................................................ 24.95*
NEW Heathkit/Thomas Spinet Organ

A kit for the whole family to build and enjoy. The all-solid-state TO-1160 Heathkit/Thomas Spinet has full 44-note keyboards for Solo and Accompaniment, exclusive Color-Glo keys that light up to indicate notes and chords. There are six solo stops - flute 16', 8' and 4', trumpet 8', oboe 8', and violin 8'. Five accompaniment stops - horn 8', diapason 8', melodia 8', cello 8', and pedal voice with 16' and 8' combined. Plus both regular and a new "light" vibrato affects. Other features include keyboard jacks for private earphone listening or use of a tape cassette deck. The beautiful pecan-veneer cabinet is shipped fully assembled, includes bench. The TO-1160 Spinet organ is one of the most exciting gifts you can give or get for Christmas.

Kit TO-1160, 211 lbs. 689.95*

Component quality stereo for cars — Heathkit FM Tuner and Cassette Deck

Mobile FM stereo tuner features clean 7 watts (3.5 W per channel) with less than 2% THD; frequency response +1 dB, 3 Hz to 15 kHz; 3 uV sensitivity; 60 dB selectivity; 40 dB min. separation. Stereo cassette deck offers hi-fi stereo cassette entertainment plus single-channel dictation while you drive. Single stereo amp powers either or both units. Choice of 5" door mount or 6" x 9" rear deck speakers (19.95* the pair).

Kit CR-1000, tuner, 6 lbs. 64.95*
Kit CT-1001, cassette deck, 9 lbs. 89.95*
Kit CRA-1000-1, amplifier, 3 lbs. 29.95*

NEW Heathkit Digital Electronic Alarm Clock

The exciting Heathkit GC-1005 Digital Clock displays hours, minutes and seconds on highly visible cold-cathode readout tubes. A gentle "beeper" alarm can be set for 24-hour cycle and features a snooze switch that gives you seven more minutes of sleep before the alarm sounds off again. The all-solid-state circuitry is designed to display either conventional 12-hour or 24-hour international time (Manual shows you how to wire it for the readout you prefer). Includes am/pm indicator light to facilitate setting time and alarm, special fail-safe circuit flashes all "eights" on display if line voltage is interrupted. Operates on 120 or 240 VAC.

Kit GC-1005, 4 lbs. 54.95*

NEW Heathkit Dolby® Cassette Deck

Enjoy the life-like fidelity of low-noise cassette recording at its finest, including the new chromium dioxide tapes. The AD-1530 combines a preassembled top-quality domestic tape transport with the famous Dolby® Noise Reduction System resulting in a superb cassette deck in easy-to-build, money-saving kit form. Controls for play/record, stop, fast-forward, rewind, eject—all interlocked. Switches for stereo or mono input, Dolby on/off, tape-type "regular" (iron oxide) or "CrO2" (Chromium Dioxide). Other features are individual record level controls with separate VU meters; large 3-digit readout; input selector switch for either microphone or high level source input (any low-impedance microphone with standard 1/2" phone jack can be used).

Kit AD-1530, 21 lbs. 249.95*

SEND FOR YOUR FREE '73 HEATHKIT CATALOG


HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 40-11
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

Please send FREE Heathkit Catalog. enclosed is $ , plus shipping.

Please send model(s) ______

Name ____________________________

City ____________________________ State ______ Zip ______

Prices & specifications subject to change without notice. *Mail order prices; F.O.B. factory.

CL-444
FRANCK: Symphony in D Minor. RAVEL: Fanfare, from L'Éventail de Jeanne. Hilver- 
saum, Radio Philharmonic Orchestra, Stanley Black and Stokowski cond. LONDON SPC 21061 $5.98, 
8 L 75061 $7.95, M 95061 $6.95, C M 94061 $6.95. 
Performance: Personal and powerful 
Recording: Remarkable

When I was growing up, or thought I was, in the lost reaches of upper Manhattan, the best remedy I knew for a rotten day in school was about with the César Franck Symphony. Oh, those solemn ruminations in the murky lento 
opening, those quivering, ghostly runs on the strings which presage the emergence of the re- 
enne main theme in the second movement, those bursts of joy in the finale, followed by 
renewed anxiety and doubt, and the grand resolution in the end, with faith victorious! In 
the great triple wheel of its circular design, it seemed to me that this one work announced in 
music every question that had ever troubled my anxious soul, and proceeded to answer 
each one. I obtained, and practically wore out, a cheap Decca reprint of the piece played by the 
Pasdeloup Orchestra under a conductor with the marvellously apt name of Raphé Batôè. In 
that set, the symphony took up eight sides, and it groaned a lot, but it was 
good enough for me. When I wanted to wal- 
low in clearer waters, there was always the 
Stokowski recording (eleven sides, plus Parnis Angelicus) at a friend’s house.

It was only later I found out that this music which had been giving me what amounted to 
religious abolution had somehow become déclassé and disreputable even as I was en- 
joying it. Truly knowing music — lovers scorned 
both and disreputable even as I was en-

MIRIAM GIDEON

Among this country’s most gifted composers

GERSHWIN: Rhapsody in Blue (original version 
for Piano and Band; Concerto, in F Major) 
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style into a world of "almost avant-garde" where he does not yet sound quite comfortable. Performances and recorded sound are first-rate.

L.T.


Performance: Dutiful
Recording: Adequate

Ives' "Concord" Sonata, a magnificent, sprawling, yet cogent piece of translated transcendentalism, contains much of the greatest American composer's greatest music. But it is played with far more vivid and profound understanding both by John Kirkpatrick on Columbia and by Alan Mandel in his complete set of the Ives piano music on Desto than it is in this new Deutsche Grammophon version. Roberto Szidon is a young pianist with nimble fingers and a clear pedal technique. He realizes the copious dynamic markings with the utmost conscientiousness (and, by the way, employs a violist and a flutist for the two short optional solos that Ives cheerfully included in this "piano sonata"). But the music never comes to life under his hands. It is all very correct, and all quite unatmospheric. The shallowness of the piano tone doesn't help—since this is my first encounter with Szidon, I cannot be sure whether the fault in this regard lies with the pianist or with the recording, which is the reason for the rather grumpy rating I have given the latter. But since some passages do ring out effectively enough, the performer may well be the culprit.

Szidon's inclusion of a fill-up in the shape of the tersely energetic Three-Page Sonata (where he follows another Ivesian license by using Richard Metzler as "assistant pianist") is a point in favor of his new record. Kirkpatrick's "Concord" fills an entire disc, and Mandel's is most inconveniently split over three sides. But again, Mandel is preferable in the shorter work, and so is Luise Vosgerchian, who plays it on a useful Cambridge record of assorted Ivesiana.

B.J.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
IVES: Symphony No. 2. London Symphony Orchestra, Bernard Herrmann cond. LONDON SPC 21086 $5.98.

Performance: Veteran Ivesian has his say
Recording: Extraordinarily detailed

My first hearings of Charles Ives' orchestral music, outside of the early New Music Quarterly recordings conducted by Nicolas Slonimsky (now reissued on the Orion label), were the CBS-Symphony radio performances done by "Benny" Herrmann in the Thirties and Forties. Herrmann was in personal contact with Ives and was propagating his music when that master's name was, for most establishment musicians, synonymous with sheer eccentricity. For my generation, these early radio performances by Herrmann together with John Kirkpatrick's 1939 premiere of the "Concord" Sonata for piano, were major milestones in the acceptance of Ives as the prophet-patriarch of twentieth-century American art-music.

Herrmann's is the fourth recorded performance of the Ives Second Symphony. The F. Charles Adler SPA disc, dating from 1954, the year of the composer's death, has long
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beem out of print, and represents at best a brave pioneering effort with inadequate Viennese orchestral forces. Leonard Bern-

stein's for Columbia (1960) and Harold Far- berman's for the Vanguard Cardinal series (1968) are still readily available.

Comparing all four readings, I find Farber- man's on the facile side and rather too distantly microphoned to stand up to the competition offered by the very different interpretations of Bernstein and Herrmann. To my way of thinking there can be no clear preference be-tween the two, since the comparison amounts to viewing a mountain peak from different vantage points and at different times of day. To stretch the image a bit further, Bernstein's view is at dazzling high noon on a hot sum- mer's day when one can sense the lushness of the vegetation on the slopes; Herrmann's is on a bright early morning, when intensely clear air and long shadows etch every detail of tree, leaf, and mountain profile against a cloudless sky.

So carefully detailed is Herrmann's perform ance—with microphoning to match—that one could virtually copy the notes back onto score paper simply from a hearing of this rec- ording. What is lost in the sentiment and poe ttry offered by Bernstein is made up for by a rough-hewn rhythmic vigor and crystal-clear articulation of figures and phrase-patterns.

The high point of Herrmann's reading is the final Allegro with its collage of old American country dance tunes working toward a climax of Columbia the Gem of the Ocean and Re vil del and ending as a splendid and fully orches trated barbaric yawp. Herrmann's (and the Phase 4 engineers') delineation of the counterpoints from the beginning to the end of this movement would be the envy of any New England stitching expert. Quite rightly, and unlike Bernstein, Mr. Herrmann does not try to get more out of the concluding "yapw" than is written in the score.

I am not about to foressake my moving and picturesque Bernstein disc of this marvelous score, but I wouldn't be without the sharper -contoured Herrmann version either. D.H.

JONES: String Quartet No. 6; Sonatina (see CRUMB)

JOPLIN, SCOTT: Various Rags (see MAX MORATH in Popular Review Section)

KUPFERMAN: The Music of Meyer Kupfer man, Vol. 5. Chamber Concerto for Flute, Piano, and String Quartet; Mask of Electra, for Mezzo-soprano, Oboe, and Electric Harpsichord; Curtain Raiser for Flute, Clarinet, Horn, and Piano. Samuel Baron (flute); Gil bert Kalish (piano); Serenus Quartet; Joel de Guetani (mezzo-soprano); Ronald Roseman (oboe); Joel Spiegelman (electric harpsi chord); Conunto Cameristico de Barcelona. SERENUS SRS 12 034 $6.98.

Performance: Good
Recording: A bit shrill

This is Volume Five of Serenus' compendium of the music of Meyer Kupferman. It is, to say the least, a rich sampling of the works of this composer, who might well be described as the "complete eclectic." Kupferman uses any thing that comes to hand, be it Romantically or Impressionistically harmonic, twelve-tone linear, or any combination of these. He loves to write "sound pieces" such as the Mask of Electra (twelve-tone), which uses the electric (Continued on page 118)
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SOMETHING I have lately had no great hope of hearing is a really distinguished album of the songs of Stephen Foster, one produced with the kind of historical sophistication European musicologists routinely lavish on the merkiest Mittelalters relic from the court of Sigismund the Hairy. (Before explaining my pessimism, let me add happily that I was wrong to despair: the new Nonesuch album called "Songs by Stephen Foster" so elegantly balances musical scruple with period awareness that I find myself thinking of it as being somehow three-dimensional, a witty theater-in-the-round piece in which the musicians are also actors and their performances take on the aspect of characterizations.)

Even avid Foster collectors are sometimes unaware of the extreme historical peculiarity of the Foster story, a chapter of our cultural mythology that never found its Parson Weems. Foster was born during those occult hours when two Revolutionary giants, Thomas Jefferson and John Adams, breathed their last—the Fourth of July, 1826, the fiftieth anniversary of the Declaration of Independence. Almost any musician born in the shadow of this preternatural coincidence might be expected to concoct a music in some way involved with democracy. But not even the phrenological Fowler brothers in their wildest moments could have predicted what is stranger, that even the songs entered immortality, their composition, with no copy of the song musical text, with no copy of the song, among other languages, around the gaming tables of Sacramento. Some months later he also heard it sung in Arabic (along with other Foster songs) by Egyptian fellahin—not to mention a version in fractured English by a Hindu street singer in Delhi who hadn't the faintest notion what the song was about, having learned it outside a British officer's club. (British officers? singing American songs? in Iyjak?)

Nor has this vast international interest even flagged. During World War II this writer learned from German prisoners that Foster's songs were by far the most popular campfire music of the Hitler Jugend, and twenty years after that he obtained an insanely cheerful up-tempo version of Old Folks at Home on a disc from behind the Bamboo Curtain in Shanghai, where it was a recorded hit in several Asian dialects.

Now, for obvious reasons, universal popularity is the one thing that academic musicology as such is utterly unprepared to cope with. Given the will, of course, there are ways around this, but the will, with a few belated exceptions (such as Dvorák, who gave Foster a massive and affectionate plug as a named composer), is precisely what has been lacking from the first. The Boston editor J. S. Dwight, the father of America's establishmentarian music criticism, managed to miss the boat as tidily with Foster as he did with Gottschalk. The early issues of Dwight's Journal (published in 1851-1852, when Foster's songs were conquering the world) fairly crawl with the names of forgettable third-rate European and fourth-rate German-American composers—but omit the name of Foster utterly. The single reference to a Foster song I have been able to find is a timid misquotation from a Georgia correspondent. Later issues, when they allude to Foster songs at all, are apt to dismiss them sniffily as belonging among the regrettable popular trash offered by minstrel shows, Ethiopian Serenaders, and the touring "singing families."

What this kind of critical snobbery began, professional condescension was to complete. America's "classical" professionals began to feature Foster songs in the 1860's only after Gottschalk had made popular concert pieces from several of them. It seems likely that Gottschalk himself thought that Foster's tunes, like many of his own, were simply literal notations of anonymous Afro-American originals. Gottschalk's Columbia (1838-1839), which is a set of piano variations on My Old Kentucky Home (1853), was probably written out of the country—and, to judge from lapses in the musical text, with no copy of the song at hand. (Given Gottschalk's habitual probity in such matters, it is perhaps the more significant that all mention of Foster and his song is omitted from the Columbia title-page as published in 1860.)

Far more culpable were the great divas who learned from Gottschalk that they could wow the American peasants by giving them as an encore one of "their own" simple ditties in the vernacular. For the Foster record, this custom seems to have been launched by a young professional friend of Gottschalk's, America's own Clara Louise Kellogg, a steely-eyed operatic soprano of New England stock by way of South Carolina. To judge from her childhood photographs, Miss Kellogg could have played Nero's mother without much coaching at the age of seven, and at the grande-dame close of her admittedly distinguished career she had lost none of her basic ingenuousness. After being piped as a guest of honor aboard the U.S. flagship Trenton at Nice (to the strains of Hail, Columbia), Miss Kellogg noted that "At the end of the déjeuner the whole crew contemplated us from afar as I conversed with our hosts, and, realising what might be expected of me, I sang, as soon as the orchestra had adjusted their instruments, the
solo of Violetta from Traviata: Ah force e lui che l'anima" (Miss Kellogg's spelling). "Ad agio on the Tennessee River. The orchestra not being able to accompany me" — the full score of Traviata having always, apparently, been standard equipment on U.S. battleships, but not a measure of Foster's — "I accompanied myself on a banjo that happened to be handy. I was told afterwards that 'the one sweet, familiar plantation melody was better to us than a dozen Italian cavatinas.'"

From an infinity of such episodes, and others even less creditable to the nineteenth-century community, it's woven the peculiarly utilitarian American status of the songs, the immense profits of their merchandisers, and the virtual invisibility of their composer. Today it is as difficult to recapture the real delicacy of Foster's musicality from the mindless commercial blowups of his most famous songs as it is to recover the wonder of Whitman's America among the shoddy tourist traps of Niagara Falls or on the scabrous banks of the Ohio. To know the lost things we must now consult those who long ago had in some way a precise and blazing vision of them — George Catlin among his Indians, Audubon all over the map, the journals of Lewis and Clark, the forest epics of Cooper, the paintings of our mountain streams, rivers, and cataracts — Bingham, Bierstadt, Cole, Church — and a thousand lesser but equally honorable reporters.

It is some similar, lingering vision of Foster's mislaid reality that distinguishes the new Nonesuch album. Its musical directors are William Bolcom and Joshua Rifkin, two exponents of a new American musicality based not on European intellectual tradition but on a top-flight musical professionalism — plus a profound respect for American musical intentions observed with sensitivity and understanding within the context of American sociology. To begin with, they make use of Foster's original and extremely simple sheet music, Bolcom's 'instrumental accompaniments as realized from these originals are models of economy, taste, and period authenticity. The instruments used have the realer-than-real rightness of perfect-theater Chichester Greene, Robert Offergeld's piano made in 1850 (it belongs to the Smithsonian Institution and is illustrated on the album cover). Its thin and sweet voice (and the delicate wooden plunks of its hammer) are a marvelous complement to the transparent Foster harmonic texture. Equally authentic is an 1864 melodeon, an American relative of the European harmonium (the reeds of the former are activated by suction, those of the latter by pressure). Its contemporaries thought the melodeon was the more "romantic" and "infantile" of the two, and it adds the nostalgia of a Civil War parlors of 1851, and obviously more a state of mind than a thing. And that is how Mr. Guinn delivers it, flattening the vowel and suppressing the final "l," so that

what we get is a reverent suspiration on the sound "bruusus.

It is probably in the matter of unfamiliar repertoire that the album will most excite collectors — and justifiably, for it contains only three widely familiar favorites (which here sound fresh as daisies) and the rest is real news in great variety. Roughly half the album is concerned with Foster's melancholy side, and that couldn't be better represented. But I imagine that the big surprise for most will be the many up-tempo pieces, including a vigorously partisan political duet ("There's the musical energy comic one (Mr. & Mrs. Brown)."

One of the most remarkable songs is also the earliest: There's a good time coming (1846) is set to a text that Foster picked up from the London Daily News. Its ostensible optimism is simply a vehicle for pointed references to the iniquities of war, religious bigotry, and child labor. Also topical but thoroughly funny is If you've only got a moustache, which is concerned with the universal masculine passion for ornamentation in the 1850's. All in all, it would be hard to imagine an album that did more justice to Foster's unsuspected multi-sidedness and the real nature of his historical greatness.

Robert Offergeld

His astonishing staying power

HARD on the heels of Nonesuch's successes with ragtime comes a charming album of Stephen Foster songs edited by William Bolcom and Joshua Rifkin — the ragtime team — and performed with great affection by an excellent group of "classical" musicians on historical instruments belonging to the Smithsonian Institution.

Foster is probably best known for his minstrel and blackface songs, but, as Wiley Hitchcock points out in his excellent album notes, most of Foster's songs belong in another category: the sentimental household songs. Two of the most important of these, Jeanie with the light brown hair and Beautiful dreamer, are included here, along with Civil War songs, comic songs, an almost operatic duet based on Romeo and Juliet, and a group of nostalgic ballads including the very beautiful Ah! may the red rose live alway.

A critical analysis of Foster's music at this juncture seems almost superfluous. The staying power of certain of his songs must seem astonishing to an outsider. There is nothing much to the harmonies or simple accompaniments, the texts hardly qualify as great poetry, and he cannot be shown to have been a great original melodist — influences from black music and the church hymnal combine with Italian opera, popular theater, the British sentimental ballad, and the Anglo-Irish-American folk tradition. Nevertheless, it would be a mistake to dismiss this recording as an oddity or as mere sentimental camp. Foster belongs to a very special area of music which is not folk, not true pop music, and not art music, but par- takers of elements of all three. This is the tradition to which Scott Joplin belongs and, one could add, Dylan and the Beatles. The genius of Foster's songs from their ability to create archetypal patterns, to synthesize existing traditions into expressive forms — generally melodies — that enter the popular consciousness as types, paradigms. Beautiful dreamer, like Maple Leaf Rag or Blowin' in the Wind or Yesterday, thus quickly took on a kind of existence independent of its creator; it is, in effect, middle-class folk music, invented with the consciousness of art but long since transformed into something more general — dispersed, as it were, into the collective awareness.

What this recording does — through including some of the artier of Foster's productions, through the extremely tasteful and beautifully arranged duets, and through the quality of the performances — is to refocus attention on this music as art. Since the social situation that produced it does not exist anymore, this is the only way we can revive that aspect of the music that has not passed into the collective consciousness. If it be said that the music can just barely sustain this weight, it must be added that somehow it does sustain it. It may take a little effort on the part of the listener — some kind of involvement, some suspension of disbelief — but if you can go that far with it, the album is much to be recommended. It is, in any case, beautifully arranged, performed, recorded, and produced.

Eric Salzman

FOSTER: Songs. Jeanie with the light brown hair; There's a good time coming; Was my brother in the battle?; Sweetly she sleeps, my Alice fair; If you've only got a moustache; Gentle Annie; Will thou be gone?; What's the matter?; I'm nothing but a plain old soldier; Beautiful dreamer; Mr. & Mrs. Brown; Slumber my darling; Some folks. Jan DeGaetani (mezzo-soprano), Leslie Guinn (baritone), Gilbert Kalish (piano and melodeon), Robert Monosoff (violon), Nonesuch H 71268 $2.98.

Eric Salzman
harpsichord to whip up a fairly wild congeries of auditory phenomena while the vocalist sings and the oboe helps out. The Chamber Concerto, on the other hand (non-twelve-tone), is a long Romantic-Impressionist piece that the composer refers to as being essentially rhapsodic in design. It's attractive, but like many rhapsodies, loose in structure and a bit wandering in direction. Curtain Raiser is a plain, old fashioned twelve-tone piece—and a pretty dull one.

In searching for a clue to an understanding of Kupferman's compositional attitudes. I have come to suspect an answer may be found in that word "rhapsodic." For, whether the composer is using his "Infinites" twelve-tone row, or some other kind of material, there is always an air of improvisation in his music, a sense that ideas have been put down quickly, with little pre- or post-consideration, out of the composer's eagerness to get on with the piece and put his message across. Many hand-some things do occur, but there is far too much that sounds arbitrary.

L.T.

MAYER: Two Pastels; Andante for Strings (see SKROWACZEWSKI)

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT


Performance: Masterly Recording: Superb

In their presentation of one of Messiaen's most dazzlingly evocative works, John Ogdon and his wife Brenda Lucas have achieved a performance worthy, at almost every point, of the music. The actual playing is just as stunning as in Ogdon's earlier two-disc Argo release of the Vingt Regards (a more loquacious vision than the composer's eagerness to get on with the piece and put his message across. Many handsome things do occur, but there is far too much that sounds arbitrary.

L.T.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

PAGANINI: Violin Concerto No. 1 in D, Op. 6. SARASATE: Carmen Fantasy, Op. 25. Itzhak Perlman (violin); Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, Lawrence Foster cond. ANGEL S 36836 $5.98, ® 8XS 36836 $6.98, © 4XS 36836 $6.98.

Performance: Excellent Recording: Excellent

On the jacket of this record there is a photograph of twenty-six-year-old Itzhak Perlman radiating cocky self-confidence. And what he does on the record itself provides the clue to his expression. He sails through the hazards of the Paganini Concerto seemingly unperturbed, with a kind of brash impetuosity that insists on clean articulation and total control, as though the difficulties did not exist. In so doing, he manages to sustain a warm, singing tone throughout. It is obvious that he is having fun with the music; he has taken it over seriously, excessive emotion might have drained the youthful spirit from his playing. As for the Carmen Fantasy, even its composer conceived it as a fun piece, notwithstanding the fact that its challenges are on the hair-

This Seraphim bargain set is a reissue of the abridged Monteverdi opera, the composer's last, first released on Angel in 1964. The production stems from performances at Glyndebourne and features a much-altered score, edited and reconstructed by Raymond Leppard, who also played one of the two continuo harpsichords. To judge how much has been cut out, one need only compare the present two discs with the four on which the opera is given complete in the authentic performance by Alan Curtis, Cambridge (CRS BIV'A) — a total of 98 minutes here versus the uncut 194. The difference between the two, however, goes beyond matters of completeness. The Leppard edition, which is conducted by John Pritchard, has been severely criticized for its post-Monteverdian scoring, including an extremely active and elaborately realized continuo part. The composer's original cannot be performed as it stands, since, among other things, much of the instrumentation must be reconceived as in Ogdon's earlier two-disc Argo release of the Vingt Regards (a more loquacious vision than the composer's eagerness to get on with the piece and put his message across. Many handsome things do occur, but there is far too much that sounds arbitrary.

L.T.

MONTEVERDI: The Coronation of Poppea (abridged). Magda Lásló (soprano), Poppea; Richard Lewis (tenor), Nerone; Oralia Dominguez (contralto), Arnalta; Lydia Marimpietri (soprano), Drusilla; Walter Alberti (bass), Ottone; Carlo Cava (bass). SERAPHIM SIB 6073 two discs $5.94.

Performance: Colorful Recording: Very good

This Seraphim bargain set is a reissue of the abridged Monteverdi opera, the composer's last, first released on Angel in 1964. The production stems from performances at Glyndebourne and features a much-altered score, edited and reconstructed by Raymond Leppard, who also played one of the two continuo harpsichords. To judge how much has been cut out, one need only compare the present two discs with the four on which the opera is given complete in the authentic performance by Alan Curtis, Cambridge (CRS BIV'A) — a total of 98 minutes here versus the uncut 194. The difference between the two, however, goes beyond matters of completeness. The Leppard edition, which is conducted by John Pritchard, has been severely criticized for its post-Monteverdian scoring, including an extremely active and elaborately realized continuo part. The composer's original cannot be performed as it stands, since, among other things, much of the instrumentation must be reconceived as in Ogdon's earlier two-disc Argo release of the Vingt Regards (a more loquacious vision than the composer's eagerness to get on with the piece and put his message across. Many handsome things do occur, but there is far too much that sounds arbitrary.

L.T.
raising Paganini level. Perlman may seem to rush things a bit in the Habanera section, but overall this performance is absolutely brilliant. He gets exceptionally good support from the conductor, and the engineering is excellent. This is a marvelous record.  G.J.

PHILLIPS: Canzona III (see GIDEON)


Performance: Generally good
Recording: Good

Robert Ward's Concerto for Piano and Orchestra was premiered by the present soloist in June of 1968. Like all of Ward's music, it is a warmly melodious, neo-Romantic piece, full of amiable ideas, adroitly composed and scored. It breaks no new technical or idiomatic ground, but fulfills the composer's aim "to follow in the tradition of those concerti which fully utilize the potential of the piano in the broad lyric musical statements." Miss Mitchell plays it with great breadth and aplomb, and if Strickland's accompaniment is a bit stiff, it is nonetheless energetic.

The late Quincy Porter's New England Episodes dates from the late Fifties and, like Ward's Concerto, falls generally into the neo-Romantic category. A rather introverted work, it has many tenderly ruminative sections and takes delicate side-trips to surprising and pleasing places. It is a more securely realized piece than this performance makes evident—one of the hazards American composers often encounter with performers who don't fathom our styles completely (and I do wish the orchestra had tuned to match the pitch of those final chimes). But it's good to have this work in the catalog.  L.T.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT


Performance: Dazzling
Recording: Excellent

Available recorded performances of the Rachmaninoff Second Piano Concerto and of the Rhapsody on a Theme of Paganini number a dozen or more, including the composer's own, derived from 78-rpm originals. Hardly any are below par in performance and recording, and some are of genuine distinction. The Ashkenazy-Previn collaboration on these two popular favorites belongs in the "exceptionally distinguished" category. Not only is Ashkenazy's pianism of the most dazzling fluency, but the lyrical essence of the Rachmaninoff idiom comes as second nature to him. Previn is in top form, and I was delighted to hear piano and orchestra in perfect balance in the first-movement recapitulation of the Concerto No. 2.

As for the F-sharp Minor Concerto, originally written in 1891 and revised in 1917, not even the formidable talents of Ashkenazy and Previn can sustain my interest in its musical

RIGHT HERE, IN THIS VAT of hard maple charcoal, is where Jack Daniel's becomes a smooth, sippin’ Tennessee Whiskey.

When we first make Jack Daniel's it's much like any good whiskey. But then, in our mellowing house, we give it an extra blessing. Here, every drop is seeped through twelve feet of charcoal before aging. And this slow trip puts it in a class all its own. Charcoal mellowing is why no other whiskey achieves such rare, sippin' smoothness. And why our labels will always read: Jack Daniel's Tennessee Whiskey.

NOVEMBER 1972
Mahler: THE NINE SYMPHONIES
The Chicago Symphony Orchestra — The London Symphony
Orchestra — The Concertgebouw Orchestra of Amsterdam —
Georg Solti
CSP-7

SAN FRANCISCO OPERA GALA
A Historic De Luxe Edition Especially Released to Celebrate the 50th
Season of a Great Opera Company with a Panorama of Stars
and Operas and a Lavishly Illustrated Souvenir Booklet.
Artists include:
Flagstad, Bjoerling, Milanov, Warren, Tebaldi, Del Monaco,
Simionato, Borkh, Siepi, Rysanek, Nilsson, Hotter, Price, Merrill,
Vickers, Tozzi, Schoeffler, Jurinac, Cloni, McCracken, Gobbi,
Sutherland, Resnik, Lorengar, Bastianini, Corelli, Burrows,
Grespin, Ghiaurov, Pavarotti, Jones, Berganza, Dautremont, Bergonzi,
Evans, King, Donath, Domingo, Solti, Varvisio, Bonynge and others.
OSA-1441

Liszt: THE BATTLE OF THE HUNS;
ORPHEUS; MAZEPPA
The Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra — Zubin Mehta
CS-8738

ALICIA DE LARROCHA — SCHUMANN RECITAL
Kreisleriana (Op. 16); Allegro (Op. 8); Romance (Op. 28, No. 2);
Novelette (Op. 21, No. 8)
CS-8749

MARTTI TALVELA — A LIEDER RECITAL
Schumann: Lust der Sturmacht; Stirb, Lieb' und Freud';
Wanderlied; Erstes Grün; Sehnsucht nach der Waldgegend; Auf das
Trinkglas eines verstorbenen Freundes; Wanderung; Stille Liebe;
Fraga; Stille Tränen; Wer machte dich so krank; Alte Lauter.
Klipinen: 8 Songs with Irwin Gage (piano)
OS-26240

Suk: SERENADE FOR STRINGS
Wolf: ITALIAN SERENADE
R. Strauss: INTRODUCTION FOR STRING
SEXTET FROM "CAPRICcio"
The Stuttgart Chamber Orchestra — Karl Münchinger
CS-8737

ROMANTIC CELLO CONCERTOS
Auber: Cello Concerto No. 1 in A Minor; Massenet: Fantasy for
Cello and Orchestra; Popper: Cello Concerto in E
Jascha Silberstein — L'Orchestre de la Suisse Romande —
Richard Bonynge
CS-8750

THE ROYAL FAMILY OF OPERA
SINGS ENSEMBLES
Music from Cosi Fan Tutte, Norma, The Barber of Seville, Lucia di
Lammermoor, Don Giovanni, Un Ballo in Maschera, Carmen,
Rigoletto, La Bohème and Faust sung by Sutherland,
Tebaldi, Lorengar, Horne, Berganza, Resnik, Simionato, Corelli,
Bergonzi, Cloni, Alexander, Bastianini, Merrill, Ghiaurov,
Siepi, Corena and others.
CS-86258

substance, though it does hold its own as a
virtuoso display vehicle. A curious thinness
of musical substance also plagues the G Minor
Concerto of 1926; but here Ashkenazy and
Previn manage to get more out of the piece
than I've been able to hear previously either in
conzert or on records. As with all late
Rachmaninoff, one is truly dazzled by the
sophisticated display of craftsmanship.
If unevenness of musical substance ex-
plains the relatively few recordings of the First and Fourth concertos, such is certainly
not the case with the Third Concerto, which is
the most completely realized and richest in
substance of all Rachmaninoff's mature mu-
sic. But it takes a great pianist, an expert con-
ductor, and some hard, concentrated listening
to convince the skeptical that this is so. Fur-
thermore, the music should be heard as origi-
nally published and with the first and more
elaborate of the cadenzas. Regrettably, as
Rachmaninoff became more engrossed in
touring during his American years, he sanc-
tioned the cuts used in most performances,
including his own, as well as the use of the
shorter cadenza. The "live" 1958 perfor-
mance by Van Cliburn, still on the RCA label,
is the only recorded performance, other than
this one, of the D Minor Concerto in its origi-
nal form. Fortunately, the Ashkenazy-Previn
reading is the high point of the present Lon-
don album and I trust that it will be made
available separately. It would be hard to imag-
ine a more eloquent and lovingly detailed real-
ization of this immensely complex and fasci-
nating score — super-intricate, immensely flu-
ent, a kind of musical art nouveau à la Russe.
Despite my reservations about the
First and Fourth concertos, I found this al-
bum as a whole an immensely satisfying lis-
tening experience: a fine collaboration, beau-
tifully recorded throughout.
D.H.

RACHMANINOFF: Piano Concerto No. 2, in
SCRIABIN: Etude in G-
sharp Minor, Op. 8, No. 9.
Vladimir Kraine
(piano); Moscow Radio Symphony Orches-
tra, Konstantin Ivanov cond. MELODY/-
ANGEL SR-40190 $5.98.
Performance: Fine pianism
Recording: Good

It is a relief to hear another young Russian
pianist who, like Aleksei Nasedkin, tran-
scends the category of blockbuster virtuoso.
Mr. Krainev, co-winner of the 1970 Tchai-
kovsky Piano Competition, delivers here a
rare and superior account of these concertos,
including his own, as well as the use of the
shorter cadenza. The "live" 1958 perfor-
mance by Van Cliburn, still on the RCA label,
is the only recorded performance, other than
this one, of the D Minor Concerto in its origi-
nal form. Fortunately, the Ashkenazy-Previn
reading is the high point of the present Lon-
don album and I trust that it will be made
available separately. It would be hard to imag-
ine a more eloquent and lovingly detailed real-
ization of this immensely complex and fasci-
nating score — super-intricate, immensely flu-
ent, a kind of musical art nouveau à la Russe.
Despite my reservations about the
First and Fourth concertos, I found this al-
bum as a whole an immensely satisfying lis-
tening experience: a fine collaboration, beau-
tifully recorded throughout.
D.H.

RACHEMNOFF: Piano Concerto No. 2, in
SCRIABIN: Etude in G-
sharp Minor, Op. 8, No. 9.
Vladimir Kraine
(piano); Moscow Radio Symphony Orches-
tra, Konstantin Ivanov cond. MELODY/-
ANGEL SR-40190 $5.98.
Performance: Fine pianism
Recording: Good

It is a relief to hear another young Russian
pianist who, like Aleksei Nasedkin, tran-
scends the category of blockbuster virtuoso.
Mr. Krainev, co-winner of the 1970 Tchai-
kovsky Piano Competition, delivers here a
reading of the thrice-familiar Rachmaninoff
Concerto as rich in sensibility and nuance as
it is in the obligatory element of brilliant and
fluent technique. Krainev's flair for properly
balancing technique and musical substance
comes through even more potently in his play-
ing of the stormy Scriabin étude. Here is a tal-
et to watch.
The orchestral support in the Rachmaninoff
is solid and well recorded. Balances are good
throughout, save in the first-movement recap-
tilation, where the piano accompaniment
figure is decidedly over-prominent.
D.H.

RAVEL: Faufune from L'Eveil de Jeanne
(see FRANCK)

RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: Piano Concerto in C-
TCHAIKOVSKY: Piano
Concerto No. 3 (Allegro brillante) in E-flat
Major, Op. 75; Andante and Finale for Piano
and Orchestra, Op. 79 (orch. Tanev). Michael
(Continued on page 122)
BASF jamproof cassettes.

Now all BASF cassettes feature jamproof special mechanics.* The most significant design breakthrough in the cassette marketplace today. Prevents jamming of invaluable recordings. Eliminates wow and flutter. Prevents tape edge dropouts.

Finally, a cassette with 100% mechanical reliability. Buy BASF Cassettes with jamproof special mechanics. For the BASF dealer nearest you, write BASF SYSTEMS INC, Bedford, Massachusetts 01730.

Tension spring in C120's prevent jamming cue to tape looping.

Two precision guide-arms insure smooth precise winds to eliminate jamming.

* patent pending
Here is a mixed bag of Russian snackniks if ever there was one. The folksong-inspired Lisztian Piano Concerto, composed by Rimsky-Korsakov five years before he hit his orchestral stride with his three best-known masterpieces, is pleasant though rather thin listening fare. The Tchaikovsky Third Piano Concerto began as a projected Sixth Symphony, but the composer set it aside for the great "Pathétique" and later orchestrated only the Allegro brillante first movement; a slow movement and finale in sketch form were orchestrated by his pupil and protégé Alexander Tansky as Op. 79. Some twenty-five years ago, the Soviet musicologist Semyon Bogatyrev transformed the three movements into a "Seventh Symphony," adding, by way of a scherzo, his orchestration of the Scherzo Fantasies from Tchaikovsky's Eighteen Piano Pieces, Op. 72. The Ormandy-Philadelphia recording of this "symphony" for Columbia is still listed in Schwann.

The Tchaikovsky Allegro in C Minor resurrected on the Melodiya/Angel disc is rather uninteresting juvenilia of somewhat Schumannesque caste, and the Scriabin Fantasia, dating from his teens and orchestrated from the four-hand original published in 1940, is also pretty weak stuff. (Incidentally, fanciers of import labels will find a recording of the four-hand version on Da Camera Magna 93107.)

As for the recorded performances, the Pontti-Luxembourg disc is an excellent value. There's lots of zip and glitter to his solo work; the orchestral backing is competent and vital, and the recorded sound is good. Zhukov on the Melodiya/Angel disc is a virile and brilliant performer; but the recorded sound varies among the four performances. This, not to mention the slight interest of the shorter Tchaikovsky and Scriabin items, is no help to the effectiveness of the disc as a whole. The Rimsky Concerto gets a fine open sound; but the other pieces appear to have been taped in the dark-sounding baritones (Merrill, Bastianni) his light timbre is a welcome alternative to the dense, energetic, and generally likable baritone he indulges in no distracting shenanigans, of course!

Paolo Montarsolo's Bartolo lacks the buffo manners of the Gobbi stage—directed him in it in Chicago during the past season. Although his characterization of Rosina is relatively subdued—a minx, to be sure, but without exaggerated displays of temperament—it is an impersonation that is thoroughly and delightfully alive. For her singing, it is warm-hued, absolutely secure, and full of effortless grace. Her intonation is impeccable and her fiornitura a joy.

No one else involved in this production is quite in Berganza's class. I was looking for delicious orchestral touches that few conductors have sought out so painstakingly. On the other hand, he seems deliberate and calculating when spontaneity would be more desirable. Precision is laudably high (the finale of Act Two is a particularly happy example), but animation is at times in short supply. There is also a certain literal-mindedness in Abbado's reading—denying the baritone the conventional final flourish in "Largo al factotum" in place of the written bland ending seems almost ostentatiously pedantic. The praise I extended to the orchestral execution in general should specifically include the inventive cembalo work of Theodor Guschlbauer. DGG's engineering is clean and well-balanced, except for certain dynamic miscalculations which result in pianissimos being reduced to near-inaudibility. In sum, except for Berganza and Montarsolo, this is a good but not a wholly satisfactory performance. And the art of Berganza is better served in the 1965 London set alongside a superior Almaviva (Ugo Benelli) and Basilio (Nicola Ghiaurov). The London set also offers the seasoned and ripely humorous Bartolo of Fernando Corena, though neither its Figaro nor its conductor surpasses what we are offered here. The best Figaro is probably Sesto Bruscantini on Angel, where he keeps company with the delightful Rosina of Victoria de los Angeles, but little else worth noting. RCA Victor's earlier set (with Merrill, Peters, Valletti, Tozzi, Corena—Leinsdorf conducting) holds up very well. The field is crowded, but no single version offers undiluted excellence. It should be added that the present DGG set is laudably complete, offering more music than we generally receive in the theater. Almaviva's difficult final aria is omitted—under the circumstances a wise decision, I think.

SARASATE: Carmen Fantasy, Op. 25 (see PAGANINI)

SATIE: Socrate; Mercure. Andrée Guilot, André Esposito, and Mady Mesplé (sopranos); Danielle Millet (mezzo-soprano); Orchestre de Paris, Pierre Dervaux cond. ANGEL S 36846 $5.98.

Performance: Bad
Recording: Poor

Socrate, Erik Satie's masterpiece and one of the few legitimate stylistic descendants of the narrative manner pioneered in Berlioz's L'Enfance du Christ, has been badly treated on records, and this latest effort continues the sorry chronicle. Mady Mesplé, the best of the soloists, sings the moving account of Socrates' death fairly well. But Dervaux's leaden tempo is fatal to the flow of this miraculously unemphatic music. Neither this nor any of the other versions to be found in the current catalogs can hold a candle to the supremely idio- matic and touching performance sung by Anne Lalé and conducted by Henri Sauguet on a French disc issued by Le Chant du Monde. Some enterprising firm like Musical Heritage Society really ought to license it for release here.

My battered old copy of the Lalé performance is in mono—I am not sure whether there was ever a stereo counterpart—but the recording still sounds much better than this new Angel, in which the orchestra is recorded so backwardly in relation to the singers as to make scarcely any effect. Mercure, a short

(Continued on page 124)
All in the family.

In the space of a few short years, the critically acclaimed Revox A77 has established itself as the tape recorder of choice for the knowledgeable enthusiast.

Now, from the same dedicated design team that created the Revox A77 come two new meticulously engineered components, an FM tuner and a stereo amplifier, that extend performance to the limits of current technology.

Take the Revox A76 FM stereo monitor tuner. With its incredibly sensitive front end, unique dual action IF strip, specially developed discriminator circuit and two regulated power supplies, the A76 represents an entirely new approach to FM signal processing.

In fact, the Revox A76 sets new performance standards in a half dozen different categories.

But simply quoting a list of specifications, however fine, doesn't begin to describe the capabilities of this remarkable instrument.

For what distinguishes the Revox A76 from all the rest is its uncanny ability to capture the weakest signals with a clarity and a freedom from noise that is truly startling.

As for the Revox A78 stereo amplifier, it does everything a superb amplifier should do. And it does it just a little better.

Together or separately these remarkable components are a fitting addition to the Revox family and provide further proof of what we've said all along...

Revox delivers what all the rest only promise.

Revox Corporation
ballet in Satie's more familiar but not more significant circusy idiom, is the filler, and it too is dully done, with lackluster direction, crude orchestral playing, and dim recording. This time there is at least an acceptable alternative—in Abravanel's attractive two-disc "Homage to Erik Satie" collection on the Vanguard Cardinal label.


Performance: Excellent
Recording: Very good

Schoenberg's music for piano lasts under an hour in toto but consists of works of the first importance. Opus 11 comprises the first large-scale fully atonal works; Op. 19 represents one of Schoenberg's most concise concep- tions and some of the earliest "pointillist" music; Op. 23 ends up with the very first actual twelve-tone music (a waltz!); and Op. 25 is the first extended twelve-tone composition. Op. 33a and 33b, the last pieces Schoenberg wrote in Europe, can be said to represent a musical turning point in the development of a more organic twelve-tone "style."

There have been other recorded sets of this music—by Schoenberg's friend and collaborator Edward Steuermann, and by Glenn Gould. This one is notable for its highly sympathetic treatment of the difficult Op. 23 and Op. 25. Schoenberg's early twelve-tone music is all highly neo-Classic (Op. 25 is an eighteenth-century suite complete with Prelude, Gavotte, Minuet and Gigue). Helffer, the leading French contemporary-music pianist, manages a nice balance between the classical formalism of this music and its highly expressive—still quite "expressionist"—content. He is very successful at bending tone, articulation, dynamic, and tempo to the needs of shaping big lines. It is not easy to achieve an effective ear shape and motion in this music, but ultimately this is the essential factor, and it is very well handled here. The earlier and later pieces also come off well, and the piano sound is good.

I have two small complaints. One has to do with the liner notes which, among other things, describe the "themelessness" or "lack of melodic repetition" in Op. 11. Sounds! The first movement of Op. 11 is one of the most doggedly and obviously thematic pieces of music ever written and possibly Schoenberg's only composition with a really memorable thematic melody! The other complaint is that this is not a particularly quiet recording. Nevertheless, it can be recommended.

E.S.

SCHUBERT: Quartet No. 13, in A Minor, Op. 29 (D. 804); Quartettsatz in C Minor, Guarneri Quartet. RCA LSC 29 (D. 804); Quartettsatz-No tempo problems here—and Op. 25, Schoenberg's early twelve-tone music is all highly neo-Classic (Op. 25 is an eighteenth-century suite complete with Prelude, Gavotte, Minuet and Gigue). Helffer, the leading French contemporary-music pianist, manages a nice balance between the classical formalism of this music and its highly expressive—still quite "expressionist"—content. He is very successful at bending tone, articulation, dynamic, and tempo to the needs of shaping big lines. It is not easy to achieve an effective ear shape and motion in this music, but ultimately this is the essential factor, and it is very well handled here. The earlier and later pieces also come off well, and the piano sound is good.

I have two small complaints. One has to do with the liner notes which, among other things, describe the "themelessness" or "lack of melodic repetition" in Op. 11. Sounds! The first movement of Op. 11 is one of the most doggedly and obviously thematic pieces of music ever written and possibly Schoenberg's only composition with a really memorable thematic melody! The other complaint is that this is not a particularly quiet recording. Nevertheless, it can be recommended.

E.S.


Performance: More polished than fervent
Recording: Good

With the sounds of Leonard Bernstein's ele- mentally urgent reading of the "Spring" Sym- phony and George Szell's brilliantly inter- pretation of the D Minor fresh in my mind, I find the young Israeli conductor Eithalhu Inbal hardly in the same ball park when it comes to communicating the essence of these works. The "Spring" Symphony in his per- formance comes out rather prim and overpol- ished, and the D Minor somewhat foursquare, with the exposition repeats in the end move-
SKROWACZEWSKI: Concerto for English Horn and Orchestra. Stanislaw Skrowaczewski cond. Desto Records' burgeoning catalog of twentieth-century works has a splendid addition in this sonorous, well-programmed, and beautifully produced disc. Stanislaw Skrowaczewski, the Polish-born conductor of the Minnesota Orchestra (formerly the Minneapolis Symphony) is featured both as conductor and composer on the first side, presenting his Concerto for English Horn and Orchestra. Thomas Stacy is a superb soloist in this work, which embraces some of the stylistic attributes of the modern Polish school—particularly a fascination with such new instrumental devices as chord-playing on the woodwind solo instrument, maneuverings inside the piano directly on the strings, and expressively surcharged sounds from the body of the orchestra. The solo part is, for much of the way, straightforwardly lyrical, despite many "far-out" touches in and around it.

William Mayer's Two Pastels for Orchestra and Andante for Strings are conducted by Skrowaczewski with the same high degree of polish and conviction he brings to his own Concerto. These Mayer works are highly poetic, direct in the expression of sentiment, and beautifully instrumented. The Two Pastels are consistently airy and resonant, redolent with color, and prevailingly evanescent. The Andante for Strings, based on the second movement of an early string quartet, is Romantic, gracefully and warmly songful, and has enough dramatic thrust to provide contrast and climax.


SCRIABIN (orch. Zinger): Andante for Strings. TCHAIKOVSKY: Andante and Finale for Piano and Orchestra

Desto Records' burgeoning catalog of twentieth-century works has a splendid addition in this sonorous, well-programmed, and beautifully produced disc. Stanislaw Skrowaczewski, the Polish-born conductor of the Minnesota Orchestra (formerly the Minneapolis Symphony) is featured both as conductor and composer on the first side, presenting his Concerto for English Horn and Orchestra. Thomas Stacy is a superb soloist in this work, which embraces some of the stylistic attributes of the modern Polish school—particularly a fascination with such new instrumental devices as chord-playing on the woodwind solo instrument, maneuverings inside the piano directly on the strings, and expressively surcharged sounds from the body of the orchestra. The solo part is, for much of the way, straightforwardly lyrical, despite many "far-out" touches in and around it.

William Mayer's Two Pastels for Orchestra and Andante for Strings are conducted by Skrowaczewski with the same high degree of polish and conviction he brings to his own Concerto. These Mayer works are highly poetic, direct in the expression of sentiment, and beautifully instrumented. The Two Pastels are consistently airy and resonant, redolent with color, and prevailingly evanescent. The Andante for Strings, based on the second movement of an early string quartet, is Romantic, gracefully and warmly songful, and has enough dramatic thrust to provide contrast and climax.

SMETANA: Orchestral Works (see Best of the Month, page 78)

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

STILL: Ennanga, for Harp, Piano and Strings. Lois Adele Craft (harp); Georgia Akst (piano). Destination Records. L.T.

Performance: Excellent

This recording brings back memories of simpler times, when American composers were fascinated by the idea of incorporating ethnic materials of various sorts into their music. There was a great deal of this in our early Romantic period. And, indeed, when a composer uses such material, the result is almost certain to be some species of Romanticism.

William Grant Still, one of the United States' elder musical generation (born in 1895) and one of our most renowned black composers, has written a great deal of music in this vein. The present recording includes some, beginning with an attractive piece called Ennanga (1956), based on the composer's impressions of African music (and named after a native African harp), for strings, piano, and harp. Like much of Still's music, this work is simple, sensuous, and refined, with pretty melodies, catchy rhythms, and harmonies that lie in Ravel-Debussy territory. Most important, it is convincing in its gentle statement and elegant in workmanship.

Many of Still's songs are nostalgic; they are all Romantic. Mezzo-soprano Claudine Carlson does a beautiful job (except for her diction) on the Songs of Separation, based on texts by five different black authors, and on A Song for the Lonely. Printed texts are on the jacket. The Danzas de Panama, a suite for string quartet based on native Panamanian dance tunes, is not my dish of tea (I never cared for those old Flonzaley Quartet encore albums, either), but the tunes are jolly enough.

The composer has a line and faithful group of musicians performing his music, and they have made other recordings of it on the Orion label. Their readings here are splendid.

STRAVINSKY: Le Sacre du printemps (see Best of the Month, page 77)

TCHAIKOVSKY: Piano Concerto No. 3 (Allegro brillante) in E-flat Major, Op. 73; Andante and Finale for Piano and Orchestra (see RIMSKY-KORSAKOV)

Available at last!

The Furtwängler Ring

THE COMPLETE CYCLE

L.T.

The complete 19 disc set is available only through your record dealer.* SPECIAL $1.00 OFFER

Please send me copy(s) of THE SERAPHIM GUIDE TO 'THE RING'—the plot synopsis/musical motif disc taken from the Wilhelm Furtwängler conducted Ring of the Nibelung. My □ check □ money order in the amount of $ __________ per each disc is enclosed.

Name: ____________________________

Address: __________________________

City_________State_________Zip_________

Note: The complete 19 disc set is available only through your record dealer.

California residents add 5% state sales tax. Offer expires 12-31-72.

Angel Records, Capitol Tower—3rd Floor, 1750 North Vine Street; Los Angeles, California 90028

*Price optional with dealer.

CIRCLE NO. 5 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Here is another wonder from Sansui. Who else but Sansui engineers could have achieved it? We've highlighted seven significant features of the many that will make this total-capability FM/AM Stereo Receiver the most wanted instrument of its kind. Actually there are more than 30, many of them Sansui exclusives, that set the SEVEN off from others. Yours for $459.95.

1. DIRECT-COUPLED POWER AMPLIFIER WITH AUTOMATICALLY RESTORING DOUBLE-PROTECTED OUTPUT. Direct coupling from one end of the power amplifier to the other yields unimpaired damping factor and transient response at exceptional power bandwidth and phenomenally low distortion levels. Both quick-acting fuses and relay circuits protect both amplifier and speakers if failures occur, with automatic self-restoration if the problem is transient.

2. FULL-FEATURED JACK FIELD FOR DOLBY, QUADAPTERS AND MORE. Connect any noise-reduction adapter, Dolby or other, and activate it with push-button convenience for tape recording. Go to four-channel stereo simply by connecting an adapter and rear-channel amplifier any time you wish, again with pushbutton activation. Connect two tape decks through a choice of regular pin jacks, three-contact phone jack or DIN multiple connector. Connect two phonographs. In addition, quick connect/disconnect links between amplifier and preamp sections permit separate use or addition of other add-on devices.

3. CERAMIC FILTERS AND IC's IN FM IF. For exceptional selectivity and rejection characteristics with full bandwidth, minimum phase shift and remarkable freedom from distortion. The IC embodies a 3-stage differential amplifier. Two ceramic resonators filter each of three stages.

4. SIGNAL-GRABBING FM FRONT END WITH DUAL-GATED MOSFET, 4-GANG TUNING CAPACITOR AND WIDE-DIAL LINEAR FM SCALE. A sophisticated two-stage RF amplifier and mixer stage uses a low-noise MOSFET in conjunction with three costly, special-purpose silicon transistors and a 4-gang frequency-linear tuning capacitor. That's why the SEVEN is outstanding with respect to sensitivity, IM distortion and image ratio, and offers a dial scale precisely calibrated in 250kHz steps for pinpoint tuning.

5. TRIPLE, STEPPED EQUALIZER-TYPE TONE CONTROLS. Separate treble, bass, and midrange tone controls, the first two calibrated in 3dB steps, the midrange in 1dB steps, for custom tailoring of response across the full audio spectrum.

6. THREE-STAGE, DIRECT-COUPLED EQUALIZER/PREAMP AND CONSTANT CURRENT DRIVER AMPLIFIER. High signal-to-noise ratio, high stability, extremely wide dynamic range and elimination of crossover distortion, as well as other types, all contribute to an exceptionally clean, effortless, unclipped sound. Broad frequency response beyond the audio extremes also prevents phase shift at the low or high end of the spectrum, to add to the exceptional purity of reproduction.

7. NEW-DESIGN, QUALITY AM TUNER. AM reception is not just an "also" on the SEVEN: learn again how good AM can sound, at its best. An RF preselector-amplifier combines with a 3-gang tuning capacitor and an IF section that includes a 2-resonator ceramic filter for ideal bandpass characteristics. A 2-stage Automatic Gain Control Circuit acts on both RF and IF sections for constant volume regardless of signal strength. A whistle filter eliminates other-station beat interference.

MORE THAN SEVEN—Other features of the SEVEN include:

- Sharp-cutoff, Negative-feedback High and Low Filters. Low-distortion circuitry using especially designed transistors provide 12dB/octave characteristics.
- Brute-strength Power Supply. High plus-and-minus DC power supplies with constant-voltage stabilization and ripple filter applied to the equalizer/control circuits, plus 4 bridge rectifiers and 2 huge 4,700-mf capacitors for the power amplifier. All for clean, rock-steady handling of signals with ample power reserve.
- Two Large Tuning Meters. One for signal strength, the other for center channel, for precision tuning.
- FM Muting Switch. Off for hunting distant stations; on for velvet-quiet tuning.
- Three-System Speaker Selector Off for headphone-only listening; also A, B, C, A+B and A+C.
- AC Outlets, One-Touch Connector Terminals for Speakers and Antennas, 300-ohm/75-ohm FM Antenna Inputs, Loudness Switch ... and more, more, more.
and its seven wonders

SPECIFICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Power Output</td>
<td>160 watts, 4 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IHF Music</td>
<td>47/47 watts, 8 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Bandwidth, IHF</td>
<td>10 to 50,000 Hz, 8 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency Response, Overall</td>
<td>15 to 40,000 Hz, +1dB, −1.5 dB (1 watt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distortion, Overall</td>
<td>below 0.3%, rated output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Harmonic IM</td>
<td>below 0.3%, rated output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hum and Noise, Overall (IHF)</td>
<td>80 dB (AUX input)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM Sensitivity (IHF)</td>
<td>1.8 microvolts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM Signal/Noise</td>
<td>better than 63 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM IF or Spurious-Response Rejection</td>
<td>better than 100 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM Capture Ratio</td>
<td>below 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM Sensitivity</td>
<td>46dB/m (bar antenna)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM Selectivity</td>
<td>better than 30dB (±10kHz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phono Input Sensitivity</td>
<td>2.5 mv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phono Input Maximum</td>
<td>100 mv</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Action of the Triple-range Tone Controls

Total Harmonic Distortion vs. Power (20 to 20,000 Hz)

THE SANSUI MODEL SIX:
There's great news for those who want the essential performance capability of the Model SEVEN, but whose power-output requirements are somewhat less demanding. Look into the Superb Sansui SIX, close relative of the SEVEN with basically the same design, features and performance capability.

$389.95.

SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORP.
Woodside, New York 11377 • Gardena, California 90247
ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTORS (Canada), Vancouver B.C
SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., LTD., Tokyo, Japan • Sansui Audio Europe S. A., Antwerp, Belgium

CIRCLE NO. 57 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Leopold Stokowski's premier performance with the London Symphony Orchestra in June, 1912, recreated.

Sixty years to the day, in 1972, the famed maestro conducted the same outstanding program which we now proudly present to you in beautiful Phase 4 Stereo. It is a 2-record boxed set, including an illustrated booklet on Stokowski.

Baltimore Stereo Whole-salers

This over 67 years of reliability

Is why Stereo & Hi-Fi buyers can be sure of savings at Rabsons

At Rabsons Competitive Prices, Reliability and Personal Service have been bywords for over 67 years. It's so easy and safe to deal with Rabsons. As close as your telephone - as near as your mailbox! Fast Air Mail Response on Quotations. Requested Distribution for Hi Fi Lines. All merchandise brand new in factory sealed cartons, shipped double-packed, fully insured promptly from our warehouse. Greater savings on complete systems. Export packing! 250 Volts, 50 Cycle merchandising a specialty! Free list of monthly specials.

Before you buy get a Rabsons quote...you'll be glad you did!

Rabsons 57 ST. INC.
110 West 57th Street, New York, N.Y. 10019
Tel. Area Code 212-247-0070

CIRCLE NO. 9 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Stereo Review

Recording of Special Merit


Performance: Cool and crisp

Recording: Excellent

If you happen to have been present at Nicolai Rimsky-Korsakov's house on that night in December, 1872, when Tchaikovsky's Second Symphony got its first, semi-private performance, you'll know well enough that the work went through a lot of changes after that. The worst thing one Russian composer could say about another in those days was that he was a "writer of suites," and Tchaikovsky, after the initial cool reception to his latest work, was determined that he would follow the lofty precepts of his peers and bring back a version of his new symphony worthy of the name. And so he took the Ukrainian folk themes that formed the basis of the work (the Ukraine is also known as Little Russia, which is how the symphony got its nickname) and rewrote the entire thing, revising the first and third movements and shortening the fourth, using Beethoven's technique of "fragmentation" by developing various brief motives from the finale separately. When the second version of the Second Symphony was heard in St. Petersburg in 1881, and in New York in 1883, the charming melodies and the rich orchestral coloring of the piece remained, and it was adjudged to be one of the few qualities rather than the composer's struggle to avoid its being labeled a "suite." In any case, Tchaikovsky himself was well pleased with its reception - until the critic-composer Cesar Cui wrote adversely of it and plunged the composer into gloom all over again. But, as a predicate characteristically plaintive, lonely little opening, there's little gloom in the work itself. It cannot compare in scope and emotionality with the later symphonies, but it is endlessly inventive and affecting.

With this performance, Mr. Bernstein completes his cycle of the Tchaikovsky symphonies for Columbia, a series of interpretations marked by a commendable judiciousness of balance between the formal and emotional elements in these scores. Bernstein has his own ideas about tempos and phrasing which may strike some ears at times as merely willful, but throughout the series he does maintain the big proportions of each opus satisfactorily, commanding restraint where it is appropriate while allowing the heart of this music to be worn on the orchestra's sleeve only in the broad moments where that is the only place for it. He offers a particularly clean, cool, and poised reading of the work at hand, permitting us to hear at all times the "correctness" of form the composer sought, and forcing nothing, even in those grandiloquent moments when the Ukrainian folk tune The Crane is sent soaring through some heavy skies of sound. The competition from Solti, Markievitch, and Previn, and Claudio Abbado's rather febrile interpretation for Deutsche Grammophon notwithstanding, Bernstein has fixed this score most satisfactorily on discs for us on this recording. It is satisfying at the same time that his personal overview of the symphonies is now available in toto. P.K.


(Continued on page 130)
The ADC-XLM "...in a class by itself."

That's the way Stereo Review described our XLM. High Fidelity headlined their review, "Superb new pickup from ADC" and went on to say, "...must be counted among the state of the art contenders." And Audio echoed them with, "The ADC-XLM appears to be state of the art."

With the critics so lavish in their praise of the XLM, there's hardly any necessity to add anything. Far better to let the experts continue to speak for us.

**Frequency response** The CBS STR-100 test record showed less than ±1.5dB variation up to 20,000Hz. Stereo Review

...response is within ±2dB over the entire range. Audio

Frequency response is exceptionally flat. High Fidelity

**Tracking** This is the only cartridge we have seen that is really capable of tracking almost all stereo discs at 0.4 grams. Stereo Review

The XLM went through the usual torture test at 0.4 grams (some top models require more than a gram). High Fidelity

The XLM is capable of reproducing anything found on a phonograph record. Audio

**Distortion** Distortion readings...are without exception better than those for any other model we've tested. High Fidelity

The XLM has remarkably low distortion in comparison with others. Audio

At 0.6 grams the distortion was low (under 1.5 per cent). Stereo Review

**Hum and noise** The XLM could be instrumental in lowering the input noise from the first stage of a modern transistor amplifier. Audio

The cartridge had very good shielding against induced hum. Stereo Review

**Price** This would be a very hard cartridge to surpass at any price. Stereo Review

We found it impossible to attribute superior sound to costlier competing models. High Fidelity

Priced as it is, it is a real bargain in cartridges. Audio

The Pritchard *High Definition* ADC-XLM $50.
Vaughan Williams' usual concert music. As a film entitled as the previous sections. In short, this is not a lesser work, of course, more loosely organized thematically consistent and compelling view of the Second Symphony. The orchestra plays brilliantly, and the recording is first-rate. L.T.


Performance: Entertaining
Recording: Excellent

During Bach's tenure at Weimar in the teens of the eighteenth century, he spent a considerable amount of time studying the form of the Italian concerto; part of the fruit of this effort was a series of adaptations of the works of a number of composers, such as Vivaldi, for a single keyboard instrument, organ as well as harpsichord. Johann Sebastian's distant relative Johann Gottfried Walther (1664-1748) evidently took an interest in the same activity, for this composer, lexicographer, and town organist of Weimar also arranged a series of concertos from Italian originals. By means of the manuals on the organ, of course, it is perfectly possible to register the solo voice appropriately with one hand and the accompaniment with the other, as well as delivering the full sound of the “tutti” on the loudest manual harpsichord. Playing with only the regular drone of the tamboura — a purely “mechanical” background — he thus combines the roles of “solo” and “tutti” in one instrumental tour de force, much as Bach does in his famous concerto for unaccompanied two-manual harpsichord.

As often happens, art thrives on self-imposed restrictions — both virtuosity and emotive power are at their highest in this deeply impressive creation. Like the Raga Bhim Palashree, the Raga Misra Shivanjani on the other side of the disc is a powerfully moving piece, and here Khan is stimulated by the brilliance of his tablaist, Shankar Ghosh, to some of the most telling feats of sustained rhythmic brinkmanship I have ever heard from him.

The recording maintains the standard of superlative realism set by previous Akbar Khan releases on Connoisseur Society. As far as I can tell from the jacket, the record is not being sold for the financial benefit of Bangla Desh. But Khan's dedication of these two ragas to the people of that gallant and hard-pressed country is an apt artistic gesture — and he is a man fully entitled to make it, since his own relationship-by-marriage to Ravi Shankar could serve as a pattern for peaceful coexistence between the Moslem and Hindu worlds.

Recording of Special Merit


Performance: Superb
Recording: Superb

With this recording of the Ninth, and an almost simultaneous release of the Second, Andre Previn completes his saga of the Vaughan Williams symphonies, an enterprise in which he has shown himself to be a remarkable interpreter of the British composer's music. From a listener's point of view, the Ninth Symphony is not one of Vaughan Williams' easier works. Darkly ruminative, it flows forth in a modestly dramatic stream of lyric ideas, many of them almost pessimistic in their mood of understated resignation. Not until the Scherzo movement is there a really definitive change in this ambiance. And at that point there arrives a kind of martial grotesquerie which is, in effect, as uncompromising as the previous sections. In short, this is not an "upbeat" symphony, but one in which the composer seems to have been communicating some special wisdoms of his eighty-sixth year, without flinching from their sobriety. It is a beautifully composed work, solid as Gibraltar, full of conviction and fine melody. Previn gives it a stellar performance.

The "Three Portraits" are really a concert suite, adapted by Muir Mathieson, from Vaughan Williams' score for a documentary film entitled The England of Elizabeth. There is much attractive music in the suite, and Previn treats it with as much elegance and understanding as he does the symphony. This is a lesser work, of course, more loosely organized and more superficially "moody" than Vaughan Williams' usual concert music. As support for a film, it must be first-rate. As concert music it provides a rather casual but diverting adventure. L.T.
Here's a really new and unique Speaker Enclosure System. The cabinet folds together in 12 minutes to make a beautifully pre-finished, superb quality enclosure...at a big saving in money.

This amazing enclosure goes together quickly without any tools, nails, cutting, or screws...and the enclosure is pre-finished with a beautiful walnut veneer. Everything needed is in the carton.

The systems use perfectly matched "Peerless" speakers—the world famous Danish speakers that formerly were available only as part of leading hi-fidelity systems.

Two systems are available: The CK 20-3 with 3 speakers and the CK 20-2 with 2 speakers. Both come with enclosure, speakers, crossover, and wiring harnesses.

Enclosures and speakers are available separately.

SEE IT AT THESE DEALERS:

CALIF., Redondo Beach, Mark Electronics; CALIF., San Pablo, Shirmer's; CALIF., Sunnyvale, Sunnyvale Electronics; IDAHO., Boise, Lafayette Radio; IDAHO., Caldwell, A-Gem Supply; ILL., Chicago, Electronic Distributors Inc.; INDIANA., Logansport, Television-Radio Distributing Co.; KY., Lexington, Barney Millers, Inc.; LA., Shreveport, Interstate Electric; MASS., Amherst, Maimount; MASS., Needham, You-Do-It Electronics; N.J., Cherry Hill, Fran-Tronics; N.Y., Nanuet, Electronics 59; N.Y., Dunkirk, Barber-Higbee, Inc.; OHIO., Akron, Knight Distributors; OHIO., Dover, T.V. Specialties Inc.; OHIO., Toledo, Lifetime Electronics; OREGON., Eugene, Oregon Hi Fi & Recorder; OREGON., Portland, Oregon Hi-Fi; OREGON., Portland, Stereo-Tronics; OREGON., Portland, Wasson's Electronic Wholesale Mart; PA., Bristol, Marucci's; PA., Erie, JWJ Sound Unlimited; PA., Irwin, P. Nash, Communications; PA., McKeensport, Hi Fi Center; PA., Philadelphia, Lazar Electronics; PA., Sharon, Rosell's Electronic; TENN., Chattanooga, Curie Electronics; TENN., Nashville, Electra Distributing; TEX., Brownsville, George's Electronic Mart; TEX., Corpus Christi, Ford Electronics; TEXAS., McAllen, McAllen Radio; WASH., Seattle, Pearl Electronics, Inc.; WASH., Spokane, Huppins Hi Fi.
Sony's got a brand new angle.

Sony's new TC-377 ($289.95) has a reversible slanted base that provides the perfect angle for either horizontal or vertical operation. This Sony three-head tape deck is loaded with extra performance and convenient features. Also available the Sony TC-366, with TMS. See both only at your Sony/Superscope dealer.

**FOUR-CHANNEL RECEIVER FOR $239.95?**

VERSATILE PERFORMANCE AND UNBEATABLE VALUE! That's the NEW ROTEL RX-154A Four Channel Receiver with "SQ" matrix system. The RX-154A has been designed to enable you to enjoy 4-channel realism in three different ways...4-channel reproduction of 4-channel tapes (discrete), 4-channel enhancement of your existing stereo library of tapes and records (derived) and..."decoding" capabilities for specially encoded FM broadcasts, records and tapes...Any way you look at it...the NEW ROTEL RX-154A has all the answers...and at a price that is easy to live with! Only $239.95, walnut finished wood cabinet included!

**HERE IT IS...THE ROTEL RX-154A**

10 Watts/Channel in 4 Channel or 20 Watts/Channel—Stereo

*STereo REVIEW* 132

**RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT**

**MUSIC OF THE CRUSADES.** Anon.: *La Quinte Estampie Real; Parli de Mal; Chevalier, mult estes guait; Dans: Real; Sede Svon, in Pulvera; Condictio—O Nacio—Mane Primia; O Tucius Asie; La Utiume Estampie Real; Cum sint dificultie. Un ne plus—Amors me ientem—Veriutatem; La Tierehe Estampie Real; Marcabru; Pax in Nomine Domine. Gulot de Dijon: Chanteral por mon corage. Walther von der Vogelweide: Pulistranctalle. Le Chevalier de Coux; Li novius tens. Gauclens Faidt: Fortz chautz es. Conon de Bethune: Ah! Amours. Richard Coeur-de-Lion: Ja nus nous pris. Thibaud de Champagne: An tens plain de Felonnie. The Early Music Consort (Continued on page 136)
When you add the new Wollensak 8060 preamp deck to your stereo system you’re actually adding four distinctive capabilities: 1. It records on 2-channel 8-track cartridges from records, FM radio, tape or any sound source. 2. It plays back 2-channel stereo through your present system. 3. It records and plays back 2-channel stereo enhanced with the effects of 4-channel matrix sound by adding a stereo amplifier and two more speakers to your system. 4. It plays back 4 discrete channels through a quadrasonic system when you’re ready for the very latest stereo advancement.

The Wollensak 8060’s Logic Control Circuitry includes a unique “cueing” feature that makes sure tape is always at the beginning when you record. Every recording is more professional with dual illuminated VU meters and a switchable automatic record level. Its new Digital Time Counter tells you the exact minutes and seconds remaining during recording or playback. Accidentally erasing previously recorded tracks is eliminated with an automatic eject system. And the fast-forward control helps you find the selection you want to hear right now.

Nobody knows more about sound-on-tape or has more experience in tape recording than 3M Company. Find out why at your nearest Wollensak dealer.
The Pilgrim Christian meets Apollyon, the foul fiend from the bottomless pit.

THE PILGRIM'S PROGRESS
Sir Adrian Boult conducts a devoted and comprehensive realization of the Vaughan Williams opera

Reviewed by BERNARD JACOBSON

RALPH VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: The Pilgrim's Progress, now recorded for the first time in the centennial year of the composer's birth, is an opera without any conventional operatic attributes, based on one of the great Christian classics and composed with magnificent conviction by an agnostic. If, indeed, opera appeals to you chiefly as a frothy entertainment full of amusing contretemps and confusing disguises in moonlit gardens, or as tempestuous emotional drama peopled with lusty tenors and sopranos who, as Bernard Shaw put it, "repeatedly call each other's attention to the fact that at last they meet again," then Vaughan Williams' stage masterpiece may not be to your taste. The composer called it not an "opera" at all (though he insisted on theater rather than church presentation), but "a Morality founded on John Bunyan's Allegory of the same name." And I think the clue to understanding and enjoying the work lies in approaching it without the set of expectations we bring to our ordinary traffic with opera. For Vaughan Williams' piece exhibits about the same relation to the normal conception of opera as his Pastoral Symphony does to the normal conception of symphony. Its mode, that is to say, is of contemplation rather than action, of a pervasive oneness rather than a unity constructed—even wrested—out of dramatic contrast.

It's true that there are contrasts in The Pilgrim's Progress—most notably the scene in which Pilgrim vanquishes Apollyon, the long scene at Vanity Fair, and, in a gentler vein, the meeting with Mister By-Ends, the last being essentially comic relief. But all of this morally negative material fits pretty well into the middle third of the work. The vision of the Celestial City, from which these other episodes are in the nature of temporary distractions, is the dominant image of the Morality. The narrative emerges from Pilgrim's preoccupation with it, and returns to his successful attainment of his goal, just as the work's outward dramatic arc is framed by the brief Prologue and Epilogue depicting Bunyan in prison, commending his book to the spectator.

Yet, though the radiant music more widely known from its appearance in the Fifth Symphony is the fundamental business of the opera's score, it is worth noting that the composer's depiction of evil is powerfully vivid too. Vanity is a city much like Baby-lon, and the comparison between Vaughan Williams' evocation of the one and Walton's picture, in Belshazzar's Feast, of the other is illuminating: Walton, in his dazzling but rather superficial depiction of sensuality with a high gloss of glamour, Vaughan Williams, a much more inward artist, concentrates on the reality at the heart of evil rather than on the allure of its surface. He does not, like Walton, give the Devil all the good tunes, and a battery of brass bands to boot. He paints him instead with a banal harmony here, a jiggling harmony there, and the effect is all the stronger.

Let me add at this point, from my own experience, that it is not necessary to be a traditional believer to appreciate The Pilgrim's Progress, any more than it was necessary for Vaughan Williams to be one to write it. His absorption in the subject is total, but it is on the level of universal ethical values, and has nothing to do with the observances of any particular religion. Just as Brahms—whose intention is often betrayed in translation—carefully excluded any reference to Christ from the texts he assembled for A German Requiem, so Vaughan Williams deliberately calls his protagonist Pilgrim instead of Christian.

I have used most of this review to talk about the work rather than the performance simply because the latter is so devoted and comprehensive a realization of the former. The large cast is exemplary in expression and vocally all but flawless, demonstrating especially the wealth of good baritones now on the English musical scene. John Noble is extraordinarily moving as Pilgrim—it was his success in the role, in a Cambridge University production in 1954, that diverted him from physics to the professional pursuit of music. Adrian Boult's direction—its method genially, wittily, and at the same time shrewdly illustrated in the rehearsal excerpts that fill the sixth side—marks a peak of sensitivity and organic cohesion in a long career of fine Vaughan Williams performances. The recording is surpassingly clear and natural, and the accompanying booklet (complete with libretto) helpfully annotated. This package is a worthy centennial celebration indeed.

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: The Pilgrim's Progress. John Noble (baritone), the Pilgrim; Raimund Herincx (baritone), John Bunyan and Lord Hate-good; John Carol Case (baritone), Evangelist; Wynford Evans (tenor), Pliable and Second Shepherd; Christopher Keyte (bass), Obstinate, Judas Iscariot, and Pontius Pilate; Sheila Armstrong (soprano), Voice of a Bird; Marie Hayward (soprano), Second Shining One and Madam Wanton; Ian Partridge (tenor), Interpreter and Superstition; John Shirley-Quirk (baritone), Watchful the Porter; Norma Burrowes (soprano), Branch Beareer and Malice; Joseph Ward (tenor), Lord Lechery; Richard Angas (bass), Simon Magnus and Envoy; John Elwes (tenor), Worldly Glory and Celestial Walker; Delia Weller (contralto-soprano), Madam Bubble; Gerald English (tenor), Mister By-Ends; other soloists; London Philharmonic Choir and Orchestra. Sir Adrian Boult cond. (Side Six: "Sir Adrian in Rehearsal"). ANGEL SCL 3785 three discs $17.94.
The Base Performance of the BOSE 501

Did you know that the one inch base on the bottom of the BOSE 501 DIRECT/REFLECTING® speaker is essential for the clarity of its sound? It is—but for a very different reason than you might expect.

The surfaces immediately adjacent to any loudspeaker affect the balance of frequencies that it radiates into the room. You have no doubt discovered this in changing the position of your speakers at home. Variations in the location of any speaker relative to adjacent wall or floor surfaces can cause gross variations of the frequency balance of the sound radiated into the room, in the manner shown in Figure 1. This is often more variation in sound than you get between speakers of widely differing price ranges.

As a consequence of this variation with position, the performance of every 'bookshelf' speaker is at best a compromise. Does it sound better on a free standing shelf, on the floor, along the wall, in the corner, or, is it designed to sound reasonably well in all positions and therefore, not yield optimum performance in any? This is a fundamental acoustical problem inherent in the concept of a 'shelf' speaker and independent of designer or manufacturer.

And this is where the base of the 501 comes in. The base itself has nothing to do with the radiation of sound but it was designed so that you must place the 501 on the floor. In addition, you are instructed to place it along a wall. And we don't allow you to place it in a corner!

Our knowledge of your placement of the 501 gives us a design advantage that directly converts to a superior performance for you. The 501 is designed to optimally couple to the adjacent floor and wall surfaces.

Admittedly, it is a rather autocratic approach for a designer to tell you how to place your speaker. However, we feel about the 501 as we do about the now famous 901, with which it shares many features. We would much prefer that you buy a conventional speaker than to use ours improperly—even if it still has an edge over the competition when so used. Your enjoyment and our reputation are involved with every performance.

FRAMINGHAM, MA. 01701
You can hear the difference now.

*It has not been publicized and it is little known to the general public that BOSE Corporation for many years has been involved in the research and design of the most advanced electronic systems under contracts from NASA, the Department of Transportation and other government agencies. It has long been rumored that BOSE Corporation's top flight team of scientists and engineers has been devoting significant research to consumer electronics. We have it on reliable information that sometime this fall they will introduce their first electronic product to the consumer market—a highly sophisticated power amplifier.*
NOW... the only catalog offering a wide selection of the
BEST OF THE FAMOUS BRANDS

ALL-NEW ANNUAL

AKAI
AUDIO RESEARCH
CONCORD
DUAL
DYNACO
ELECTRO-VOICE
FISHER
GARRARD
KLOSS
OLSON
PIONEER
SANNO
TEAC
TELEDYNE
and many others!

OLSON EXCLUSIVES!

See special products and values sold only by Olson.

FREE Olson 1973 catalog mail coupon now!

OLSON ELECTRONICS Dept. FZ
260 S. Forge St., Akron, Ohio 44327
□ Rush FREE Olson 1973 catalog to:

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City __________ State ______ Zip ______

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City __________ State ______ Zip ______

Recordings: Excellent
Performance: An unqualified success
Recording: Superior

This collection of vocal and instrumental pieces dating from between 1137 and 1250 bears the subtitle, "Songs of Love and War." The conception is excellent, the realization faultless. The repertoire, which is consistently interesting, involves Troubadour, Trouvère, Minnesinger, and twelfth-century Latin songs, as well as motets and polyphonic conducti, and for variety there are several anonymous thirteenth-century French dances. There is much variety in the texts, and two very famous songs are included: Walther von der Vogteiwolde's description of the Holy Land, the Poli5talindal, and Richard Coeur-de-Lion's Jas navis hons pris, in which he lamentsthe fact that nobody has come to his prison to ransom him. There is also Gauemburne's lament on the death of Richard in 1199, Fortz hauze ex. Châtelain de Coscy's Li novions tens (in which the departing crusader sings of his love and begs to "hold her once naked in my arms before I go overseas"), and even a French recruiting song, Chevalier, mult estiu guerier, the refrain of which runs: "He who goes with Louis will never have fear of Hell; his soul will go to Paradise with our Lord's angels."

Not everything is directly related to actual events of the Crusades, but most are close enough to fit under the rubric. But why quibble? This is a truly fascinating document, as much for the historical connections and insights as for the excellent selection of medieval music. All the performers—soprano Christina Clarke, countertenors James Bowman and Charles Breet, tenor Nigel Rogers, and baritone Geoffrey Shaw, in addition to eight instrumentalists playing, at various times, some sixteen different instruments—are exceptionally sensitive and vital. David Munrow, who will be best remembered for his musical contribution to the Elizabeth I and Henry VIII television series, presents this program in so stimulating a manner that it can be heartily recommended even to those not normally enthusiastic about medieval music. The sonic reproduction, furthermore, is superb. Try it—you'll like it.


Performance: Fascinating
Recording: Excellent

Considering the highly original percussion scoring Carl Nielsen incorporated into the classic symphonic tradition, it is surprising that intensive exploration of the percussion medium by Danish composers has not taken place until the 1960's. Forty-year-old Bent Syllow, who is featured as soloist, conductor, and composer on this disc, has unquestionably provided a major stimulus for this exploration, at least judging by these two richly imaginative scores by Per Nørgaard (b. 1932), considered by many the most substantially gifted of the Danish composers who have matured since World War II. (Continued on page 138)
Scott audio systems are fully integrated to deliver the best sound

New Scott fully integrated audio component systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AM-FM stereo receiver</th>
<th>IHF sensitivity</th>
<th>*Watts per channel</th>
<th>Matching speaker</th>
<th>Frequency response</th>
<th>Power handling capacity, watts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>357B</td>
<td>2.5 uV</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>D-41</td>
<td>35 Hz to 20,000 Hz</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>377B</td>
<td>1.9 uV</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>D-51</td>
<td>30 Hz to 20,000 Hz</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>387B</td>
<td>1.9 uV</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>D-51</td>
<td>30 Hz to 20,000 Hz</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>477</td>
<td>1.9 uV</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>D-61</td>
<td>30 Hz to 20,000 Hz</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>525</td>
<td>1.7 uV</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>D-71</td>
<td>28 Hz to 20,000 Hz</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Rated with both channels driven into 8 ohms

One superiority of Scott component audio systems over others is that our amplifiers, receivers and speakers are designed from the drawing board up to complement each other precisely in dynamic impedance and power transfer characteristics. This means that when you buy one of the receivers listed above with its matching controlled impedance speaker system, you know the ensemble will reproduce sound better than a component system selected at random. In each Scott integrated system the components are carefully selected so that the receiver has sufficient power to drive its matched speaker pair to more than adequate listening levels, yet not so much as to cause damage to the speaker or drive it into serious distortion.

You'll know the implications of this after you've visited your Scott dealer to hear the fully integrated Scott audio systems he has on display. Or you may receive complete product information by circling our number on the reader response card.
The D-12 speaks for itself...all twelve sides.

Lowest of the LOW! Shamelessly Low Prices... As one of America's largest wholesale distributors, we're guilty of shamelessly low prices. Our buying volume has made our prices the lowest. We seriously doubt you can find one lower... and that we're proud of. What's more, at S.C.A., you can select from hundreds of NEW, Factory Sealed, Full Warrantee, Brand name, Hi-Fi Stereo components. If its in the Hi-Fi, Audio field... we have it!

Write for a lowest of the low quote...we're not ashamed.

CIRCLE NO. 65 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Waves is a solo piece, dedicated to and played by Lylloff, and is oddly hypnotic in its effect, which is produced by various changes made over a basic pulse. The result, for this listener, is a kind of aural counterpart to one of Maurits Escher's optical-illusion prints. *Rondo* for six players is as varied and unexpected in its course and its events as Waves is determined. The seemingly random and almost inaudible opening paves the way for a series of related sonic events comparable to a passing storm of hail, sleet, and wind, which then recedes into the aural distance in a haunting and eerie fashion. Lylloff's own piece, *Places*, is not as gripping as the two by Nørgaard; it strikes this listener as an attempt to combine some of the procedures of Ives' The Unanswered Question—of the endlessly unravelled slow string theme—with the percussive and rhythmic elaborations characteristic of Messiaen.

The Varèse classic Ionisation, for me, still says its four minutes and twenty seconds than any of the other works, which take twice as long and more. Mr. Lylloff's group of Aarhus students, recorded at a public performance, come through with a wonderfully clean and crisp performance, and the somewhat dry ambiance of the recording does wonders for the details of Varèse's score.

The other pieces were recorded with Copenhagen studio facilities, and wonderfully well. You can count on Cambridge Records, whose releases are modest in quantity but high in quality, to make each of their productions not just another marketing scheme but a truly worthy and stimulating musical and sonic event.

D.H.


Performance: Virtuosic Recording: Good

The well-worn concert favorites offered in this resuscit (of Capitol 8510, originally released in 1960) are played by the late Michael Rabin with a warm tone and virtuoscopic abandon. However familiar these pieces may be, the technical challenges they pose to the violinist should not be underestimated. Rabin proves equal to them in all instances. This is a worthy souvenir, capturing a fine artist at the top of his form. The accompaniments are rather discreet; the recording is satisfactory.

G.J.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

SPANISH MUSIC FOR HARPSICHORD AND OTHER INSTRUMENTS. Falla: *Concerto* for Harpsichord, Flute, Oboe, Clarinet, Violin, and Cello. Orbón: *Tres Cantigas del Rey* (Alfonso X, el Sabio); Partituras Selma y Salvador; *Canzones a 4*; Gagliarda a 2; *Corone* per soprano solo; *Bollettito* a 2 e a 3; *Corrente* a 3; *Corrente* a 4; *Canzones* a 3; *Corre de Arauxo*; *Quinto tiento de septimo tono*. Rafael Puyana (harpsichord); Heather Harper (soprano, in the Orbón Tres Cantigas); various instrumental ensembles; Charles Mackerras cond. (in Falla); Antal Dorati...
Pinchas Zukerman (violin); Lawrence Smith (piano). Columbia M 31378 $5.98.

Performance: First-rate
Recording: Excellent

Whatever reservation one may have about a meal consisting of a varied assortment of parfaits preceded and followed by generous helpings of Viennese Sacherorte, its musical equivalent—this collection—may be enjoyed without any nutritional concern whatever. It brings together an unusual number of the clever "Classical" pieces Fritz Kreisler composed early in his career, attributing them to Franckeur, Pugnani, and other departed eighteenth-century masters. These are listed above as, for example, Leclair (Kreisler), which is to be read as "said to be by Leclair but really by Kreisler." Pinchas Zukerman plays the opening Liebesfreud with a certain want of intimacy, but otherwise captures the nostalgic charm of these pieces remarkably well for a young representative of the jet age. His technically brilliant, warm-toned playing dispenses of the violonistic challenges with airy lightness and even some welcome touches of humor in Leclair and Couperin. It should be noted that the Mendelssohn and Albeniz selections (listed above as Mendelssohn-Kreisler, etc.) are indeed by those composers, originally written for the piano; but these Kreisler transcriptions make them sound as if they had been conceived for the fiddle. Good accompaniments and warm, well-balanced recorded sound round out the list of this recording's virtues.

G.J.


**RENT stereo tapes $1.50 week postpaid—NEW catalog 25 cents.** Broadway/Hollywood Recordings, Georgetown, Colo. 80444.  201-673-0600.

**LOW prices for Shure, Pickering, Stanton, Empire, Grado and Shure, etc. Write for prices. Dealers invited. Barlow Electronics, 512 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10012.**

**LOW, LOW prices, on audio equipment. All factory fresh.** [Free catalog. Rents 3-track open reel tapes—all major labels—3,000 different—free brochure. Stereo-Party, 55 S. James Drive, Santa Rosa, California 95401.]

**SCOTCH RECORDING TAPE, lowest prices. TAPE CAV-**

**TER, Box 430, San Francisco, Calif. 94109.**

**OLD Radio Programs Catalog $1.00 refundable; The Radio Voice, Box 9032SR, Wisconsin, Michigan 49009.**

**MEMOREX recording tape, audio & video. Lowest prices; write for free information. BERGETZ SYSTEMS CO., Inc., Box 1181, Morro, Pointe, Ill. 60161.**

**LIVE OPERA PERFORMANCES on reel-to-reel tapes. In-**

**credible performances dating back 40 years. From Por-

to-Salle-Callas. Casabos, Mr. Tape, Box 138, Murray Hill, Station, New York, N.Y. 10016.**

**OPEN REAL STEREO TAPE BUYERS!**

**At last! An open reel compilation, including titles long, etc., of 35 long play, 1/3 hour albums by American Airlines, the National, 1028-01 Commonwealth, Boston, Mass. 02215.**

**SHURE, etc. Write for prices. Dealers invited. Arkay Road, Maspeth, New York 11378.**

**READER: For individuals with a personal item to buy or sell. $1.00 per word (including name and address). No minimum! Payment must accompany copy.**

**DISPLAY CLASSIFIED: One inch by one column, $215.00. Two inches by one column, $430.00. Column width 2 1/4". Advertiser to supply film positives.**

**GENERAL INFORMATION: First word in all ads set in bold caps at no extra charge. All copy subject to publisher’s approval. All advertisers using Post Office Boxes in their addresses must supply publisher with permanent address and telephone number. Closing date is 2nd month preceding cover date (for example, March issue closes January 1st). Send order and remittance to: Hal Cymes, STEREO REVIEW, One Park Avenue, New York, New York 10016.**

**RENT 4-track open reel tapes—all major labels—3,000 differ-
tent—free brochure. Stereo-Party, 55 S. James Drive, Santa Rosa, California 95401.**

**Cassette—$1.99, C-90... $2.09, C-120... $2.69. 10 Lot, deduct 10%.$1.39, C-60...**

**Majestic, 9651 Foxbury, Pico Rivera, California 90660.**

**LEAR 8 track blank cartridges. 35 minutes 75 cents, 80 minutes 90 cents. All minutes. SG Cartridges, 2709 Armory Rd., Wichita Falls, Texas 76302.**

**STEREO TAPE RENTAL for particular people. Free cata-

gog. Gold Coast Tape Library, Box 2262, Palm Village, Long Beach, Calif. 90803.**

**SOUNDTRACKS, Show Albums, Rare. Send to: Show-

**ReCollections, P.O. Box 16083, Phila., Pa. 19114.**

**زوار**
GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

JEEPS Typically From $55.90. Trucks From $78.40. Boats, Typewriters, Knives, Airplanes, Clothing, Multi-meter, Oscilloscopes, Transceivers, Photographic Electronics Equipment Wide Variety, Condition. 100,000 Bid Bargains Direct From Government Nationwide. Complete Sales Directory and Surplus Catalogue Catalog $1.00. (Deductible on Orders From Separate Included Catalog). Surplus Service, Box 820-L, Holland, Michigan 49423.

TUBES

PRINTING
PRINTED envelopes, Samples, Price List. Anderson Envelope Co., P.O. Box 506A, Anderson, Indiana 46015.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
30% DISCOUNT name brand musical instruments. Free catalog. Freight Music, 455Q, Route 110 Melville, N.Y. 11746.

MOVIE FILMS

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

MAGAZINES
TAPE RECORDER GUIDE—1972 Spring
NOW PUBLISHED TWICE YEARLY—ALL NEW EDIT! The age of quadrasound has arrived—and it’s all spelled out for you in this edition—4-Channel Sound—What, How and When?—plus complete Directories of 4-channel components, matrix discs and discrete 8-track tapes. The Guide also details the machines already on the market. Order by number from Ziff-Davis Service Division, 595 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10012. Add 15c for postage and handling. Outside USA, add $1.50 each, postpaid.

PAYMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED WITH ORDER.

EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION

MISCELLANEOUS
WINEMAKERS. Free illustrated catalog of yeasts, equipment. Samplex, Box 127762, Minneapolis, Minn. 55412.

Spectacular sound! Stereo testing! Background music and sound effects! Special Interest Records available exclusively from Ziff-Davis. Send for your free Record Catalog—Ziff-Davis Publishing Co., Dept. 23, One Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016.

Your ad in these columns will reach an audience of 300,000 interested buyers monthly.

Placing your ad in this publication is a sure money-maker! If you have no label handy, print your old address here.

DE LUXE MAGAZINE CASES
Designed Exclusively for STEREO REVIEW

The ideal way to save your valuable copies, keep them well protected and make it easy for you to refer to any issue at any time. Both decorative and attractive enough to enhance the decor of any room, each case holds a full year’s copies. Constructed of reinforced fiberglas, these durable cases are covered in a rich textured leatherette. The gold embossed back adds to its elegance and makes each case a welcome addition to your bookshelf or cabinet.

Magazine cases are available for any of your favorite magazines. They’re only $4.20 each, 3 for $11.60, in any combination of titles ordered. Add 50c per case for postage and handling. Outside U.S.A. add $1.00 per case ordered.

CHARGE YOUR AMERICAN EXPRESS OR BANKAMERICAN ACCOUNT

Ziff-Davis Pub. Co., Dept. 23, One Park Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10016

My remittance in the amount of $ enclose. Please send magazine cases for the titles indicated below.

CHARGE: AMERICAN EXPRESS BANKAMERICAN

Account #
Signature

Published by Ziff-Davis Publishing Co., 1 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016

USA and its possessions & Canada.

Address
City State Zip

Print Name

Check One:
[ ] All Black
[ ] Maroon Back, Black Sides
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TAPE HORIZONS
By CRAIG STARK

TAPE DROP-OUTS

HAVE you ever noticed that suddenly, and unpredictably, the taped music you're listening to disappears momentarily—and usually from the left speaker? If so, you've encountered what are appropriately called "drop-outs," which are among the chief maladies that afflict tape as a recording medium. And while there is no complete cure for the disease, understanding its origins can help you take the necessary steps to minimize its severity.

Drop-outs arise from two basic kinds of causes: imperfections in the tape's oxide coating, and physical interruption of the intimate contact between the moving tape and the recorder's heads. Other than using only high-quality tape, there is nothing you can do about the first source of difficulty. An oxide coating may be rife with dirt particles, bubbles, pinholes, or clumps, but you won't know it until a prized recording is flawed. Nor is there any home remedy for some of the other mechanical problems cheap tape causes. Improper slitting, for example, can create a hump that impresses itself on subsequent tape layers, again causing a drop-out problem. (You can inspect for this by turning the take-up hub manually, using the point of a pencil.) With open-reel tapes, I always count on cutting off ten feet or so at the end of side one, for there are usually folds at this point that will cause drop-outs at the start of side two. Cassettes with leaders improperly attached to the reel hubs present a special danger. Poor design of the leader attachment at the start of a side can create a sharp hump that impresses itself on subsequent tape layers, again causing a drop-out problem. (You can inspect for this by turning the take-up hub manually, using the point of a pencil.)

The cassette's slow speed and narrow track width also increase the difficulty. For a small imperfection that would pass an open-reel tape head audibly in a hundredth of a second at 15 ips takes nearly a tenth of a second to pass at 1/10 ips, making it painfully obvious. Further, narrow tracks mean that very small discrepancies can produce drop-outs, and similarly, high frequencies (which occupy shorter lengths of tape) are more susceptible than are bass tones.

While you can't prevent drop-outs altogether, thorough cleaning of all parts that come in contact with the tape will help, for part of the problem arises when loose oxide shed from one tape layer is transferred and impressed into the surface of another. Even dust can hurt!
TEAC 3300: the strong, silent type

If you've been shopping the field for a semi-pro deck with studio-size reels, you've probably had to cut your way through a lot of noise about silence. And you've probably wondered why you haven't heard TEAC blowing its horn on the subject. The answer is simple—we didn't feel we had to. Long before the dawning of Dolby, TEAC perfected the kind of electronics that lets you use the most advanced low-noise/high-output tapes on decks like the 3300 with startling results. We effectively reduced tape noise and hiss below audible levels. And let Dolby take it from there. But we wanted to keep the 3300 a truly versatile semi-pro deck for the audiophile. So instead of building Dolby in, we outfitted it, as you can see—in the AN-80 Dolby Noise-Reduction Unit. Now you could get better signal-to-noise than was dreamed of in your ratio for $149.50. Not only on your 3300 but on any other existing deck. At the same time, we addressed ourselves to making the 3300 transport (already world-renowned for its superlative quality and unmatched reliability) a near-perfect mechanism. By manufacturing all critical components in-house—and to specs and tolerances we wouldn't dare impose on anyone else. By quality control tantamount to paranoia—for example, we adjust, check, and readjust our heads as many as 17 times during manufacture. Over and above this, we provide audiophile conveniences overlooked on other decks. Like a bias-level switch. And the famous Edi-Q control for one-hand editing and cueing. Two full-size VU meters. All this for only $499.50. Now would you really expect a machine as strong as all this to be anything but silent? And if all you need is a 7"-reel deck with many of the 3300's fine features, checkout our 1230 at $359.50.

* Dolby is a trademark of Dolby Laboratories, Inc.
Whatever happened to woofers and tweeters?

Nowadays it seems almost impossible to see or touch a hi-fi speaker. All that you are shown is grille cloth and walnut. And the inside of the system is a mystery reserved only for engineers.

It need not be so. Because there's another way to select a speaker system, starting with the actual components themselves. There's a whole world of E-V custom loudspeakers waiting. Woofers, tweeters, and full-range speakers to suit every plan and need.

The rewards are two-fold. Not only do you create a system that perfectly mirrors your taste in sound, you also have free rein to express your taste in enclosures.

You can build component speakers into walls or shelves to save space and reduce clutter. Or install them in existing or custom furniture that is a positive asset to your living room rather than an intrusion.

If the flexibility of the custom speaker idea engages your interest and challenges your creativity, send for our catalog today. It will put you back in touch with the basic elements of high fidelity. Write for your free copy or visit your nearby Electro-Voice salesroom soon.

You have some questions about 4-channel?
We have the answers.

Q. With so many different matrix encodings (E-V Stereo-4", SQ, QS, Dyna, and all the rest) how do I know which decoder to buy?
A. Simple. Choose the new EVX-44 Universal Decoder. It plays ALL matrixes accurately without switching, no matter how they are made.

Q. The EVX-44 has an extra Separation Enhancement circuit. Why?
A. To keep a soloist firmly in the front of the room by increasing center-front to back isolation to as much as 18 dB (at the cost of some back left-right separation). The enhancement is automatic and unobtrusive, acting only when the center soloist is performing. It can also be switched “on” continuously or “off” completely if preferred. The circuit works equally well with all encodings and even with 2-channel stereo records.

Q. What if so-called “discrete” records become popular? Won’t I be wasting my money buying a matrix decoder now?
A. Not at all. Major record companies are firmly committed to matrix four channel. In addition E-V decoders enhance 2-channel sources, adding a feeling of ambience and dimension that is rivaled only by actual 4-channel material. Discrete demodulators can’t do this. After all, 2-channel records, tapes, and FM won’t disappear overnight, no matter what happens with 4-channel sound. Our decoders can even “enhance” the main channels of discrete 4-channel recordings. So your E-V decoder will be useful for years to come.

Q. Why does E-V offer two decoders?
A. Cost, mostly. The original EVX-4 is still a great bargain. It does an excellent job of decoding matrix records and is tops for enhancing 2-channel stereo. But the new EVX-44 does a more accurate job with all matrixes, and it has the separation enhancement circuit. It’s quite a bit more complex, hence more expensive. E-V thinks you should have a choice.

Q. I don’t want to buy 2 stereo systems to get 4-channel sound. What should I do?
A. Choose the EVR-4X4 4-channel AM/FM receiver. It has everything including the Universal Decoder circuit built right in. Simply hook up 4 loudspeakers (hopefully E-V!) and whatever tape or record players you prefer, and play.

When it comes to 4-channel... there’s no question about it. Electro-Voice makes it happen.

E-V 4-channel products are produced under U.S. Patent No. 3,632,886